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ABSTRACT
This study assesses the characteristics of formal and informal organ-
ization in a selection of public alternative schools through an identifi- •
cation and analysis of decision-making patterns which are operant in the
schools. In addition, the study raises a "set of speculations" about the
possible relationship between aspects of the schools' demography, planning
history, and personnel characteristics and the organization of the schools.
The study depends on open-ended responses to interviews by students, staff,
and directors in 46 schools and director responses from these same schools
to a closed-ended survey for its data sources. Relevant literature in the
sociology of education provides the theoretical base of the study and has
led to the development of "Guidelines for Analyzing School Organization:
Formal and Informal .
"
Three questions are raised for the study. The first question asks:
What patterns of decision making are operant in a selection of public al-
ternative schools? Four patterns of decision making are uncovered and are
identified as: Hierarchical, Adult Collaborative, Participant Determinant,
and Representative or Multi-Level Consensus. The patterns are distin-
guished from each other by the number of people included in the making of
decisions and the perceived influence structure of the schools.
The second question asks: Based on the patterns of decision making
that are operant in public alternative schools, what can be inferred about
the organizational characteristics of the schools (formal and informal)?
It was found that formality and informality are related to inclusiveness
in decision making. Schools which tend to include more people in decision
Vmaking evidence the characteristics of informal school organization;
schools which tend to be more exclusive in the making of decisions evi-
dence characteristics of formal organization. All of the schools studied
could be analyzed according to formal and informal characteristics and
were ranked according to how closely they approximated the formal and in-
formal poles of organization.
The third question asks: How are the organizational characteristics
of the schools related to aspects of the schools' demography, planning
history, and personnel characteristics? Through the use of a computer
program and survey data, the author was able to make the stated compari-
sons. It was found that differences in school organization mirror dif-
ferences in school age, size, students served, initiation and planning
processes, and staff and director characteristics. A set of "specula-
tions" about possible relationships between school organization and other
aspects of the school are offered as hypotheses for further research.
The study has uncovered many concerns for future research. Included
among them are: further testing of the appropriateness of the decision
making categories, an analysis of links between organizational goals and
operating structures, a study of links between organizational structure
and the nature of the curriculum, further study and application of the
notions of formal and informal organization to the design of schools, and
the testing of the "speculations" raised in answer to the final research
question.
vi
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Our most pressing educational problem. . .is not how to
increase the efficiency of the schools. It is how to
create and maintain a humane society. A society
where schools are inhumane is not likely' to be humane
itself.
1
Statement of the Problem
Charles Silberman, in his study on American schooling prepared for
the Carnegie Foundation in 1970, presents a summary of the arguments that
school critics have been making for a decade and a half. He states:
Because adults take the schools for granted, they
fail to appreciate what grim, joyless places most
American schools are, how oppressive and petty are
the rules by which they are governed, how intellec-
tually sterile and aesthetically barren the atmos-
phere, what an appalling lack of civility obtains on
the part of the teachers and principals, what con-
tempt they unconsciously display for children as
children.
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The schools which are the target of this criticism are formal organiza-
tions. Much like hospitals and factories, they have a hierarchy of pre-
scribed roles, a predetermined authority structure, a clear division of
labor, and distinct administrative units for decision making. If these
formally organized schools have failed, then it is necessary to seek al-
ternative patterns for school organization. At present, our knowledge of
alternative forms of organization is limited. Daniel Griffiths argues
this point more emphatically when he says, "In educational literature,
the ills of education attributable to the line and staff concept are
legion. Unfortunately, the alternative proposals for organizing schools
2•3
are non-existent."
In the last five years, schools with alternative forms of organiza-
tion have sprung up throughout the country, both inside and outside of
the public school system. These schools, having their roots in the
freedom schools" of the civil rights movement in the South and in the
"free schools" developed by the counter culture during the 1960's, have
goals directed towards a change in the process and product of schooling.
They purport to be organized along lines of authority and decision making
which are different from those of the traditionally organized schools
they seek to challenge and influence.
Because these schools are initiated as alternatives to what exists,
we may assume that many of them have rejected formal organization com-
pletely. It is also possible that some of these schools have elected to
keep some aspects of the formal organization and to reject others. Still
other schools may have chosen to become small replicas of the convention-
al schools in the public system and function as miniature formal organi-
zations.
At present, this is mere conjecture. We have no information about
how these schools have, in fact, organized themselves. The few studies
that do exist on alternate schools are specific to individual schools and
do not focus on the general issue of organization. Nationally, there are
over five hundred public alternative schools. They are worthy of study,
for if we are to propose alternatives to school organization, as
Silberman, Griffiths, and others urge us to do, then we must study and
analyze the "alternatives" which are presently in practice. We must
3examine these schools, or a selection of these schools, and assess
whether they do provide models for alternatives to traditional notions of
school organization.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to assess the characteristics of formal
and informal organization in selected public alternative schools through
an identification and analysis of decision-making patterns which are
operant in the schools. The study determines what decision-making regu-
larities exist among the schools, identifies and locates the regularities,
and relates these regularities to the general notions of formal and infor-
mal organization. Further, this study provides a set of "speculations"
about aspects of the schools' demography, planning history, and personnel
characteristics which may possibly influence and guide school organiza-
tion. Finally, the study advances directions for research on school or-
ganization, alternative schools, and the planning of educational change.
The study depends on the research in the sociology of education for
its theoretical framework and on the collection of data from the schools
about decision making in general policy and operation, and in curriculum,
discipline, and recruitment/dismissal for its empirical base.
Three questions for research are raised:
1. What patterns of decision making are operant in a selection
of public alternative schools?
2. Based on the patterns of decision making that are operant in
public alternative schools, what can be inferred about the organizational
characteristics of the schools (formal and informal)?
3. How are the organizational characteristics of the schools
related to aspects of the schools' demography, planning history, and
personnel characteristics?
Assumptions of the Study
For the purpose of this study, traditional schools are viewed as
iormal organizations." There exists in these schools a hierarchy of
roles as well as an allocation of work and power that is designed to meet
the stated outcomes of the school organization in a formal and prescribed
way. The alternatives to formal organization of schools may take many
forms. We may assume that the extreme opposite of a formally organized
school is the school which operates as an informal organization. We may
further assume that some, but definitely not all alternative schools,
will fall at this other extreme. This study takes as its assumptions,
then, that:
1. The school as a formal organization is one pole for school
organization.
2. The school as an informal organization is the other pole
for school organization.
3. Some alternative schools will fall close to the poles
defined.
4. Some alternative schools will have qualities of both the
formal and informal pole of school organization.
Delimitations of the Study
This descriptive study is exploratory by intention and design. It
depends on qualitative data. That is, the study does not have an experi-
mental thrust. It does not depend on the statistical
analysis of
5quantitative data; it does not posit a set of hypotheses to be proved or
disproved. Rather, the research directs itself toward uncovering and de-
scribing phenomena that are existent in a selection of schools and towards
the building of new theory in school organization. The questions are ad-
vanced for investigation and define the scope of the study.
The study does not claim that what it uncovers is true for all
schools which consider themselves "alternatives." Rather, it uncovers
patterns and structures which exist in a selection of public alternative
schools. By concentrating on a small number of cases, and depending on
the perceptions of people who are involved in the daily life of school,
the study describes the present reality of selected alternative schools
and provides a basis for future inquiry into school organization.
Significance of the Study
Until recently, public school students have had no choice in the
school they attend. Public schools within one geographic area do not
usually differ a great deal in their organization and curriculum. Teach-
ing faculty, and often administrators as well, do not have a great deal
of choice in the school organization in which they are employed. Now
alternative schools purport to offer an opportunity for students, staff,
and administration to choose to be in a different situation and to help
define the organizational pattern of the school they choose. The present
study is important because it investigates a selection of schools which
present themselves as "alternatives" to the traditional schools, but
which exist within the framework of public education. The data gathered
here will provide a description of what these choices are actually like
in practice.
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The analysis of school organization which this study develops pre-
sents a continuum of school organization from formal to informal. Other
studies of school organization concentrate on either the formal or infor-
mal aspects of the school and view these two modes as existing alongside
each other. This study is significant because it will provide informa-
tion about informal organization, not as a part of a formal system, but
as a separate and perhaps dominant mode of alternative school organiza-
tions.
In addition, this study is important because it investigates the re-
lationship between school organization and other attributes of the school,
its demography, planning, and personnel. An understanding of such possi-
ble interactions allows for a better hold on the nature of schools and how
they are organized. Such an understanding will lead us away from looking
at the school as a universal form for the organization of instruction and
encourage the conceptualization of school organization along new lines.
This study, by providing several models for school organization, will
help educators make decisions about the improvement of schools and will
permit parents and children to make sound choices about schools, should
options in public education be made available on a large scale. These
models can be applied to larger educational practice. The availability
of
the results of this study will provide conceptual tools and the
develop-
ment of rationales for non-traditional school organization.
7Finally, this study provides data on schools which are relatively un-
studied on a large scale, schools which are trying to change the form of
education so as to provide students and staff the dignity and concern that
studies on traditional education indicate are lacking in present school
practice. Hopefully, these schools provide models of how to increase
humane concerns and not merely make schools more efficient.
Meaning of Terms
Within the body of this study, specific terms are used to identify
types of schools and types of organizations. The definitions presented
below will operate throughout the study:
Public Alternative Schools
The term "public alternative schools" refers to schools which exist
within the public domain and which define themselves as providing alter-
natives and options to the existing public schools within their own dis-
trict. More specifically, these schools are pub! ic in that:
1. They operate at no extra cost to local taxpayers or to stu-
dents enrolled; they are supported by public funds.
2. They are accountable to public boards of education or pub-
lic agencies.
3. They enroll students from the present public school popula-
tion in the area in which they are located.
4. They grant state approved diplomas to graduates.
These schools are al ternati ve in that.
1. They are based on choice; students
and staff choose to be
there.
82. They provide alternative organization in any or all of
these. areas:
a. Curriculum.
b. Student-teacher interaction.
c. Use of non-traditional personnel.
d. Physical environment.
e. Relationship to the community.
3. They are committed, in writing, to a change in the process
and/or product of schooling.
This study will not include data on "free" or "freedom" schools nor
on innovative classes within traditional schools.
Traditional Schools
In speaking of traditional schools, the author means those public
schools to which students are assigned within districts and which adhere
to conventional patterns and goals and which do not consider themselves
"alternative schools."
Organization
...organization is that function of administration
which attempts to relate and ultimately fuse the pur-
poses of an institution and the people who comprise
its working parts. It is the continuously developing
plan which defines the job and shows how it can be
efficiently and effectively accomplished by people in
a certain social environment.
4
Further organization is defined to mean "the pattern
of organization cre-
. • n 5
ated to make decisions.
9Formal Organization
Formal organization is defined in the literature as "a hierarchy of
relationships serving to facilitate the allocation and integration of
roles and resources in order to achieve the goals of the organization ."
6
formal Organization
The informal organization is viewed as "the system or interpersonal
relations which forms within an organization to affect decisions of the
formal organization and this system is omitted from the formal scheme or
is in opposition to it."^
Patterns of Decision Making
Patterns of decision making refers to the regularities of personal
interactions and power configurations that occur among director, staff,
students, and school district officers in effecting school policy
and
operations.
Curriculum
Curriculum is the process of design for and
the actualization of
intended learnings as well as unintended
learnings that take place.
Organization of the Study
This study consists of six chapters.
Chapter One presents an intro
auction of the study, the statement
of the problem, the purpose of the
10
study, assumptions and delimitations, the significance of the work, and a
set of definitions of terms which occur in the body of the paper. Chapter
Two reviews the relevant literature and provides the theoretical base for
the study. Chapter Three describes the design of the study, the instru-
mentation and the collection and analysis of the data. Chapter Four
presents the data and answers the first of the three research questions
presented in the "Purpose of the Study" in Chapter One. Chapter Five
answers the remaining two research questions, utilizing the data discussed
in Chapter Four. Chapter Six presents a summary and conclusion of the
study and indicates implications for future research.
Chapter One Footnotes
^Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom
,
New York: Vintage
Books, 1971.
2
Ibid.
3
Daniel Griffiths, David L. Clark, Richard D. Wynn, and Laurence
Iannacconne, Organizing Schools for Effective Education
,
Illinois: The
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., 1962, p.27.
4
Ibid
., p.10.
^Carl Weinberg, Structural Components of Schooling , A paper delivered
at AERA, 1972.
6
James M. Lipham, "Leadership and Administration," Behavioral Science
and Educational Administration , (The Sixty-Third Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education), Edited by Daniel E. Griffiths,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964.
^Daniel E. Griffiths, "Towards a Theory of Administrative Behavior,"
Administrative Behavior , Edited by Roald Campbell and Russel T. Gregg,
New York: Harper and Bros., 1957.
CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of the review of the literature is to establish a theore-
tical base for the study. To meet this end, the review of literature is
divided into three sections. Section One defines the "How and the What of
the Study." Drawing on the works of scholars in sociology of education
c..d organizational development, this section develops the approach of the
study and the anticipated content that such an approach can define. Here
the decision-making approach is justified and the outcomes from such an
approach analyzed. Section Two analyzes the formal organization of
schools as revealed in some "classic studies" of the public school and
then looks to the literature on informally organized schools. This latter
part of the literature is relatively recent, and much of the work dis-
cussed here has only been printed in draft form. This analysis leads to
Section Three in which the formal and informal organization of schools are
compared and in which a framework for the analysis of the decision-making
data is established. In this final section, guidelines are developed for
the analysis of the data on decision making and are graphically presented.
Section One: The How and the What of the Study
The problem which is the focus of this study is to discern the organ-
izational characteristics of a selection of public alternative schools.
The first decision the researcher must make concerns the "how" of such an
undertaking. The writer must ask: What is the method for approaching
the issue of organization that will best suit the intent of the study?
The decision-making approach was chosen. That is, this study proposes to
13
analyze alternative forms of school organization through an examination
of the decision-making processes in the schools under scrutiny. This ap-
proach has been validated by a number of scholars who have concentrated
in the fields of administration and organization both within and outside
of the field of education.
Specifically, the study looks to the works of Herbert Simon, Daniel
Griffiths, and William Dill to develop a rationale for the approach of
this study. What follows is a brief review of the works of these men per-
taining to the decision-making approach.
Herbert A. Simon's work. Administrative Behavior ,
1 presents a basic
framework for the analysis of organization which is expanded upon and re-
fined by later writers (Griffiths, etc.). The basic tenet that he pre-
sents is stated thusly:
The central theme around which the analysis has been
developed is that organization behavior is a complex
network of decisional processes, all pointed toward
their influence upon the behavior of the operatives...
The anatomy of the organization is to be found in the
distribution and allocation of decision-making func-
tions. The physiology of the organization is to be
found in the processes whereby the organization influ-
ences the decisions of each of its members.
In gathering data for this study, we are concerned
with what Simon calls
the "anatomy" of the organization that is in
distribution and allocation
of functions of decision making.
In addition to developing the premise
about the centrality of deci-
sion making to organizational structure,
Simon also begins to develop the
notions of authority and influence as they
are operant within an
14
organization. These concepts, along with the decision-making methodology,
are developed further in the work of Daniel Griffiths, and it is to this
work that we now turn.
In Administrative Theory , 3 Daniel Griffiths restates Simon's basic
premise when he writes, "Organizations take their common form from the
decision-making process and their differences occur in the modification
of the process as required by their task and the way in which the public
4
perceives the task." Further, "An understanding of the decision-making
process in a particular enterprise is the key to its organizational struc-
ture." If we are going to explore alternative forms of school organiza-
tion, then, an analysis of decision making within schools is a valid pro-
cedure to follow.
Griffiths also considers what he terms the major questions a study
of an organization might raise, the issues of perception, communication,
power, and authority. Perceiving is defined as "that part of the process
of living in which each one of us, from his own particular point of view,
creates for himself the world within which he has his life's experiences
g
and through which he survives to gain his satisfaction." Communication
is "the process by which cooperation and coordination take place"^ and is
"the process whereby decisional premises are transmitted from one member
of the organization to another. Power is defined as a function of de-
cision made: P- f(d )."
9
A person has power to the extent to which he/
she can affect the actions of a group more than other's decisions and to
the extent to which he/she has influence over decisions. Authori
t
^
is a
notion borrowed from Simon who defines it as "a subordinate
may be baid
15
to accept authority whenever he permits his behavior to be guided by a de-
cision reached by another irrespective of his judgements as to the merits
of the decision,"^ or more simply as Griffiths says, "willingness to
accept the power of another."^
These issues of perception, communication, power and influence, and
authority emerge in a study of organizational structures as we examine
the decision-making processes of the organization. They are issues which
are central to the development of a categorization and analysis of alter-
native forms of school organization.
Finally, Griffiths presents a series of propositions which develop
the themes that he and Simon develop. I shall present two major proposi-
tions and relevant minor propositions which are useful for the study at
hand:
Proposition : The structure of an organization is determined by its deci-
sion-making process. The issues of structure can be resol-
ved if viewed as an outgrowth of a particular decision-mak-
ing process.^
1. An individual's rank in an organization is directly related
to the degree of control he directs over decision-making
processes.
2. Differences in organization structure are related to
differ
ences in the decision-making process.
Proposition : If the informal and formal organization
approach congruency
then the total organization will approach maximum
achieve-
. 13
ment.
16
These two major propositions give us a framework for analyzing the
organization for decision making in a variety of alternative schools.
Griffiths' major questions concerning perception, community, authority,
and power and influence are also useful in formulating the methodology of
this study. Griffiths' work, then, provides further substantiation of
the decision-making approach and offers important methodological consider-
ations.
1
4
William Dill, in his essay, "Decision Making," presents a summary
and amplification of the stances of Simon and Griffith. He presents a
tight rationale for the decision-making approach.
As opposed to the traditional study of the activities and functions
of the executive, the decision-making approach "highlights the goals,
tasks, and the choices that determine activities in the organization. .
.the
decisions that individuals make to join, to support or to quit an organi-
zation and the decisions they make as participants to solve
the problems
confronting it largely determine the organization's chance
for survival
and growth ."
15
The decision-making approach has "power,
breadth, and a sympathetic
connection with other disciplines
."
16 The approach has power because it
penetrates into the way in which an
organization operates. It has
breadth because of the number and types
of decisions that must be made.
It connects with several of the social
sciences, organizational theory,
and the quantitative disciplines.
The approach is also fruitful
as a framework for theory, research,
17
and practical advice" as it attempts to answer these three questions:
1. How are decisions made?
2. Who should make decisions?
3. How can we make better decisions?
A large part of this study is directed toward examining the first two
questions posed here.
The other areas for major consideration he proposes are the nature
of individual decision making and the nature of group decision making.
Both aspects are dealt with in this study. Another issue is that of
theory and practice. It has long been thought that more participation in
decision making meets individual needs. Now, "the applicability of ideas
about participative decision making no longer seems as obvious as it once
1
8
did. Inviting wider involvement does not always bring positive results."
There has also been a problem in failing to distinguish "organized, parti-
cipative patterns of decision making from unstructured, laissez faire
approaches."
19
All of these issues will be dealt with in this study.
Dill's work is useful, then, in providing further support for the de-
cision-making methodology and toward the development of ways for viewing
issues in school organization as they emerge through a study of decision
making.
The works under review thus far have provided a rationale
for the de-
cision-making approach as a method for understanding
organizations and
have raised important considerations for the design of
the study, espe-
cially for the kind of baseline data that must
be collected. (See Chapter
18
Three.) We now turn to the "What" of the study. We may pose the ques-
tions: Given an analysis of the anatomy of decision making in an organi-
zation, what aspects of the school organization will be highlighted?
What implications about school organization might be drawn? For guide-
lines for an answer to these questions, we turn to works which suggest
ways of organizing decision-making data and of applying the data to an
understanding of the larger organization.
In a collaborative text book entitled Organizing Schools for Effec-
20
tive Learning
,
Daniel Griffiths, David Clark, Richard Wynn, and Laurence
Iannacconne develop further the theories of organization that Griffiths
addresses in his individual work. In addition, these four sociologists
present five characteristics of school organization that can be studied
through decision-making data. These five areas are:
1. Span of control : the number of people being supervised by
another.
. 2. Tall vs. flat organization : the number of authority levels
in an organization.
a. The characteristics of the flat organization are:
(1) The number of authority levels and line offers are
kept at a minimum.
(2) Individual school units are granted greater autonomy
(3) The building principal becomes a key figure in the
educational enterprise, since he is the one administrative officer respon-
sible for the total educational program of children in his school.
(4) Administrative responsibilites are diffused among
many persons even though the number of line administrators may be reduced.
(5) Specialists become service arms of the classroom
rather than line officers.
(6) Line administrative officers become generalists
with
19
broad areas of responsibility.
b. The tall organization is characterized by the following:
0) There are a great number of authority levels with
several line officers at each level.
(2) Individual school units have little or no autonomy.
(3) No single administrator can be said to be in direct
charge of the education of a child.
(4) Although there is a greater number of line officers,
administrative responsibi 1 ites are centered in the hands of fewer indivi-
duals.
(5) Specialists are line officers with responsibility
for building a program in their fields of specialization.
(6) Line administrative officers have narrow spheres of
responsibility.
3. Centralization vs. de-centralization : the number and impor-
tance of decisions made at different levels of the organization. The
issue here is one of emphasis, not of absolutes.
4. Institutional processes vs. personalities : this is consi-
dered a major way to describe organization. The question of prescribed
institutional roles vs. emergent personal roles is raised here.
5. Unit vs. multiple control : one person in control vs. sever-
al people in control. Is control shared or the perogative of one strong
administrator??!
Carl Weinberg of UCLA, in a paper titled, "The Structural Components
of Schools,"
22
establishes several structures of schooling which distin-
guish conventional from alternative patterns. (See Appendix.) In areas
which relate to making decisions and choices, Weinberg identifies the
following aspects of school organization for study:
Relationships : Whether people relate as roles or as indivi-
duals.
Authority : Whether authority inheres in stratified positions
in a hierarchy or in an egalitarian fashion.
20
• -Labor: Whether labor is divided so that tasks and functions
are clearly defined or whether labor is undivided and not differentiated
by task.
Curriculum and Socialization : Whether the society chooses cur-
riculum goals or whether the learning community chooses.
Rules_: Whether rules are set by convention and sanctions for
violations set or whether rules emerge from group life as well as sanc-
tions.
School Subcultures : Whether groups within the school are segre-
gated by age, sex, racial, and economic considerations or whether groups
are integrated within the school. 23
Griffiths, et al and Weinberg provide useful ways of organizing de-
cision-making data as it reflects on general organizational concerns.
Based on their works, this study formulates two general dimensions to be
studied through the decision-making data. These dimensions form the
"What" of the study. Below the two dimensions are presented as questions,
and implicit concerns of the dimensions are noted.
The first question asks: What general descriptors can be applied to
the shape of organization ? Specifically, this question concerns itself
with the following:
bureaucratic or non-bureaucratic structures
multiple or unit control
broad or narrow span of control
tall or flat organizational profile
centralized or de-central ized power
The second question asks: What are the underlying processes by which
the organization takes its shape ? Specifically, this question has the
following concerns:
relationships
authority
roles and tasks
social climate
curriculum and socialization
Throughout this study of school organization, we shall return to
these general questions as our basis for analysis and organization:
First, as a way to summarize the literature on formal and informal school
organization, and to establish guidelines for the study of the formal and
informal poles of schooling; second, as the framework for analyzing the
data on decision making that is presented in this study and for drawing
conclusions about the organizational characteristics of the schools selec-
ted for study here.
Section Two: The Formal and Informal Organization of Schools
This section of the Review of the Literature analyzes the formal and
informal organization of schools through an examination of studies which
have been done over the last two decades in the sociology of education.
The purpose of this review is to formulate the formal and informal poles
of schooling as a guideline for the study of alternative school organiza-
ti on
.
The School as a Formal Organization
Formal organization has been defined as "a hierarchy of relationships
serving to facilitate the allocation and integration of roles and resour-
ces in order to achieve the goals of the organization."
r Research which
studies the school as a formal organization expands on
this basic defini-
tion and pinpoints specific relationships, roles and
resources as they
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exist in conventional schools in the United States. The works of Willard
Waller, James S. Coleman, C. Wayne Gordon, Charles Bidwell, and Mathew
Miles are examined here. These men each develop an analysis of the
school as a formal organization and, at the same time, describe the prob-
lems inherent in this form of school organization.
Willard Waller's pioneer study. The Sociology of Teaching
,
25
is an
early attempt to analyze systematically the organization of the public
school; it is "a result of systematic wondering rather than of objective
26
research." Waller views the school as "a social organism" and, as such,
"the school shows an organismic interdependence of parts and a special iza-
27
tion of function." Administrators, teachers, and students are clearly
distinct from one another in the organization of the school; each consti-
tuency has specific functions and has decision-making powers within the
rank ordering of the school. Waller views this social organism as "arti-
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ficial" since it is based on "institutional leadership" and authority
rather than individual competence and personal power.
Institutional leadership is characterized by role- and rule-governed
interaction rather than a spontaneous interaction of individual personali-
ties. It is also based on conformity to pre-determined patterns, a clear
demarcation of boundaries and an adherence to them. "Some sort of formal
29
organization intervenes between the leader and the led. Teachers,
then, have institutional leadership over their students, deriving their
authority from their position in the hierarchy.
Institutional leadership is the result of the general characteristic
of the school relationship structure, which is based on
patterns of
23
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"domination and subordination." These patterns are usually called
"discipline." Waller states, "On the objective side, discipline is a so-
cial arrangement whereby one person is able consistently to exert control
over the actions of others. Subjectively, discipline is the morale ob-
taming under institutionalized leadership."
As a result of this pattern of interaction, there emerges a keeping
of "social distance..., characteristic of the personal entanglements of
teachers and students. It is a necessity where the subordination of one
person to another is required, for distance makes possible the recession
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of feeling without which the authority of another is intolerable." A
student subculture emerges in which students are set off from adults
within the school, forming their own small society. Even the extra-curri
cular program does not integrate students into the vital decision-making
parts of the school. It is the task of the administration and teachers,
says Waller, to prevent student organizations and government from becom-
ing "live and spontaneous groupings. . .to the detriment of school disci-
pline ." 33
The pattern of domination and subordination characterizes administra
tion-staff interaction as well. "Typically, the school is organized on
some varient of the autocratic principle. . .The schools are organized on
the authority principle, with power theoretically vested in the school
superintendent and radiating from him down to the lowest substitute
34
teacher in the system."
Administrators, themselves, are subject to the authority of the com-
munity through the school board. Because of their subordination
to this
24
wider group, administrators use negative control, punative authority, and
have to enforce teachers' adherence to rules. The total organization of
the school, according to Waller, is a form of despotism in which authority
is hierarchical, roles are clearly defined, and parameters for interaction
within the school clearly demarcated and followed. Waller's description
is, perhaps, the first we have of the school as a formal organization and
one which points out the unsatisfactory elements of formally organized
schools.
35
In The Adolescent Society
,
James S. Coleman explores in depth an
area which Waller touches in his work; that is, the existence of a student
subculture within the formal organization of the school. Based on ques-
tionnaires, interviews, and data on grades, IQ, family background which
were correlated through computer analysis, Coleman concludes that adoles-
cents form a subculture with a language, value system, and symbols differ-
ent from adults. This subculture exists within the formal organization
of the school and, in effect, has norms and values which are contrary to
the stated goals of the larger organization. Athletic prowess for boys
and popularity for girls far outweigh academic considerations in deter-
mining the informal leaders of the subculture. "Good grades and concen-
tration on studies are seen by the adolescent community, and rightly so,
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as acquiescence and conformity to adult constraints."'"
This subculture may be viewed as a type of informal organization that
exists within the formal organization. It is a complex network of inter-
personal relations. In this case, what Waller hypothesizes is validated,
that the informal students' subculture has goals which are in opposition
25
to those of the formal organization. What results is the social distance
between students and teachers and the patterns of dominance and subordina-
tion which Waller describes. The emergence of this informal organization
within the larger formal organization emphasizes one of the major failings
of formally organized schools—the failure to involve students and teach-
ers in a process which fulfills the stated goals of education. Rather,
students and teachers, or, in Coleman's terms, adolescents and adults,
operate in opposition to each other within two conflicting systems within
the school organization.
The distinction between the formal organization of the school and the
informal organization of the student subculture is made more explicit in
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C. Wayne Gordon s study, Social Systems of the High School . He presents
an analysis of the social system of some 576 students at "Wabush High"
over a period of ten years. He selects three spheres of action for his
study: the formal organization of the school, "incorporating the famili-
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ar patterns governed by a set of rules and regulations;" the student
organizations consisting of over fifty student groups; and the informal
organization "composed of interpersonal relations." His findings indi-
cate that a student's place in the social system of the school depends on
his/her standing in a combination of the three spheres of action. The
most important determinant of status was the informal system where pres-
tige was gained through dress, cliques, and social class. The student or-
ganizations were of secondary influence and the formal organization of the
school of least importance.
Gordon, then, presents an analysis not dissimilar from Coleman's. He
26
explores an additional aspect which is especially relevant to our study
here. Within his major book and in a shorter article
,
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Gordon focuses
on the role of the teacher as the mediator between the formal school or-
ganization and the informal student structure. Teachers are "placed in a
situation of contentious stress until they routinized their function ."4
Teachers are expected to carry out the achievement goals of the school
and have the power to do this through the awarding of grades. The teach-
ers also are in contact with the informal structure of the students whose
norms and values are often in opposition to those of the formal organi-
zation which the teacher is supposed to enforce. Teachers subscribe to
the philosophy of earned success through achievement, yet are sensitive
to the ascribed success that students bring with them to their classes
from the informal system. The longer the teacher is in the school, the
more he/she accepts social class control which is part of the informal
system and the less he/she awards rewards and punishments on the basis of
achievement. The teacher then is caught between the formal and informal
organizations and is prevented from carrying on the business of teaching
and evaluation as he/she would like.
The teacher's role is also problematic in that it is an intermediary
role between students and the principal. The central issue here is that
of authority. The teacher is expected to operate from the principal's
concept of order and control, yet has to deal as well with the expecta-
tions of the informal student group. What follows is a process of adap-
tation, which has little to do with the stated goals of schooling; the
teacher must adapt to the informal group structure and the students must
adapt to the teacher's expectations. The teacher is still held
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responsible for upholding control in the terms of the principal and the
formal structure, but must do so on the terms of the students. The
teacher seeks to absorb conflict within the class, so as to protect his/
her position in the eyes of the principal. This gives the students a
great deal of power because they can make control difficult for the
teacher. Since "the ability to control is equated with the ability to
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teach, the teacher is placed in a very stressful and compromised posi-
tion.
The teacher decides on the strategy to "control the social system in
the direction of affective neutrality." 43 That is, teachers keep the
social distance of which Waller speaks. Teachers also find themselves
placing the most esteem on the students who are in high positions in the
informal structure. Since 25% of the Wabash students drop out, it is
assumed that these are the students who receive the least teacher esteem.
By being subject to the expectations of the student culture, the teacher
betrays the expectations of the profession, creating ambivalence and
stress in the role.
This violation of universal istic response to students and the notion
of earned success occurs also in the student organizations. "The more in-
volved teachers became in the student activities the more likely they
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were to be influenced by particularistic tendencies." This conflict be-
tween universal ism and particularism was touched on in Waller and will be
dealt with in more detail in the Bidwell review which follows.
In summary, the distinction between formal school organization and
informal student structure leads to many dilemmas for the teacher. We may
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conclude that when the school functions as a formal organization, there
are numerous teacher roles and that the goals of schooling are displaced
by goals of mediating between formal and informal structure.
In Charles Bidwell's essay, "The School as a Formal Organization,"45
the work of Waller, Coleman, and Gordon is synthesized and new directions
for study of conventional school organization are outlined. The study is
a comprehensive overview of the literature on school organization from
1945 to 1964 and presents a critical analysis of the research. Bidwell
views the school as a bureaucratic structure based on: division of labor,
definition of staff roles, orders of offices and authority structures and
rules of procedure. His approach is more objective than Waller's, though
he uncovers some similar aspects. He draws on the work of Waller, Gordon,
Coleman, and others.
Bidwell differentiates student and teacher roles. He terms student
roles "recruitment" roles and teacher roles "achievement roles."'
Students cannot opt for or against participation in the activities of the
school; they are recruited. Teachers are in their position because of
personal achievement, the passing of a college curriculum and the satis-
fying of certification requirements. Administrative roles, as well, are
47
achievement roles based on "training, license, and competence."
Central to the formal organization of the school is the desired out-
comes of "uniform and universal istic assessment of student accomplish-
ment."
4
^ This intended outcome accounts for the patterns of dominance
and subordination that Waller describes. Teachers are to view students
as materials which must be molded into uniform products. This fact
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governs much of student-teacher interaction.
This same principle of universalism determines the relationship be-
tween administrator and teacher as well. The administrator must insure
universal outcomes to the school board and the large community. To do
this, he must enforce control over teachers; the control of his bureaucra-
tic office, the control of the public trust given him, or the control of
collegiality within the profession. The most efficient and important
control is the mechanism of recruitment. The administrator, be he/she
principal or superintendent, can take care to hire only people who share
the goals of the system, and whose training is geared toward the produc-
tion of uniform outcomes.
Within the school, there exists at least two cultures, the staff cul-
ture and the student culture. This separation has been noted in Waller
and Coleman. Bidwell explores further and views several aspects of how
staff seek control of the student culture. In the area of the extra-cur-
riculum and through the sanction of grades, the adult members of the or-
ganization try to manipulate the student social structure. In the extra-
curriculum, this intention is fulfilled in reverse. Often the students
co-opt the teachers; often teachers, by the nature of their task, evidence
affectionate and particularistic behaviors. The teachers may control the
student subculture in other ways which have not yet been studied: through
the curriculum and its adaptation and through classroom teaching methods.
Bidwell 's contribution to the literature on the school as a formal
organization goes beyond this description of the organization of the
school and beyond a review of the literature which has been presented
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here. Bidwell does not, as Waller does, purport that schools need be
organized as they are to meet their intended goals. He proposes that al-
ternative modes of organization be utilized. He urges the emergence of a
representative model of organization, based on volunteerism instead of
recruitment for students, and based on collegiality instead of bureaucra-
tic office for administrator-teacher interaction. He speaks for the de-
bureaucratization of the school organization and the professionalism of
the teacher-administrator group. Several of Bidwell's ideas have recently
been made concrete in the operation of some of the alternative schools
under study in this paper. For Bidwell, however, the notion of alterna-
tive organization was conjecture when he wrote in 1964. The reality of
his analysis is not very different from the reality of formally organized
schools as Waller, Coleman, and Gordon presented them.
The final work under consideration in our study of the school as a
formal organization is an essay by Mathew Miles entitled "Some Properties
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of the School as a Social System." Miles presents an analysis of for-
mally organized schools which is both descriptive and critical. He de-
parts from the analyses of the other writers reviewed in that he concen-
trates on general systemic qualities and properties of the school and
speaks more generally than particularly. He characterizes the school as
having five basic features: a child changing emphasis, local control,
non-vol unteerism, isolation from other socializing agencies, and linkage
50
to larger systems.
Further, schools are viewed as having specific "geotypical proper-
ties" 51 in that they have goals, task accomplishment mechanisms, internal
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integration, and adaptation problems. For each property, Miles defines
the nature of the aspect as it is and then identifies the problems which
arise from each property. Goals are vague, multiple, and conflictual.
What emerges is a hierarchy of goals in which subject matter is valued,
custodial socialization goals being secondary. The problems which emerge
are difficulty in evaluating outcomes, value conflicts among constituents,
moral ism on the part of some, and an emphasis on finances.
Mechanisms for task accomplishment are based on age-gradedness
,
role
performance invisibility, low differentiation, low knowledge component,
and difficulty in innovation diffusion. This leads to "the use of ritual-
ism and tradition rather than the results of inquiry as a base for work
52flow decision." Children, "the raw material of the organization around
which work flow is presumably organized. . .find it hard not to become
passive recipients of task accomplishments on the part of teachers and
other adults." What emerges from the way tasks are handled is procedur-
al rigidity, lack of research and development, administrative overload,
and quality problems centering around conflicts about expertise. "Many
internal school decisions and issues involve administration and teachers,
or teachers and teachers, in latent struggles over who is more competent
54
to decide the peculiar issues at hand."
Internal integration is characterized by low interdependence in which
adults do not collaborate. "In some schools, the principal is a central
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exhibit of non-interdependence; he operates his building as a king." In
addition, the school has severe mobility limitations and is characterized
by compulsive attendance by students. The problems which result from
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these situations are low morale, intergroup conflict, and low personal in-
vestment.
Adaptation problems involve the school and the community. Schools
are often vulnerable and defensive regarding the community, are in a non-
competitive position, and are subject to environmental change because of
changing populations. Resultant problems are passivity, defensiveness,
problems with parents, and decision-making problems. "Diffuse, conflic-
tual
,
distrustful, value-laden interaction is likely and good decisions
are hard to get."^
The view of the formally organized school which Miles presents is no
less condemning than those of Waller and Bi dwell. Miles does, however,
offer some viable change strategies. "Effective change sequence usually
involves structure first, altered interaction processes as a result and
57
attitude last." Miles, in fact, calls for a change in the organization-
al patterns of schools to avoid many of the problems he enumerates.
Summary
In summarizing the literature reviewed on formally organized schools,
we refer to the two general questions formulated in Section One of tin's
chapter.
In terms of general descriptors , we may conclude that the schools are
bureaucratic in their organization; they are organized along strict hierar
chi cal lines. There is a rigid line and staff distinction. Control is
vested in the hands of a few; the principal ship emerges as the most
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powerful office in the school. The principal has a unit control with a
large span of control. The span of control over the school is increased
by the nature of the school's linkage to a larger system. While the
principal has power over the unity of the school, he/she is still accoun-
table to a larger system which exerts the broadest type of control over
the school. Within the school there are many authority levels, making
the school a tall organization. There is a great deal of distance between
administrators and teachers, teachers and children, and especially between
administrators and children. Power is highly centralized and decisions
flow from the top down.
In terms of underlying processes
,
the school is based on the autocra-
tic principle and the goal of socialization of students into the existing
culture without questioning assumptions. Relationships within the school
are based on prescribed role definitions and one's position within the
hierarchy of the organization. The school operates under a system of
domination and subordination. The principal dominates the teacher, the
teacher the students. Student roles and teacher roles differ; one is a
"recruitment role"; the other an "achievement role" (Waller). The role
of the teacher is particularly problematic; he/she serves as an interme-
diary between the student and the principal. The leadership role is of
the type termed "institutional" (Waller), indicating role and rule
governed behavior. There is little flexibility and the school becomes
ritualistic and traditional (Miles) rather than inquiring and changing.
There is a very low degree of interdependence among roles within the
school, so communications are formal and not spontaneous. The prescrip-
tive nature of roles leads to a differentiation and allocation of
tasks
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based on credential ing and role expectations. Roles are distinct and se-
parate. teachers teach, counselors counsel, and administrators adminis-
ter.
The school climate is characterized by "social distance" (Waller) and
the development of separate staff and student subcultures. The student
subculture is distinct from that of the formal school organization and has
greater influence on student life (Coleman), often influencing teacher
behavior (Gordon). There is an adoption of "affective neutrality"
(Gordon) on the part of the teachers, so that it is extremely difficult to
get beyond role definitions and to enter into more personal relations be-
tween student and teacher.
Further, the schools are based on the principle of "non-vol unteerism"
(Miles). Student needs are made subordinate to the needs of the larger
society as the school system defines them. Goals are set for students who
are not viewed as being fit to set them for themselves; these goals are
"vague, multiple, and conflictual" (Miles). Subject matter is valued as
the most important goal, seconded by goals of socialization and custodial
care (Miles). The school has as a norm "universal ism" (Waller, Gordon,
Bidwell), in which students are evaluated against pre-established criteria
with no allowances made for individual differences and needs.
We may conclude, as many of the authors cited here have concluded,
that schools organized as formal organizations do not present productive
environments for education, that they are, rather, the "grim and joyless
places" of which Silberman speaks. We now turn to studies of schools or-
ganized along different structures with different processes.
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The School as an Informal Organization
Informal organization has been defined as "the system of interperson-
al relationships which forms within an organization to affect decisions of
the formal organization. 1,58 In his study, "An Approach to the Informal
59Organization of the School, Laurence Iannacconne identifies four con-
cepts applied to informal organization: extra-legality, the primary
group, psychological needs, and social power.
"Funtionally, informal organization has been seen as providing a
source for the satisfaction of the idiosyncratic psychological needs and
as acting to channel social power to influence organizational policy and
decision making." Social power comes from the interaction among people
as personalities, not as roles prescribed by the nature of the workflow.
The nature of the power that develops is extra-legal in that it is based
in these social relationships and not in the legal power of the state and
the formal school organization. The primary group emerges as the forum in
which extra-legal social power is created and sustained. In effect, "ex-
tra-legal social power arises out of the basic facts of social existence,
not from the law or its agents."
When decisions are to be made, teachers group together to influence
the actions under consideration. It is "through a network of articulation
and bridges through which discussion by teachers must progress to influ-
ence policy."
Though Iannacconne' s work relates to the informal organization within
the formal organization of the conventional school, it provides a
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framework for viewing informal organization in and of itself and for the
study of the alternative school as a partial or total informal organiza-
tion. We now turn to studies of alternative schools per se as we move
toward a definition of the informal role of schooling.
A study by a research team from Stanford University63 presents an
initial description of school organization withir. a selection of alterna-
tive schools which the team compares to a selection of conventional
schools.
The researchers characterize the alternative schools as being with-
out "organizational position ," 64 and they state, "Few other organizations
demonstrate this type of organizational arrangement. . .Such a set of organ-
izational arrangements is rarely found because of the need within organi-
zations to regulate and control the behavior of participants in pursuit
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of specific goals." The group further characterizes most alternative
schools as "anti-organization " 00 with an informal power system.
Authority within the alternative schools is based on power which is
endorsed by norms from within the school, including students. Power is
not viewed as authorized by superiors, as in formally organized schools.
What emerges in alternative schools are "differentiated levels of influ-
ence"
6
^ based on exchanges among individual members of the group. In
fact, the Stanford researchers refer to alternative schools as "informal
groups"
6
^ rather than as organizations. Power within the school is viewed
as being legitimated by status in a specific situation. The study con-
69
eludes that power is not "easily transferred into authority" in an alter-
native school. Personal power and situational authority replace the
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notion of positional power in the organization of the alternative school.
The description of the organization of alternative schools presented
in this study concurs wi th the concepts of informal school organization
that Iannacconne describes; that is, extra-legality, primary groups, and
social power.
A further amplification of our understanding of informal school or-
ganization occurs in a participant-observation study of one small alterna-
tive school in the Mid-West. The school, called "Xanadu," is viewed as an
"anti-organization."^ This school anti-organization raises the viability
of anarchy as the guiding principle of an alternative school. What is of
interest here is the definition of problems which emerge in an informal
organization. The authors of the study pose the question: "Why, with
the perceived need for organization, no newer acceptable structure was
72developed?" Four explanations are offered:
1. There is ambivalence about where motivation originates. The
staff expect students to exhibit a leadership role, and the students wait
for the staff to do the same.
2. There is a fear that organization of the school would inhibit
the spirit of shared cooperation and non-competitiveness that the school's
philosophy espoused.
3. There is primacy given to personal experiences and the every-
day rather than to academics and the less immediate. One student states:
"We reject anything that even smells of structure." 73
4. There is a value that respects the point of view of the other
to the extent that there is no discussion about differences nor any attempt
to resolve differences for fear of violating this view of personal toler-
ance.
The authors contend that these problems are not necessary in an infor-
mal school but result from a misunderstanding of the notions of power and
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authority. The school, in rejecting a prescriptive authority structure,
chooses to have no authority structure. Rather, the authors contend, a
prescriptive authority structure can be developed. This type of develop-
ment is similar to the Stanford study's notion of "differentiated levels
of influence, which is based on the exchange of power among indivi-
duals. This exchange of power is expressed as "social power " 75 in the
Iannacconne study of informal organizations. An alternative to anarchy,
then, is proposed here which still allows the school to function as an in-
formal organization. The recurring notion of power based on exchange and
situational in nature is central to an understanding of the principles of
informal school organization.
Another participant-observation study
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this one done by a university
team in St. Louis, provided more information about alternative school or-
ganization. Based on work done in two local alternative schools, the
authors identify the regularities of the organizations in three realms:
curriculum, interpersonal relations, and bureaucratic organizational con-
cerns.
In the realm of curriculum, there is a wide range of options, which
Involve not only taking courses, but also "selecting, creating, and teach-
ing courses "
77
on the part of students. Students move outside the con-
fines of the classroom and the school for their learning opportunities and
non-school activities are legitimized as part of the curriculum.
In the realm of interpersonal relations, new programmatic regulari-
ties were also found. There is a strong interpersonal emphasis, which is
informal in discussions and formalized in encounter groups and individual
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counseling sessions. Further, "teachers and administrators were actively
attempting to eliminate the artificial but traditional roles of authori-
tarian teacher and subservient teacher by being on a first-name basis with
everyone and by attempting to engage students as equals." 78 The student-
teacher pattern of domination and subordination that Bidwell describes is
thus rejected by the alternative school population. A final factor in
more informal interactions is the freeing up of time; a loose schedule
enables people to be together in more non-structured and less role-bound
situations.
In the bureaucratic-organization realm, there is also a marked dif-
ference from traditional schooling. Class size is reduced, there is
greater mobility for teacher and student, and there is more free time for
everyone as part of the structure of the school day. "Rules, regulations
and formal edicts of any kind seem non-existent," and decisions are
made by large bodies such as town meetings or in smaller groups.
As a result of these marked differences in programmatic regularities,
the authors note several tensions that arise. The areas of tension are:
1 . Personal decision-making power vs. institutional decision-
making power . Students are viewed as seeking more individual and personal
power to make decisions, though they express a reluctance to make deci-
sions on a group level influencing the whole school organization. The
Metro Studies which are reviewed later in this section speak to this issue
as wel 1
.
2. The desire for freedom in the curricular realm on the part
of both students and teachers . There may be a conflict between the free-
dom to teach and the freedom to learn. The teachers may. feel ill-equipped
or just uninterested in offering courses students would like; conversely,
the students may not eagerly accept what the teacher offers from their own
competencies and interests.
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^9^ aspiration and tot al commitment vs. lack of resources
Many teachers are overly anxious to do all they can for the'students and'
the school. They have the qualities of the "true believer" which Keith
and Smith deal with in depth in their study, which we deal with next.
Often, this desire to produce conflicts with the availability of resour-
ces, time, and energy.
4. Individual conviction on processes and goals vs. group
consensus on processes and goals . The norm of individuality in curricu-
lum and in relationships may come in conflict with the intended outcome
of community sentiment and an alternative to the alienation of the conven-
tional school. au
This study, then, not only provides more information on the characteris-
tics of the informal organization of the alternative school, but also
raises some areas of conflict and tension inherent in this new organiza-
tional form. We now turn to two sets of studies which address these
issues in more detail.
Louis Smith and Pat Keith in their detailed book, Anatomy of an Edu-
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cational Innovation
,
carefully document the first year of an alterna-
tive school in St. Louis and present a sociological analysis of what
happens and why. Their research group spent nearly a year in the school,
on site every day during that time. Because the research is so exhaus-
tive, it is difficult to do the study justice in its entirety here. I
have chosen to select the most salient points about informal school organ-
ization and development that are made under the general headings:
(1 ) Institutional Plan, and (2) The School Characteristics.
Institutional Plan : The school was conceived by the principal as an edu-
cational setting which would differ dramatically from traditional schools
in the area. These differences are articulated in the official proposal
for the school. The school is expected to move:
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From
passive, reactive pupils
pupil followership
restriction of pupils
external discipline
group activities
external motivation
restricting pupil interactions
teacher responsibility for teaching
teacher planning
—
*acher evaluation
teacher as dispenser of knowledge
teacher as controller of pupils
identical roles for teachers
closed, rigid social climate
To
active, initiating pupils
pupil leadership
freedom of pupils
self-disci pi ine
individual activities
internal motivation
encouraging pupil interactions
pupil responsibility for learning
teacher-pupil planning
teacher-pupil evaluation
teacher as catalyst for inquiry
teacher as organizer of learning
differentiated roles for teachers
open, flexible social climate82
This plan for the institution serves as an excellent formulation of the
goals that most alternative schools set for themselves as opposites to
the goals of formal education.
The School Characteristics : The alternative school is viewed by the school
board as a "protected subculture--!' t moved freely of organizational con-
straints of the larger organization. It set many of its own goals and
almost all of its procedure. It was probably as autonomous as any public
OO
school ever is. Autonomy within the school building becomes an impor-
tant characteristic of the school, then, as does the separation of the
teachers, principal, and students from their peers in the larger school
system.
Another feature of the innovative nature of the school was the conti-
nual reorganization of the school. The school is not a stable social
system for any period of time within the school year. "There is a conti-
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nual coping with latent and unanticipated consequences." There is as a
consequence, a problem with rules in the school. The doctrine of the
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school, along with its ever-changing social organization, minimizes the
emergence of rules and tradition. The area of rules becomes one of con-
flict and presents a conflict to the school culture.
The organization of the school is also different from other school
environments because of the kind of staff it attracts. There is a "senti-
ment of true belief" among the faculty, that they are involved in an
almost holy cause which will right the wrongs of American education. The
true believer is totally committed to his/her quest, has high aspirations,
resists criticism, and always seeks to remediate past evils ."86 Many of
the alternative school staff fit this description, and the school organi-
zation is characterized by this sentiment which further removes the
school from the shared culture of the other school in the area.
Finally, the school is characterized by an "upside-down authority
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structure," based on democracy and egalitarianism. What results from
this structure is a continuous questing for order and procedure. The
school tries a variety of constitutional arrangements. Among them:
Parliamentarian: the majority decided.
Participant determinant: consensus.
Democratic centralism: an entire body or individual decided.
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Representative or multi-level consensus formation.
The school used each form of governance at different times, giving further
evidence to the constantly changing structure of the organization and the
fluidity of the social system.
The nature of authority in the school affects teacher interaction in
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a number of ways.
The egalitarian relations and teaming were to lead to democratic
teacher-principal interaction, individualized instruction, and idiocyncra-
tic teaching styles." 89 Teachers and principal were interdependent in a
reciprocal mode; they had a need for coordination, based on mutual adjust-
ment; and they depend on a moment-to-moment allocation of time and space.
In all these ways they differ from traditional school teachers.
A need for specialization develops, but the nature of this speciali-
zation is also different from the division of labor in conventional
schools. Here, "differential relations among participants are based on
skill and tasks to be performed," 98 rather than on a predetermined job
description. The differing teacher competencies become the content for
the coordination among staff.
Curriculumdecisions are also made collectively among staff. The cen-
tral assumption among the staff is that children differ and should be in-
volved in different types of learning. The curriculum is individualized,
and so is the teaching. Teachers develop varying styles and are encour-
aged to grow professionally. The norm of particularism replaces that of
universal ism in the formal school organization.
The most ambitious studies on alternative schools have been done by
the Center for New Schools in Chicago. This group has been studying the
Metro High School since its inception in Fall, 1970. Through a variety
of research methods, including participation observation, interviewing,
and formal testing, the Center for New Schools has gathered data which has
been published in several forms. 91
~ 9^
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Since the findings of the five works are so intertwined. I have
chosen to discuss the major points of the studies as if they were one
large work. The studies highlight six specific areas for analysis: (1)
the chronology of decision-making activity in the school and the notion
of organic growth. (2) staff characteristics, (2) nature of student-staff
interactions, (4) program characteristics and the notion of innovation,
(5) school system and city characteristics, and (6) the emergence of stu-
dent subgroups in the school.
Chronology of Events: Organic Growth as a Guiding Principle : 96 When the
school opened, students felt that no school organization was the best
school organization. Community meetings were held weekly and the meeting
was considered the major decision-making body within the school. In a
short period of time, the weekly meetings proved ineffective and staff,
who met regularly, took on more power. In an effort to diffuse this
power, a representative form of government was developed in which faculty
and students served together as representatives of "like groups." After
six weeks, the representative body dissolved and decision making was again
in the hands of the faculty. Faculty meetings and faculty committees were
the center for decision making; formal student involvement here was light.
By the fourth semester of the school's operation, a new group of students,
angered by the power of the staff, began to form another organized repre-
sentative body for the purpose of making decisions.
The process for school organization which Metro initiated was based
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on the notion of "organic growth" which...
...suggests that once people are freed from the od-
nPw
S
lpa
6
r
estnctl'°? s of the traditional school, ae learning community will evolve naturally as
bi!?
P WUh each °ther openl y and honestly...ut... what emerges organical ly. . .is not a new personor a community, but rather those deeply inqrainedpatterns of thought and action of tradition andthe patterns of functioning that govern the opera-tion of any complex organization. 97
This notion of organic growth was the principle of organization of the
Xanadu study and created the same problems. The Metro study also shows
the importance of depending on something more than emergent structures.
To further explain the reluctance of students to take initiative in
decision, making and in organizational development, the authors borrow from
Etzioni's work, Modern Organizations
, the notions of "instrumental" and
"expressive" realms. The instrumental realm is related to the official
functions of the organization and expressive realm is related to personal
concerns. The instrumental realm may be likened to the formal organiza-
tion of the school, and the expressive realm may be likened to the infor-
mal system of the school, as these two systems function in the tradition-
al school. The authors contend, then, that the dichotomy between formal
and informal organization exists in the alternative school as well. The
students elect to take a more active role in expressive areas, such as
dress, language, and voicing objections to staff. The staff continues to
make most decisions in the instrumental realm, developing the organization
through their decisions. The implications of these two realms is explored
further in the section on student subculture.
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Other reasons posed to explain student non-involvement have to do
with student past experience in student government where input was more
fiction than fact. Many students feel that the individual is powerless
and that the most one can hope for is to be able to "do your own thing"
and "hang loose ." 98 Any form of organization is viewed as suspect, except
for direct representation. The students learn that the best way to influ-
ence decisions is not to be involved in their making, but to talk infor-
mally with teachers and to let the teachers fight it out among themselves.
Staff Characteristics: Just as students have difficulty in relinquishing
former role expectations, faculty and staff have problems in incorporat-
ing students into the organization of the school. More than in the tra-
ditional school, the staff has control over the operations and policy of
the school. This extension of their own power makes it difficult to ex-
tend student power as well. Staff develop very close relationships with
the students, but feel ultimately responsible for the school. Even when
students are present, the staff takes charge of shaping the decision-
making event. "Strangely, the excellence and creativity of the staff
worked against student involvement." Staff had better skills at bureau-
cratic decision making than students and resorted to old role definitions
when there was pressure. In effect, staff became more concerned with the
outcomes rather than the process of decision making. They feel the press
to help the school survive and often put student involvement secondary to
program survival.
Staff members also had problems in being successful decision makers
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in their own right. There are numerous personality clashes and difficul-
ties in establishing procedures. "Staff members facing formidable prob-
lems in dealing with each other in decision making often could not cope
sensitively with the added issue of student involvement." 100
Nature of Student-Staff Interactions : In the area of teacher-student
interactions, Metro High School proves to be most different from tradi-
tional schools. The social distance of which Waller speaks is minimized
here, if not completely erased. Because of teacher access, the informal
structuring of time, and the specificity of the content of interactions, a
very new mode of relationships within school come into being. "The role
of friend began to compete in importance with the organizational role of
teacher/student. The obligations which were once clear became ambi-
gous.
1,101
Teachers and students became adults and youths in interaction,
perhaps the first such interaction for the students outside of the family.
Personal and intimate concerns are voiced by people that are usually
taboo in other more formal school situations. The new level of interac-
tions brings with it some far-reaching outcomes.
Teachers can no longer differentiate between teaching and counseling
roles, and many teachers feel unsuited for this added dimension of their
work in the school. There is a desire on the part of the teacher to
expand his/her role and at the same time a fear of taking on this new
function for which the teacher is not trained. A second effect of the new
kind of relationship is the increased fatigue of teachers. Whereas the
formal organization of traditional schools offer protection for teachers
through limits of time, space, and the nature of interaction,
none of this
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protection is offered the alternative school teacher. The result is a
high teacher turn-over or "burn-out," a problem which is considered
endemic to most alternative schools. The new teacher/student interaction
also affected teaching strategies and methods. While, "In the context of
formal relationships, teachers in traditional schools can count on either
compliance with or rebellion to their directives.
. .at (Metro) there was a
third alternative. Students felt comfortable enough with teachers to
question every request and to try to negotiate desired changes ." 102 Many
times, then, teachers could not use an inquiry approach which depends on
students "going along" with the teacher even though they do not understand
the intention of the teachers' actions. In addition, the role of teacher
and friend became confusing. While the formal teacher role allows the
teacher to make demands and set standards, the informal friend role
allows for no such thing. The alternative school teacher has difficulty
setting expectations for work quality and attendance and even in struc-
turing classroom discussions.
A third result of the new interaction is the change in a universalis-
tic orientation toward a particularistic one. Whereas in traditional
schools, all students are viewed as the same in the formal structure,
here all students are different. In the area of academics, this leads to
individualization of instruction and personal assessment of achievement.
In the personal realm, this leads to more problems. Some students claim
individual teachers as "theirs," and jealousies over teacher friendships
occur. Where once teacher and student personal likes and groupings were
separate, here they merge in one social system.
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In summation, we may say that the teacher-student relationship
described at Metro replaces the impersonal, formal secondary group inter-
action with one that is more personal, informal, and based in primary
group affiliation. The nature of these relationships challenge the works
which view schools as being by necessity formal organizations and offer a
new perspective through which to view the interactions between adults and
youths in a school setting.
Program Characteristics and the Notion of Innovation : The program itself
and its innovative nature makes equal decision making difficult. The
school is testing a number of new ideas and, oftentimes, the issue of de-
cision making becomes secondary to the development of an innovative pro-
gram. There is a problem in communications since only those involved in
specific aspects of program development are involved in the decisions in
that area. Decisions are made in small groups who are committed to one
aspect of the school; others are not included and then feel no reason to
accept the decision which has been made in their absence. In addition,
The very idea of innovation (coming from experts)
sometimes contradicts the idea of participant deci-
sion making. If the participants are called upon by
the demands of the innovation to act in some ways
they would not choose to act or to confront some new
anxieties they would not choose, the innovator may
be faced with the unhappy choice that he cannot con-
vince the participants to adopt his innovation as
their own. Either he must push his innovation
against their wills and contradict participant deci-
sion making or he must bow to the wills of the par-
ticipants and give up the innovation. ^
School System and City Characteristics : Forces outside the school also
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mitigate against participative decision making. Key members of the board
of education are opposed to the involvement of students in the operation
of the school. The goals of the school are often in conflict with the
goals of the larger system. Students who go out into the community for
apprenticeships are not treated as autonomous individuals as they are in
the school; this experience in the "real world" makes students less eager
to involve themselves in decision making in the world of the school.
The school board functions in a formal, bureaucratic structure which
the students distrust. Decisions made at the school are often delayed by
the school board with the result that students are frustrated in their
decision-making attempts and resolve not to be involved further.
The Emergence of Student Subgroups : The alternative school strives to
bridge the gap between formal and informal system, instrumental and ex-
pressive realms. The ideal school, according to the Metro researchers, is
one in which there is one school organization— in which formal and infor-
mal organization are merged into a new form. This, however, is not the
case at Metro. The researchers identify six different student groupings
based on student life style and attitudes toward school on entering Metro:
1. Black Youth Culture (BYC) : J\ small group.
They identify
strongly with black culture and politics in an ideological fashion. They
tend to be bright but with uneven records of past school achievement.
Mainly middle class background.
? White Youth Culture (WYC): These students, mostly middle
and upper middle class, identify with the semi-hippie image propounded by
the media. They tend to be bright, express radical political views, and
to be strongly interested in the "counter-culture.
_
They may have recent-
ly failed in school because they were “fedup with it, but their past
school records include periods of high achievement, and they are generally
above grade level in basic skills.
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‘ Mte School Oriented (MSP) : These students tend to befrom middle class and lower middle class backgrounds. They deal with
school to some extent. in mobility terms for job opportunities and college.They tend to be conscientious in their school work, to have consistent
records of achievement ranging from slightly above average to superior
and to have skill mastery in the same range. Note that they were tuned
to traditional schools, where the expectations teachers had to them were
much different than at Metro.
.
Black School Oriented (BSO) : Largely t Fie same backgrounds
and previous histories as WSO, with some identification with black cul-
ture.
5. Black School Alienated (BSA) : These students tend to be
from lower class backgrounds, often in inner-city areas and large housing
projects. Their previous school experiences have been characterized by
academic failure and conflict with the school. They identify strongly
with black students from similar backgrounds.
6. White School Alienated (WSA) : Somewhat similar class back-
ground and experience to school as BSA. Many identify themselves as
"greasers. "104
Each subgroup developed its own view of the school and decision mak-
ing and socialized new members. In general, the White Youth Culture group
was involved in institutional decision making more than the others, and
the School Alienated groups were least effective in decision making.
Metro. .
.
...tried to win students away from their refuge in
the subcultures. If the school was going to break
successfully with the usual patterns and students
were going to be generally involved in the formal
activities, then the subcultures
1
monopolization of
student allegiances would have to be modified.
Trying to obviate the need for the subculture, those
who planned the school offered students the power to
participate in the main-line institutional decision
making. i 05
But, the students do not want to accept the instrumental and expressive
domains as unified. It is difficult to give up former role expectations,
and to join in the organization of the school means leaving the security
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of the subculture.
Cone! usion : Stephen Wilson states in his study of Metro:
The innovators and the staff believed that organiza-
tions can accomplish worthwhile objectives for the
participants and the society and that some subordina-
tion of the individual to the collectivity is neces-
sary. They sought to establish an organization in
what they judged to be the most humane and least op-
pressive way possible--!' .e.
,
one that gave its par-
ticipants a voice in its shape. The participants
(students), on the other hand, questioned whether
most organizational activity is worthwhile and wheth-
er individuals should subordinate their desires to
any collectivity in any organized way. They rejected
the very idea of the organization—even one in which
they had a voiceJ06
Summary
It is more difficult to summarize the literature on informal schools
than it was to summarize the works on formal schools. This is simply due
to the fact that at present the structures and processes of alternative
schools seem more varied than in traditional schools. What emerges is a
picture of a new breed of school seeking organizational form. Many of
the schools are "anti-organizational" (Stanford, Xanadu), sometimes taking
the form of anarchy as in Xanadu. A distinguishing characteristic in al-
most all cases is the "continuous re-organization" (Smith and Keith) and
a reliance on the principle of "organic growth" (Metro). For our summary,
we again turn to the two general questions developed in Section One of
this chapter.
In terms of general descriptors of the shape of the organization, we
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may conclude that the schools are organized along non-hierarchal lines.
Control is diffused, and is of "multiple" type (Griffiths) rather than
unit. Similarly, the "span of control" (Griffiths) is small with no one
office in such power as is the principal in the traditional school. The
smaller span of control is also reflected in the schools' relationship to
the larger system. In many instances, the informal school has unit auton-
omy and functions as a "protected subculture" (Smith) within the larger
system, although in other cases, the school is still controlled by the
larger system (Metro). Power is generally de-central i zed with a movement
toward collective decision making. A great deal of decision-making power
is vested in the staff. The Metro studies show that this collective
effort is not always shared with the students; the distinction is made
between the "instrumental" and "expressive" realms of decision making.
In terms of underlying processes, we may state that the organization
is based on an extra-legal basis for power, democratic process, and an
alternative view of socialization. Relationships within the school are
based on emergent rather than prescribed roles. Roles emerge from the
context of the school, and people interact personally rather than through
role expectations. Students view teachers as friends (Metro) and many of
the barriers between student and teacher are broken. Because of the emer-
gent nature of roles, tasks are allocated according to contextual needs
and the competencies of the people in the organization. Roles and func-
tions are merged; administrators teach, teachers and students make deci-
sions, teachers counsel, students teach. "Institutional leadership
(Waller) is replaced by personal power and situational authority. It is
in this area of power and authority that the new schools seem most
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different than the formal organizations. Power is "extra-legal"
(Iannacconne)
,
based on social interactions rather than legal definitions
of power and role. There are "differentiated levels of influence"
(Stanford) based on exchange within the participants. Because of the new
definition of power, there is a high degree of interdependence and coor-
dination among the staff. Communications are informal and spontaneous;
there is less reliance on ritual and tradition and more reliance on flex-
ibility and change. In many ways, the school functions more as a primary
group than as a secondary organization (Iannacconne).
The social climate of the school differs from that of the formal
school in the decrease in the amount of social distancing between staff
and students. In many of the informal schools studied, there is but one
school culture. In others, there are distinct student subcultures (Metro)
which are grouped around social class and racial background as well as
attitudes toward schooling. Staff exhibit a high degree of affective in-
volvement in the school and with their students to the point of becoming
overly fatigued and "burning out" (Metro). Another staff characteristic
is that of "true belief" (Smith and Keith), becoming prosletizers for the
school and disregarding its difficulties. The problem becomes one of de-
fining limits rather than of expanding limits as in the traditional
school. Goals are set by members of the school community and are needs-
based in terms of the students (Weinberg) and not in terms of the larger
society as viewed through the formal school system. Subject matter and
the development of affective concerns are valued equally (Weinberg); the
socialization and custodial tasks of formal schools are not part of the
goals of the alternative school.
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We may conclude from the studies presented that informally, schools
are organized to provide for a different set of needs, goals, and values.
The data presented in Chapter Four give some indication as to how a sel-
ection of schools are actually organized and will provide for some compar-
ison between the assumptions about alternative or informal education and
the actual practices.
Section Three: Guidelines for Assessing
School Organization: Formal and Informal
This section uses the review of the literature presented in the pre-
vious sections to develop a way to view school organization schematically.
The poles of formal and informal organization are defined here, utilizing
the two dimensions of descriptors of the organization and processes form-
ing the organization . Under each dimension, the left-hand side of the
page characterizes formal school organization, and the right-hand side of
the page characterizes informal school organization. This schematization
of the literature allows the author to analyze the decision-making pat-
terns of the schools under study from a strong theoretical base and to
place the schools on a continuum between the two poles. This leads to an
understanding of the alternatives to traditional school organization that
the schools under study represent.
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CHAPTER THREE: DESIGN OF THE STUDY
This chapter presents the general design of the study, the background
of the study, the selection of schools, and the instruments used for
gathering the data. Further, it describes the data collection process and
outlines the procedures adopted for analyzing the data.
Background of the Study
This study developed out of a national survey effort of the National
Alternative Schools Program (NASP) at the School of Education, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst. The survey effort spanned the fall of 1973 and
the winter and spring of 1974, and was initiated in order to identify and
collect baseline data on all existing public alternative schools in the
United States. Over 500 schools were identified through a compilation of
lists gathered from other survey attempts, clearinghouses, informal con-
tacts, and communication with the various state departments of education.
All schools identified were mailed an 86-item survey questionnaire (see
Appendix) to be answered by the director. Of those schools identified,
300 were selected out for visitation during which time the school director
was interviewed. In addition, 100 of that group were selected for a more
intensive visitation and data gathering effort. The more intensively
visited sites provided the basis for this study.
Seventy-four schools opened their doors to NASP for at least a full
day of data collection. At these 74 schools, directors, students, staff,
and others were interviewed; and at least one director interview, two staff
interviews, and four student interviews were completed.
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Selection of the Schools
The 74 schools with completed sets of interviews were considered
eligible for inclusion in this study. The NASP questionnaire was used to
screen the schools according to the criteria established in Chapter One.
The following questions from the survey were used to establish the eligi-
bility of the schools selected for the study:
11. Do you have a written statement of your school's
program goals? (Circle one.)
1 . Yes
2. No
(If yes, would you please send us a copy?)
This question is used for the criterion that a public alternative school
be committed in writing to a change in the process or product of American
schooling. The appropriate response is "Yes."
12. In what ways do you feel you are most different
from the other schools in your district?
(Circle up to three choices.)
1. Curriculum
2. Provide learning experiences for minority
groups
3. Decision-making processes
4. Interaction of students and teachers
5. Method of grading
6. Use of non-certified personnel
7. Physical environment
8. Interaction between school and parents
9. Interaction between school and community
10. Emphasis on affective qoals
11. Other (Please specify.)
This question addresses the issue of providing alternative organization
in areas of curriculum, student-teacher interaction, uses of non-tradi-
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tlonel personnel, physical environment, relationship to community. At
least three of the following,- 1, 3
, 4-10, should be circled for a school
to meet this criterion.
32. What is the selection process for students’
(Circle all choices which apply.)
1. All who apply are admitted
2. Lottery with quotas
3. Open lottery
4. Referral
5. Reviewed application
6. Interview
7. Other (Please specify.)
This question is concerned with the element of choice for students. Any
combination of responses is acceptable of any one response except that of
referral alone.
61. In what range is the annual per pupil expendi-
ture at your school? (Circle one.)
1
.
$800 or 1 ess 5. $1 401 - $1 600
2. $801 -$1000 6. $1601-$1800
3. $1 001 -$1 200 7. $1801
-$2000
4. $1 201 - $1 400 8. $2001 or more
62. In what range is the annual per pupil expendi-
ture in your school district? (Circle one.)
1 . $800 or less 5. $1 401 -$1 600
2. $801 -$1000 6. $1601 -$1800
3. $1001 -$1200 7. $1 801 -$2000
4. $1 201 -$1 400 8. $2001 or more
What are the sources of your funding? (Circle
all choices which apply.)
1 . Public school system
2. Private funding agencies
3. Community
4. State or Federal funding
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Of the 74 schools eligible for consideration, 50 met the criteria estab-
lished. Of these 50, four of the sets of interviews were illegible and
were discarded. This study made use of the data gathered from 46 schools.
The 46 schools selected for study represent a good cross-section of
alternative schools. They are elementary and secondary and cross-age
schools, with urban, suburban, and mixed school population, including
predominantly white, minority, or integrated students, ranging in size
from less than 50 to over 500 in student population.
The Instruments
The two instruments used in this study are the survey Questionnaire
and the Interview protocols developed for the NASP survey effort. The
interview protocol is the principle instrument used for the collection and
analysis of the data relating to decision-making patterns in the schools.
The survey questionnaire serves as a second instrument; it provides aug-
menting data. Questions relevant to decision-making patterns and to the
schools' demography, planning history, and staff and director characteris-
tics were used to provide the information necessary to complete the study
as defined in the statement of purpose in Chapter One.
The two instruments were developed over a period of two months in the
fall of 1973. A team of NASP personnel was involved in the process, which
was overseen by Drs. Tom Hutchinson and Ron Hambleton of the Research
Program at the University of Massachusetts, School of Education. A closed-
ended format was adopted for the survey questionnaire, while an open-ended
format was judged appropriate for the interview protocols. (See Appendix
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for complete NASP survey and interview protocols.)
The Interviews
This study relies on the interviews as the basis for defining deci-
sion-making patterns and for describing specific processes. The writer
u„d her associates at NASP constructed a series of interview questions
which serve as a focused interview on the topic of decision making. The
interview questions were designed to:
.
,
.1* Establish criteria for categorizing decision-making patterns
ot tne schools studied.
,
_ .
2 - Provide information about the sentiments participants in the
school have about their involvement in the school organization.
3. Provide information about decision makinq in the area of
curricul urn in the schools.
4. Provide information about decision making in the area of
disci pi ine in the schools.
5. Uncover other areas of concern about decision making.
The notion of perceiving as Griffiths defines it in Chapter Two was an im-
portant basis for the design of the interview questions. The intended
outcome of the question construction was to understand how participating
members of the school organizations view the organization "from his own
particular point of view" and to make inferences from those perceptions.
The questions used to establish the criteria for the categories of
schools are:
1 . The question is the same for director, staff, and students :
GmeAaJULy
,
how aAe, decdJ>doyu> made, cut tko.s school?
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school?
2
* Ihe question is the same for director, staff, and students :
Who aAe the. people, who have the moU Influence In the
The questions designed to provide information about sentiments about
inclusion and exclusion are:
3.
The question is the same for director and staff :
Aae theAe aneab ofi decision making In which you would like
to bee mone people Included? What aAe they? Ane you batlbfiled ok dlb-batu filed with youn pant In the pnocebb?
The question is worded differently for students :
bie theAe aneab ofi decision making In which you fieel Inclu-
ded? What one they? Vo you fieel batlbfiled on dlbbatlb filed with the pno-
cebb?
4.
The question is the same for director and staff :
Ane theAe aneab ofi decision making In which you would like
to limit pantlclpatlon? What one they? Ane you batlbfiled with youA pant
In the pnocebb?
The question is worded differently for students :
Ane theAe aneab ofi decision making In which you fieel exclu-
ded? What one they? Ane you batlb filed on dlbbatlb filed with the pnocebb?
The question for discovering decision-making processes in curriculum
are:
5.
The question is the same for director and staff :
What lb the pnocebb you have fion designing cunnlculum? Who
decider what the lean.nlng expenlenceb will be?
The question is worded differently for students :
Who help-b you onganize youn dlfifienent leannlng expenaenceb
and plan youn pnognam? Ane you batlbfiled with thlb?
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The questions for discovering decision-making processes about disci-
pline are:
6. The question is the same for director, staff, and students:
h-ZAZ?
Vo you. think everyone hat, a clear understanding o{> the nates
7. The question is the same for director, staff, and students:
Ij$ someone bneaks one ofi the nates, what happens?
Responses to the questions above uncovered an additional area of con-
cern about decision making that seemed worthy of study: recruitment and
dismissal of students and staff.
The Survey Questionnaire
The survey was designed to provide the additional information neces-
sary for the completion of the study. The survey was used for two pur-
poses. The first use of the survey was to provide data which augments the
data from the interviews concerning decision-making patterns in the
schools. The following survey questions were used for that purpose:
71
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‘ lh |C " Pe° Pl ^ involved in the decision-makinq process in the indi-cated areas? (Please check all boxes that apply.)
72
60. ' Which people or mechanisms are
sions in the indicated areas?
grid that apply.)
involved in making the final deci-
(Please check all the boxes in the
Responses to these two charts provide additional information about
curriculum and discipline which are concerns expressed in the interviews.
In addition, recruitment and dismissal of staff and students is addressed
here; this was mentioned in response to the interview questions, even
through no question was directed toward it. It seemed that recruitment
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and dismissal were major concerns that could be studied by the writer
through director responses to the questionnaire. Additional questions
from the survey which related to this concern were also considered.
These survey questions were:
35. Who makes the decisions on student admission at
your school? (Circle all choices which apply.)
1. No decision--lottery
2. Director
3. Teachers
4. Students
5. Committee for specific purpose
6. Parents or community members
7. Guidance personnel in the system
8. Other (Please specify.)
41. Who is involved in the selection process for pro-
fessional staff at your school? (Circle all
choices which apply.)
1. School district staff
2. Alternative school administration
3. Professional staff
4. Students
5. Parents
6. Community members
42. Who makes the final decision in the selection of
professional staff at your school? (Circle all
choices which apply.
)
1. School district staff
2. Alternative school administration
3. Professional staff
4. Students
5. Parents
6. Community members
The second use of the survey questionnaire was to provide information
about the schools' demography (age, size, grade level, student population),
planning history, and staff and director characteristics . The following
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survey questions were used to solicit that information:
Demography :
6. How many years has the school been admitting stu-
dents? (Circle one.
)
1
. 1 year or less
2. between 1 and 3 years
3. more than 3 years but less than 5 years
4. 5 years or more
16. What is your 1973-74 enrollment? (Circle one.)
1 . 50 or less
2. 51-100
3. 101-200
4. 201-500
5. 501 or more
23. Which grade levels (as traditionally defined) are
included in your school? (Circle all choices
which apply.)
1. Grade 1 Qj • Qraci s 9
2. Grade 2 10. Grade 10
3. Grade 3 li. Grade 11
4. Grade 4 12. Grade 12
5. Grade 5 13. Pre-Kindergarten
6. Grade 6 14. Kindergarten
7.
8.
Grade 7
Grade 8
15. Beyond Grade 12
24. What is the age range of the student population?
(Please specify.
)
years of age to years of age
20. What percentage of the students in your school
come from the following areas? (Please specify
an approximate percentage.)
% urban, inner city
% urban
% suburban
% rural
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21. What is the makeup of the student population?
(Please specify an approximate percentage.)
% Asian
% Black
7o Indian
% Spanish surname
% White
Planning History :
7. From what group(s) did the maj or impetus for the
school come? (Circle all choices which apply.)
1. School district staff
2. Teachers
3. Students
4. Parents
5. Community members
6. University personnel
7. Educational Consultants
8. School Board members
8.
Who was involved in the initial planning of the
school? (Circle all choices which apply.)
1. School district personnel
2. Teachers
3. Students
4. Parents
5. Community members
6. University personnel
7. Educational consultants
8. School Board members
Staff and Director Characteristics;
37. What is the education and experience level of the
paid professional staff at your school? (Please
specify approximate percent.)
°l no college deqree % at least Ph.D. or Ed.D.
% at least B.A. or B.S. % state certification
% at least M.A. or M. Ed. % district tenure
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43. How is the director's role different from the administrator's role
whi?h
h
apply?)
riCt SCh00lS? (Please check a11 b°xes in the grid
Teaching and counseling
Informal interaction with students
Involvement in research
Developing curriculum
Pub! ishing
Involvement in social reform
(school as a way of meeting the
needs of the disenfranchised)
Involvement in administrative duties
Involvement in teacher training
Involvement in insuring the survival
of the school
Involvement in program planning and
evaluation
Involvement in student discipline
44. How is the teacher's role different from the teacher's role in other
district schools? (Please check all boxes in the grid which apply.)
Teaching and counseling
Informal interaction with students
Involvement in research
Developing curriculum
Publ ishing
Involvement in social reform
Involvement in administrative duties
Involvement in teacher training
Involvement in insuring the survival
of the school
Involvement in program planning and
eval uation
Involvement in student discipline
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Collection of the Data
The data were collected in the months of January, 1973 and February-
April, 1974 by NASP-trained personnel. The data collectors underwent a
two-day training period at the University of Massachusetts before visiting
the schools. These sessions were conducted by NASP personnel with the
assistance of faculty from the Research Program previously mentioned.
During the training, data collecting techniques were emphasized and inter-
viewing practice sessions were conducted. On completion of the training
session, people were authorized to visit the schools.
Before arriving at the school, the data collectors had contacted
directors to advise them of their visit. Survey questionnaires were col-
lected and the interviews were conducted. Responses were transcribed
verbatim as they were given in longhand. The data collectors also collec-
ted any written materials about the schools and visited informally for the
day. On returning to Amherst, the data collectors returned the survey
collected, the completed interviews, additional materials, and prepared a
debriefing form. (See Appendix.)
On the whole, the schools visited were very receptive to the survey
and interviews and expressed interest in the results of the project.
Most schools provided goals statements and basic written materials about
the design and operation of the schools. What emerged from all the data
collected was a comprehensive portrait of each of the 46 schools studied
and a general overview of the types of decision-making processes that
predominated from among the schools.
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Interview sessions took longer than anticipated with the result that
the responses were quite long and descriptive, providing the author with
a great deal of information about and insight into the decision-making
structures. Generally, director and staff interviews were more lengthy
and detailed than student interviews. When students were interviewed in
groups, responses were more complete.
Analysis of the Data
The data was analyzed in stages to answer each of the three research
questions, which require that (1) patterns of decision making be defined,
(2) in rences about informal and formal organizational characteristics
be made, and (3) relationships between organizational characteristics and
demography, planning history, and staff/director characteristics be
explored. Below, each stage in the analysis is described as it relates
to each of the concerns above.
Defining Patterns of Decision Making
The method of analysis employed for the categorization of the data
into decision-making categories progressed in three steps, each involving
a reading of the interview protocols as well as referral to the survey
questionnaire.
In the first reading, two people read the responses to the questions
about decision making and codified each response. The list of responses
which emerged had over 75 categories and was too unwieldly to utilize
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efficiently. The categories did, however, provide a useful framework for
the next reading of the data. The categories seemed to describe who was
included in the decision (inclusiveness) and to name mechanisms through
which decision were made (structures). These two notions of inclusiveness
and structures were used as the framework for analyzing the data in the
second reading.
The second reading involved the author of this study in a deductive
process which produced four distinct decision-making categories. The pro-
cess of deduction began with a new reading of all the data from each
school; this included the open-ended questions from the interview as well
as the close-ended questions from the survey questionnaire. The survey
questionnaire was used as a check on the reading of the interviews and as
a way to clarify the responses of the interviews. After the data on one
school was read, the author reported out who was perceived as being in-
cluded in each of the kinds of decis ions and what structures were util-
ized to make the decisions. This reporting was done by writing out the
most significant responses on newsprint. The process was repeated for
each of the 46 schools under study. It was a lengthy and time-consuming
task.
When the responses from all the schools were recorded on newsprint,
the author then examined the data, looking for regularities and distin-
guishing categories according to inclusiveness and structures. An initial
attempt to make categories named seven possibilities. Further reading of
the data reduced the categories to four distinct patterns for decision
making. The four categories are reported in Chapter Four.
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In6 thlrd readln9 of the data was done to check informally on the
usefulness of the four categories. An independent reader was given a
description of the four categories and how they were distinguished from
one another. The reader was then presented with ten cases to analyze and
was instructed to place each case into the most appropriate category.
Further, the reader was told to make sure that no case was left uncate-
gorized. The reader's categorization of the ten cases matched the
author's in all cases. Based on the third reading, the author considered
the category system useful for presentation as a theoretical framework
and worthy of further study and testing.
Making Inferences about the Formal and Informal Characteristics of School
Organization :
The method of analysis used to make inferences about school organiza-
tion from the data on the decision-making categories involved makinn a
comparison between the concepts of incl usiveness and s tructures developed
above and the descriptors and underlying processes of school organization
developed in Chapter Two in the "Guidelines for Analyzing School Organiza-
tion: Formal and Informal." This comparison is discussed at length in
Chapter Five of the study and the inferences about school organization are
graphically presented.
Exploring Relations Between Organization and School Characteristics :
An SPSS computer program was written to compare responses from among
the' four categories concerning the issues of demography (age, size, grade
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leve-l, student Population), planning history, and staff and director char-
acteristics. The read-out from the computer was graphed and a series of
specualtions about the relation between organization and other school
characteristics was developed. This analysis is presented in Chapter Five
of the study.
We now turn to the two chapters which present the data in the three
stages defined here, in answer to the three research questions.
CHAPTER FOUR: PRESENTATION OF THE DATA I
This chapter answers the first of the three research questions
through a presentation of the data. The question under consideration is
What patterns of decision maki n g are operant in a selection of public
alternative schools?
In the following pages, the author (1) describes four categories of
schools in detail, and (2) summarizes the general trends among the
schools. Within each category of schools, the following issues are dis-
cussed:
- General Characteristics of Decision Making in Schools.
- Responses to the Criterion Questions.
- Responses to Inclusion/Exclusion Questions.
- Responses to Questions about Decision Making in Curriculum.
- Responses to Questions about Decision Making in Discipline.
- Responses to Questions about Decision Making in Recruitment
and Dismissal.
Included in the summary of the data are the following topics:
- Decision Making in Curriculum.
- Decision Making in Discipline.
- Decision Making about Recruitment and Dismissal.
- The Structures and Mechanisms used for Decision Making.
Four categories of schools emerged from the data analysis. (See
Appendix for samples of the data analysis, responses to the criteria
questions for each category.) These categories are defined as:
Type I Schools (Hierarchical Model)
Schools which follow hierarchical decision-making patterns;
staff and students are excluded from most major decisions.
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<-nr uuyu repcesenianve ana consensual structures.
The types of schools are numbered I — I V because of the increasing
level of inclusiveness in the decision-making process as we move from one
category to another. The numbering does not reflect a developmental pro-
cess, nor does it purport that one type of school is of a higher order
than another.
This presentation of the data represents a major attempt on the part
of the author to let the voices of the oeonlp work-inn and studvinn in thp
1 1 - — */ • • J
schools under study speak for themselves. No categories were pre-supposed
and then placed on the schools. Rather, the categories emerged from sev-
eral readings of the data; the organization of that data as presented here
is grounded in the world of the schools.
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TYPE I SCHOOLS
Type I Schools (Hierarchical Model)
staff and nKstf,J5l^d‘f!^{ ,M2i;(„S? 1 ‘ ,on mak1"^
General Characteristics
of Decision Making in the Schools
These schools are characterized by decision-making structures which
exclude staff from most decisions and students from all decisions. Power
to decide on school policy and on daily operations is vested by the cen-
tral school district staff in building supervisors and directors. Of the
50 schools studied, 11 were classified in this groupJ
Responses to the Criterion Questions
Responses to the criterion questions were uniform for directors, stu-
dents, and staff, defining this category of schools as one in which all
constituents perceive their schools as having a hierarchical decision-
making structure. A typical response to the question about general deci-
sion making is: "There's no problem here; we have a hierarchy with the
2director on top." In another school, the director is described as "a
global administrator; decisions go from him to the counselor to the staff
to the students." 3 Another respondent states, "Decision making rarely
4
gets to the level of the staff and never to the level of the student."
The interviews indicate that these 11 schools are clearly viewed as places
where there is a clear demarcation of power and responsibility in the
making of decisions with the director on top.
When asked about influence within the school, students named the di-
rector in almost all cases and school system personnel. When teachers
were mentioned, they followed the director in order of importance.
Teachers named the director and other district administrative personnel.
It was only the directors who mentioned any other people or groups of
people in addition to themselves. The other people mentioned were the
central administration (5 cases), assistant administrators (2 cases), and
athletes (1 case). Clearly, the director dominates the influence struc-
tures of these schools.
According to the perceptions of students, staff, and directors, these
11 schools do not provide mechanisms for the involvement of staff or stu-
dents in decision making in school policy. Decision making is highly cen-
tralized and exclusive of most staff and all students.
Directors, staff, and students differed markedly in their responses
to these questions, both among groups and among themselves. What follows
is a general description of how directors, staff, and students from Type I
Schools feel about involvement and how decisions should be made.
Directors
It would be a gross oversimplification to state that there is a
"Type I School Director." No such animal exists. What do exist are
people in leadership positions who, for a variety of reasons, have a
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common leadership style and take the largest part in decision making
within their schools. Some of these leaders operate from a kind of
"benign entrepreneurship," while others are more dictatorial in their
approaches. Within this group are people who say they admire their staff
and want to involve them more but are prevented from doing so because of
"time" or "pressure"; and people who express disdain for their staff and
state, "I tried to elicit responses from the teachers, but all I got was
pedagogic double-talk ." 5 What all these leaders have in common is a
sense of their own importance in the working of the program and a feeling
of responsibility that can't be shared just yet in their school situation.
"If a school is going to move, someone has to take leadership " 6 is a
statement that epitomizes this approach.
Directors are reticent to involve others in making decisions in the
instrumental domain. Most directors intervewed in this group responded
No when asked if they felt there were areas in which more people could
be included. Those who answered in the affirmative, mentioned that they
wanted more involvement from staff in the areas of discipline and curri-
culum. All but two directors expressed satisfaction with the decision-
making process they had; those dissatisfied said that they needed more
time to do their jobs rather than more outside involvement.
None of these directors wanted to exclude more people than at pre-
sent.
We turn now to other perceptions within these same schools:
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Staff
The teaching staff in these schools are not so content with the pro-
cess for making decisions as are their directors. Few of the staff ex-
pressed personal antipathy as one teacher did when he said, "The whole
manner of operation is dictatorial," 7 but they do express dissatisfaction
WTth the mechanisms for making decisions. Eight sets of staff interviews
out of 11 expressed dissatisfaction with the decision-making process.
All of those responding this way mentioned the need for both more staff
and more student involvement. None of this group wants to exclude more
people than are presently outside the decision-making nucleus. Of the
three sets of staff interviews which expressed satisfaction with Type I
decision making, one speaks of a history of "laissez faire" administrator
whose style was destructive to the school; the staff here seemed content
to have someone who could take charge and allow them to direct their
energies to teaching. Another school with satisfied staff has a predom-
inantly Chicano staff with a tradition of strong leadership. The third
school's staff expressed tiredness and disinterest, saying, "I just don't
want to do any more than I do." 8 The typical staff people in Type I
Schools, however, expressed a willingness to take on more instrumental
decision making and a dissatisfaction with a director-centered school.
Students
Student responses to these questions indicated a lack of concern with
the issues expressed and/or a lack of understanding of the working of the
questions. All students answered "No" when asked whether there are areas
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of decision making in which they felt included. Only five of the 34 stu-
dents answering expressed satisfaction with this situation. All students
but four answered "No" when asked if there are areas of decision making
in which they felt excluded, and all of these said they were satisfied
with this situation. The four students who expressed themselves most co-
herently and who expressed the strongest opposition to the decision-making
process were from the same school. This school is part of a subsystem of
alternatives in a system known for its innovation and liberalism. The
school has undergone a change within the last year in the leadership, the
student population, and the focus of the program. Once a "permissive"
environment where White middle-class "hippy" students were highly involved
in policy decisions, the school has been integrated and has changed to
meet the new student population. A new director was appointed to make the
necessary changes. Faculty responses indicated bitterness at the change.
Student responses indicated confusion and disappointment. "There used to
be a lot of student input, but not anymore--they're tired." 9 All students
expressed a desire to be more involved in decision making. This one case
may provide some explanation for the bland and uninterested responses of
the other ten schools. We may propose that schools where decisions are
made as in traditional schools, but which differ in small ways, are viewed
as an improvement by most students. These students do not see decision
making as an issue for themselves because they are content with the
school's more open environment. In schools like the one mentioned above,
where larger changes from traditional schools were once made, students are
no longer content with small differences. Their interest in instrumental
concerns becomes greater and they are outspoken when they are again denied
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those powers, even though the school
tional schools.
is an
"improvement" over the tradi-
If we can make generalizations about Type I Schools „„ the Issues of
inclusion and exclusion In decision making, * can say that generally
directors like the situation as it exists and feel little need to change;
-achers are less happy with the decision-making processes and see the
need to open the process more to adult staff members and a bit to stu-
dents; students are indifferent about decision making, willing t0 take
advantage of the improvements of the alternative school over the trad,',
tional school and leave decision making to the adults.
Responses to Questions About
Decision Making in Curriculum
It is to be expected that schools with dominant directors would have
high director involvement in decision about curriculum. Indeed, nine of
the 11 directors score themselves as having ultimate responsibility in
this area-either acting alone (4 cases) or acting with teachers (4 cases)
or with school district staff (1 case). In only one school does the
director perceive teachers as being ultimately responsible and in one
school, school district staff is seen as having final power in this area.
Staff interviews indicate that when all courses are ultimately approved
by the director of district staff, the individual teachers decide for
themselves what they will teach and how. As in the traditional school,
once the door is closed, the teacher is in control of curriculum decisions.
Teachers agree that "there is a lot of freedom in the classroom," 10 that
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"Curriculum is usually designed by the individual teacher .- 11 There is
little or no mention of team planning or team teaching. Individual
teachers, working alone, making individual classroom decisions seems to
be the norm.
Students are involved somewhat in making curriculum decisions in
that they usually may select from a menu of courses offered. Eight direc-
tors claim that students have a "major role" in deciding curriculum with
the help of teachers and counselors. It is important to note that the
students are not involved in policy or instrumental decisions; they choose
from options selected by the director and staff. Their choice is also
limited by the need to meet graduation and state-mandated requirements.
"The counselor tells you what you need to graduate and how to go about
• 1
2
' 1 Advisors don't make you take things, but they encourage it."^
In this area, then, if students are involved at all it is in an expressive
realm.
Generally, then, Type I Schools have a system of curriculum decision
making in which directors are ultimately responsible for curriculum in
theory and in which individual teachers are responsible in fact. Students
are involved in choosing from among options. The basic curriculum format
of these schools is one which allows for student selection of courses
from a smorgasbord of offerings designed by teachers working individually.
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Responses to Questions About.
Decision Making in Discipline
Students, staff, and directors from this group of schools had almost
identical responses about disciplines. This is a clear-cut area in
school policy making. Of the directors scoring the survey, all name them-
selves as final decision makers in discipline for both students and staff.
Only four of the 11 directors mentioned staff at all. Students indicated
that there is an across-the-board understanding of the rules that exist
and of the penalities that apply for breaking those rules. Directors also
see no problem in making this area clear. Punishments are specified and
understood: "You get talked to, possible licks, sent home, and then sus-
pended." 14 While most schools are not quite so severe, traditional
school punishments are followed and most rules are similar, if not the
same, as those of the conventional schools in the area. In terms of dis-
cipline, then. Type I Schools have a clear and distinct pattern of direc-
tor dominance and strict adherence to prescribed rules.
Responses to Questions About
Decision Making in Recruitment and Dismissal
In the area of student recruitment and admissions, power for decision
making is vested in the school's district staff and its guidance system in
seven of the 11 cases. In the other four, the directors make the decision
alone (2 cases) or with teachers (2 cases). In the two schools where
teachers are involved in these decision, there is a history of staff and
student involvement to a larger extent than at present; faculty
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involvement in admission decisions may be viewed as th.
formerly more open decision-making processes.
vestiges ot
In the area of teacher recruitment and dismissal, the final decision .
about professional staff hiring lies with the director alone (4 cases) or
with the director with school district staff (3 cases) In seven of the 11
cases. The other cases involve the school district staff alone (3 cases)
or working with parents (1 case), a school which has its roots in the com-
munity control and has since moved from that model.
The pattern which emerges in Type I Schools in terms of discipline is
one which decisions are made in the school district office or in the
office of the school director. There is no place for involvement of staff
or students in student admission. In the areas of staffing, hiring and
firing. Type I Schools follow traditional bureaucratic patterns of line
and staff differentiation in which line managers hire staff workers who
work under them and are responsible to them.
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Type ii schools
H Schools (Adult Collaborative Model)
ative decision-making ap-
are excluded from major de-
General Characteristics
of Decision Making in the Schools
These schools are characterized by decision-making structures which
involve directors and staff as colleagues in decision making and which DO
NOT INCLUDE STUDENTS as major decision makers. Power to decide on both
instrumental and expressive concerns is vested in the adults who are pro-
fessionally employed at the school; decisions are usually made at teacher
meetings. Of the 46 schools studied, 15 were classified in this group. 15
Responses to the general decision-making question in the interview
were uniform for directors, staff, and students. In all schools, the
teachers and the director working together are seen as the decision
"democratic process" and "team responsibility" are also stressed in
Director and Staff Interviews. Student acknowledge that the adults make
interviews indicate that these 15 schools are places where adults working
together dominate the decision making.
Responses to the Criterion Questions
makers. What emerges are "adult group decisions." 15 The concepts of
decisions, but many add, "They ask the students what they think." 17 The
When asked about influence in the school, all constituents mentioned
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teachers and staff predominantly.
"The teachers are the backbone”18
states one student, staff and directors often mention students as being
important in the school. "Teachers may have the greatest influence, but
it revolves around student and parent needs." 19
The picture that emerges of Type II Schools, then, based on the cri-
terion questions, shows schools where adults work closely together to
make decisions for the children and youth they teach.
Responses to I nclusion/Exclusion Ouest.innc
As in Type I Schools, there are different sentiments about the deci-
sion-making process among the different constituent groups in the
schools. A brief examination of the differences follows:
Directors
The directors in this group differ from those in the previous cate-
gory in that their style is more open to collegial interactions among
staff and directors. These directors are able to share responsibility
with other adults, often because they respect the people with whom they
work. Most directors comment on the uniqueness and superiority of their
faculties. These directors are very content with the decision-making
structures that are operant. They are hesitant to include more people,
though some do express a desire to involve parents, another adult group.
No directors seemed anxious to involve students. "I don't know if we
should go in for democracy," u states one director, when referring to
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including more people. Most directors seemed to believe that "too many
cooks spoil the stew,"^ and that involvement by more people could well
destroy a process that seems to work.
Staff
The staff are also enthusiastic about the decision-making process as
directors, though express same reservations. As in the case with the
directors, responses to interview questions indicated a high degree of
mutual respect and esteem among staff members and for directors. "Our
school stands on the respect the staff has for each other, they way they
work together. You must have these qualities in a staff for an alterna-
. ??
tive school to succeed."
The area in which staff responses differ from director responses is
in the area of including students more in the decision-making process.
Over half of the staff members in these schools expressed a desire to in-
volve students more, but do not know how to go about doing it. Students
are viewed as "hesitant" or "uninterested." It is interesting to note
that where teachers have more power than usual, they express an interest
to extend some of that power to a more disenfranchised group--the stu-
dents. Staff, like directors, do not see the need to exclude more people
from the process. The tendency is toward opening, rather than closing.
Students
Students from Type II Schools show more concern and knowledge about
decision making than did students in the previously discussed Type I
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Schools. Most express a clear understanding of what it means to be invol-
ved in making a decision and most feel that their teachers make the
right decisions for them. Several express a fear that they are not
ready. We shouldn't be included any more than we are now; no decisions
are made that I'm against ." 23 "I don't think that I have the right ." 24
There is a vocal minority from among these students who do think that
they have the right. A number of students express an interest in being
more personally involved in policy, especially in curriculum and in making
rules. The students unanimously agree that there is no place for further
exclusion from decision making, sharing the views of staff and directors.
What generalizations can be made about sentiments toward decision-
making policy in Type II Schools? We may answer that in these schools,
directors are pleased with their interaction with the staff and the ways
in which adult members of the school make collaborative decisions.
Teachers are happy with the power they have in decision making and express
respect for each other and for their director; they feel an impetus to
open decision making further and to begin to involve students. Students
express an interest in and understanding of how decisions are made and
like the process; they often feel that the decisions made are right for
them. Some students, though a minority, express a desire for more student
involvement in the process— an extension of collaboration beyond the com-
munity of adults in the school.
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Responses to Questions About.
Decision Making in Curriculum
We might have predicted that in Type H Schools there would be a
greatly increased role for teachers in decision making in curriculum over
Type I Schools. This is, in fact, the case. In all but one of the 14
schools, the director scores the staff as having ultimate responsibility,
either alone (4 cases), with the director (7 cases), with students (1
case), or with school district staff (1 case). In the one school where
the director does not include the staff as final decision makers, he does
not see himself in that role either. Rather, he perceives the district
office as the final determiner of what is to be approved to be taught.
Director and staff interviews place a great deal of importance on
team work in designing curriculum. There is little of the individual
planning that is so characteristic of the Type I Schools. Rather, teach-
ers work together. What is most significant about curriculum planning
among this group is the emphasis that staff people, in their responses,
place on assessing the needs of the students before designing programs of
study. A good deal of time and energy seems to go into this process.
"We play hypothetical student games, going through each course to see how
it will affect kids' needs," 25 states one staffer. "We fit our program
to our students," says another. "Our process is a mixture of our own
personal feelings about what's important and consultation with parents
and. ..kids needs" is another response. These statements are quoted
here to give some indication of the unique quality of teacher concern for
student needs in designing curriculum. At least seven of the 15 schools
have structured individualized curricula, ranging from IGE to learning
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packets, to contracts.
Student involvement in curriculum decision making is more responsible
than in Type I Schools. All but one of the directors who scored the sur-
vey question asking who has major voice in deciding curriculum, mention
students working with an adult. One student states: "Schedule is geared
tome. I set it up, after talking to other people."28 Generally, stu-
dents express a sense of everyone working together in curriculum, with
adults having the most authority and influence. As one student so aptly
put it, "The whole thing [of curriculum decision] is about human relation-
ships with adults." 29
In summarizing Type II curriculum policy making and design decisions,
we may say that adult professionals in the school make the major curricu-
lum decisions collaborati vely, getting input from students and carefully
assessing their needs. The basic curriculum format of these schools is
an individualized program or an adaptation of one.
Responses to Questions About
Decision Making in Discipline
As might be expected, in Type II Schools, decisions about discipline
are shared more among the adult members of the community than in Type I
Schools. Students do not have a defined role in the process. Of the 13
directors who scored the survey question, eight gave the staff a primary
role, either working alone in their meetings (2 cases), along with the
director (5 cases), or with students (2 cases). In the other five schools
responding, major decision-making power is still lodged in the role of
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director, either acting alone (4 cases) or with the district staff (1
case). These responses indicate that most Type „ Schools have developed
mechanisms of involving staff and directors collaborative,y in discipline
decisions. Some schools, however, still reserve this power for the
director—even though the genera, patterns of the school is toward more
involvement by staff. No information available from the survey, inter-
views, or accompanying materials shed any light on why this pattern
exists in the five schools.
Students and adults in all of these schools think that rules are
straight forward and specific. As contrasted with Type I Schools, rules
in Type II Schools are few in number and have to do mostly with safety,
consideration, and school survival. Breach of the rules is typically
handled through "discussion.” There doesn't seem to he exact punishments
meted out for each violation. Expulsion is reserved for the most flagrant
and dangerous of these violations: bringing alcohol or narcotics into
the building, stealing in local stores and businesses, etc.
In terms of discipline, then, Type II Schools generally keep most
power in the adult sector, most often involving teachers in collaboration
with directors.
Responses to Questions About
Decision Making in Recruitment and Dismissal
The pattern emerging from responses about student admission is very
similar to that around discipline in Type II Schools. While over half of
the directors responding mention teachers as being major decision makers
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in student admission, five schools make no mention of teachers in this
regard. In these latter cases, as in Type I Schools, the decision-making
power lies in the school district staff and its guidance system and with
the directors. Of the five schools which excluded teachers in this area,
four of them are the same schools which exclude teachers in the area of
discipline. This leads us to suspect that within Type II Schools there
are two subgroups:
Subgroup A
making Ser^uST
Subgroup B
oped. SpeJificallv^ithl^th?^ the pattern is 1ess we11 devel -
In the area of staff hiring and firing. Type II Schools are very
similar to Type I Schools in nine of the cases. In the other five schools,
there is a mechanism for staff involvement in personnel decisions. The
personnel area, then, is viewed as more threatening than the student admis-
sions area; perhaps because it tests the collegial notion most strongly.
The data presented here on decision making in the areas of student
admission and personnel add a good deal to our understanding of Type II
School s . Though embarking on a non-hierarchical approach to decision making,
these schools are not yet clear on how far they want to go down that road.
In the areas discussed here, this confusion becomes most obvious and
raises many of the issues that alternative schools face as they become
real alternatives to the formal education system. More open to faculty
Involvement in the areas under study than are Type I Schools, Type II
Schools have not yet become totally committed to a new form of decision
making among adults in the school community.
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TYPE III SCHOOLS
•
fiT
6 Schools (Pa rticipant Determinant)
decision-™^
General Characteristics
of Decision Making in the Schools
These schools are characterized by decision-making structure which
is intended to allow for full participation by all groups, notably stu-
dents, in the operation of the school. Power to decide on school policy
and procedures is perceived by each of the groups to be vested within
that group. There is a discrepancy, however, among the groups about how
decisions are actually made and where power lies. The existing decision-
making apparatuses include some structure from Type I and Type II Schools
such as directors' fiats, faculty meetings, and the addition of town
meetings, and student-specific assemblies in the schools for student in-
volvement. Of the schools studied, 11 were classified in this group.
^
Responses to the Criterion Questions
Responses to the criteria questions varied for the three constitu-
encies within each school but are uniform for each constituency across
schools. Each constituency sees itself as a major decision maker but
does not recognize the powers that each of the other groups perceives as
being vested in itself. For example, we shall examine the responses of a
sample school for the Type III category. The director states that the
board of education is the legal decision maker in the school, he, himself.
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and that “At timet, committees get involved ." 31 The staff in the same
school responds to the general decision making question by saying that
decisions are made by the school as a whole and that there is "democratic
discussion by small groups ." 32 The students in the school perceive
decision making as taking place, for the most part, through a vote in
student council. One student, however, aptly sums the situation up when
he said, "They [students] pick a number of things [decisions to be made].
Then they see if it s easy or hard. In Student Council, we vote. Then,
we ask the principal and he asks the Board [of education], Ke usually
don't get what we want ." 33 In the same school, when asked about influ-
ence structure, the director names the teachers and himself; the staff
names the older staff and the director; and the students claim that the
students have the most influence, followed by the staff. This incongru-
ence of perception is one of the defining characteristics of Type III
Schools
.
Among schools, a common characteristic in this category is the exis-
tence of either a student council or other student-specific assembly or a
large and somewhat irregular town meeting apparatus designed for decision
making. This further distinguishes Type III Schools from the other two
groupings, where no specific mechanism for student input is even mentioned
As the sample responses indicate, there is no guarantee that because such
a forum exists, that the forum actually functions as a decision-making
body in the eyes of others. On the whole, Type III Schools mention stu-
dents as an influence in the school much more often than in the previous
categories, where such mention of students was, indeed, rare. In this
instance, it is the school which does not mention students as influential
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that is unique. In fact, no school omits menti
one respondent, and in nine of the 11 schools,
dents all at least mention the students in this
on of students by at least
director, staff, and stu-
regard.
The picture o, Type III Schools that emerges fro™ the criterion
questions shows schools with student input, as opposed to the other types,
hut which have not clearly agreed upon when and how that input becomes
major decision-making power. The result is a somewhat confused decision-
making structure within the schools, marked by varied and often conflict-
ing perceptions about how policy is actually determined. This confusion
of perceptions leads to many possible power configurations: director
decision by fiat as in Type I Schools, faculty meeting decisions as in
Type II Schools. The student government structure and the town meeting,
though in operation, do not actually have the power the students suppose
them to have. Type III Schools, then, include students but do not in-
elude them instrumental ly.
Responses to Inclusion/Exclusion Questions
As might be expected, sentiments about inclusion and exclusion vary
a great deal from among schools as well as within schools. An examina-
tion of the differences follows:
Directors
Directors in this group are even more difficult to generalize about
than in the two previous groups. There are two large trends in director
attitudes, however, that can be distinguished. Clearly, some directors
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want to lilt the decision-making structure and t„ REGAIN SOME CONTROL
over the operation T the school. These directors thlnh that
-discussion
goes on too long," 3^ and thatthat there is a more efficient way to handle
policy. Others see a solution in opening decision making stil, further
to give students and disgruntled staff more say in the life of the
school. No director interviewed within thiothis group expresses satisfaction
with the decision-makinq nrnrpqc « +9 p ocess as it operates in their schools. This
is quite a pronounced difference in director response from Type I and
Type II Schools, where directors are the most satisfied group.
Staff
Unlike the directors, Type III staff react uniformly to the issues of
and exclusion from decision making. To a person, staff from
this group express a desire to include students more in decision making
and to limit the influence of outsiders, "people who don't know what
we're about ." 35 Outsiders are administrators from the central office and
psychological evaluators. Teachers seem to feel that better school func-
tioning will be effected when all parties in the school have a high degree
of involvement in school policy and when outside input is eliminated.
Teachers, then, seem to place the blame for problems in school operation
on outside interferences.
It is worth noting here that in all the types of schools examined
thus far, it is staff who is most favorable disposed toward extending
decision-making power to students.
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Students
Students In Type III Schools are more expressive about general deci-
sion making than in both other type schools. Almost all student respon-
ses indicated a high degree of involvement in making personal decisions
and an understanding of what is meant by "decision making." students
generally feel included in expressive decisions, whether or not to have a
student lounge, in course selection, in expressing feelings openly to
teachers about what is happening in the school. Students are overwhelm-
ingly pleased with the degree to which they are involved in decision
making through student councils and town meetings. Most students express
a desire to be included more in instrumental decisions, naming curriculum
design, discipline, and teacher selection. The vocal minority of which
we spoke in Type II students is in this group as an expressive majority.
It seems that the more power students have in a school, the more power
they want. Once the door has been opened to inclusion, it is difficult
not to enter further and see what other possibilities there are for in-
volvement. As in the other schools, students here agree there is no
need for more exclusion in decision making.
In summary, we may say that sentiments about inclusions and exclu-
sion in Type III Schools are more varied than in the other two types,
that directors seem discontent with the ways decisions are made—expres-
sing either fears of losing power or of having too much. Staff see the
need for further student involvement as do students. Once the potential
for student involvement is introduced, there is less uniformity and har-
mony among the constituents within the schools.
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Responses to Questions About.
Decision Making in Currirninm
As might be predicted, decision making in Type in Schools about
curriculum does not have as distinct a pattern as in the other categor-
ies. In scoring the survey, directors place the staff in a final deci-
‘ion-making capacity most often (in „ „f the ,3 schools) a „d rank them _
selves as important parties in six of the schools. This ra kes the pro-
cess similar to that in Type II Schools. There are more configurations
than in the other categories. Here we have staff and director (3 cases)
staff alone (2 cases), staff, students, and director (3 cases), parents
and staff (1 case) and then unilateral decision in two schools involving
the school district staff exclusively or the school governing board.
Students are considered final decision makers more often than in other
schools and are considered to hold major responsibility with adults in
determining a course of study in all the schools within this group.
The content and form of curriculum seems to resemble that of Type I
Schools more than Type II. “I am completely independent to design what
ever curriculum I choose ," 36 states one teacher, echoing the feelings of
many. Team planning is not stressed in these schools. The smorgasbord
approach seems to dominate, with the difference being that there is more
student input in what is offered than in Type I Schools.
Generally, then, curriculum decisions in these schools mirror the
state of general decision making. The intention is to include more people
in the process; the outcome is that individuals make individual decisions
because the mechanisms for productive group decisions which cross
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constituencies are missing.
Response s to Questions About
Decision Making in Disn'p-Hno
In the area of decision raking abort discipline. Type m Schools
evidence a stronger pattern than in the other areas examined thus far.
Students are involved in this area as final decision makers in seven of
the 11 schools studied, staff are involved in nine of the schools, leav-
ing only two schools which follow the Type I pattern. These responses
lead us to believe that Type III Schools can be successful in providing
for student and staff input in the area of discipline.
Both adults and students interviewed indicate that there is a clear
understanding of rules in the school because "There are so few rules, the
kids are responsible for their own behavior." 37 As in Type II Schools,
rules center around safety, consideration, and school survival. Breach
of the rules is handled particularistically and informally. Offenders
are talked to and counselled, rather than punished. Most infractions are
handled by the director and the staff; there is little peer judgement.
In terms of discipline, then, Type III Schools offer something dif-
ferent in most cases: the partial involvement of student and the sus-
tained involvement of adults in decision making.
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Responses to Questions Ahnnt
and m^c, a1
In the area of student admission, no pattern emerges in decision
taking. Patterns vary greatly; more greatly than in any other category
The only person or group who is mentioned in over half the cases is the
director; in the rest of the schools there are at least five different
configurations for this area of responsibility. Students are mentioned
in only one case.
In the area of staff hiring and firing, the pattern in these schools
does not differ from the majority of this in the other groups. That is,
the director or the director and school district staff make personnel
decisions in most of the cases. Among three of the schools, there is a
mechanism for staff involvement. Students are mentioned in but one case.
The general trend, then, is very similar to that of Type II Schools. Our
speculation in examining Type II Schools that personnel may be a most
threatening area is borne out by the data about Type III Schools.
The data presented here on decision making in recruitment and dis-
missal adds to the evolving portrait of Type III Schools as places where
the intention is to include more people than the other two categories,
but where the reality is that things are not that different. If anything,
these schools seem to have a more confused decision-making structure,
since the promise is made for more involvement and is not consistently
kept.
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TYPE IV SCHOOLS
5cnooK Consensus Model l
students, in the decision-making procel^SVl^^ized through representative and cSnsensuil ItrucLres 0peratl0nal -
General Characteristics
of Decisi on Making in the Schools
These schools are characterized by decision-making structures which
not only intend to involve students, but which actually carry out that
goal in an organized fashion. While a good deal of power for instrumental
decisions still is informally in the hands of adults, there is a much en-
larged student role in this domain. Major decisions are made through
committee structures and then presented to the larger school population.
In these schools, unlike Type III Schools, perceptions among the consti-
tuencies in the school about the decision-making structure are remarkably
clear and congruent. Of the 46 schools under study, nine are classified
within this group. 38
Responses to the Criterion Questions
Responses to the general decision-making question on the interview
were consistent for directors, staff, and students. In all the schools
in this group, people say that decisions are shared among directors, staff,
and students. A democratic process is the norm, with the most frequent
form being a reporting out of possible decisions by appropriate commit-
tees to a larger group. Decisions are then made by a vote of the larger
m
groxp or by consensus. The strong committee structure in these schools
seems to avoid the confusion that Type in Schools face. Most adults
express the belief that decisions should be made by those whom they most
effect. In these schools, decision making is diffused and not tightly
controlled or specifically located. Decisions are made by tasks rather
than roles. The interviews indicate that these schools are places where
students and adults have found a way to work together and to keep order
as they do it.
When asked about the influence structure of the school, all respon-
dents mention students along with the staff, and sometimes parents (4
cases). Responses indicate a situational quality about decision making
and influence. "As issues evolve, different people come to the fore." 39
Influence is based on knowledge, proximity, and connectedness to the
problem at hand.
The picture that emerges of Type IV Schools, based on the criterion
questions is one in which there is a de-centralized decision-making struc-
ture, where the situation dictates how the decision will be made, and
where there are distinct structures to insure that all constituencies are
involved.
Responses to Inclusion/Exclusion Questions
Type IV responses to this question show a marked similarity in the
sentiments of the three constituencies. All are pleased with the process
as it now exists. Some express a desire for more student involvement in
the areas of hiring and firing. No one expressed a desire to exclude
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anyone. As in the previous categories studied wp eha bi a a, e shaii now turn to the
responses of the three constituencies in this area.
Directors
Directors in this group differ from the directors in all the other
categories in the degree to which their style allows for the involvement
of other people in the power center of the school. They are not
threatened by extending the perimeters of traditional teacher and student
involvement. "We don't fear opposition; we grow by it," 40 says one
director. "It's their lives," says another about students, "they should
be in on all of it. 1,40
Directors express satisfaction with the way decisions are made,
though also say that they would like even more student input. No director
in this group wanted to limit decision making in any areas.
Staff
Staff generally express the same sentiments as do their directors,
though two staff people think that the process is "too cumbersome, 1,42
that "there are areas in which experienced, professional and ethical
judgements have to be made." In the vast majority of responses,
teachers expressed enthusiasm for the way decisions are made and support
for the non-hierarchical approach. "I hope that decisions are made on a
horizontal manner rather than coming down from a chain of command." 44
"We get together and make decisions on the basis of people's needs, which
45
seems to be the most sensible approach." Teachers, like directors.
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hope for more student involvement and do not wish for more exclusivity.
Students
Students in Type IV Schools have a very clear understanding of the
decision-making structures and are able to articulate these structures
for Interviewers. Like directors and staff, students are generally satis-
fied with how decisions are made and in the extent of their own involve-
ment. Only two students expressed a need for greater student involvement;
involving more students seems more an adult than student concern.
Students see no area where they would like to exclude people from deci-
sion making and do not feel excluded themselves. Of all the groups of
students, Type IV students seem most content and express the least dissat-
isfaction and confusion about their roles.
In summary, we may say that sentiments toward decision-making policy
are most positive in Type IV Schools. Directors, staff, and students
express a high degree of dissatisfaction, with more adults expressing a
hope for increased student involvement than do students.
Responses to Questions About
Decision Making in Curriculum
As one might predict, these schools have the highest degree of stu-
dent involvement in decision making of the four categories and a high
degree of collaboration among staff and between staff and students in the
area of curriculum. In fact, seven of the nine directors scoring the
survey indicate that curriculum decisions are made by all three
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constituencies working together, either in one all
-school meeting (2
cases) or in combinations of school meeting, and director, staff meetings
(5 cases). In only two of the schools are students not included as
final decision makers; in these schools, directors and staff make the
decision. In no schools does any one party or person make final curricu-
lum decisions, unlike any of the schools in the other categories. Many
schools in this grouping have special curriculum committees which make
initial decisions and then present those to the town meeting for final
approval. As the to be expected, students are considered to have a "major
role in all schools responding. The committee structure seems to serve
two functions: (1) to insure that adults do not lose their influence in
this area, and (2) to insure that students have a voice. "We do not wait
for curriculum to spring from the interests of children,"46 says one
teacher, echoing the feelings of most. It is delicate balance that these
schools seem to have struck.
The content and form of the curriculum are very similar to that of
Type II Schools. All adults mention that student needs are major deter-
minants of curriculum policy. Here, as in the other category, many mech-
anisms for finding those needs are used. What is different here is the
direct involvement of students in defining the needs, rather than adult
definitions of student needs. There is a high degree of planning and team
teaching, though a somewhat greater expression of individual perogative
in Type IV Schools than in Type II.
It seems that curriculum decision making is in keeping with the tone
and structure of the school in general. There is a high commitment to
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student involvement which is realized; there is
ence to be felt in policy, and there is general
of all involved.
a place for adult influ-
satisfaction on the part
Responses to Questions About
Decision Making in Discipline
Type IV Schools show a very unique pattern among categories in disci-
pline. In Type IV Schools, the director's role as sole decision maker in
discipline is totally eliminated; the staff role is greatly increased, and
the student role much larger than in any of the other categories. In
seven of the nine schools, directors view students as included in final
decision; in the other two, he/she sees himself/herself involved along
with the other adults.
It is interesting to note that in these schools where there is the
highest degree of involvement in setting rules for behavior, there is the
less certainty that those rules are understood and followed than in any of
the three previous categories studied. It is almost always the director
who feels that the clear understanding is missing; students by and large
think that rules are understood and adhered to. Perhaps it is here that
we see the only expression on the part of directors that they feel a bit
out of control in these schools. Breach of the rules, as in Type III
Schools, are handled particularistically and informally— but by more
people. Perhaps that is why the directors feel that there is more confu-
sion, since he/she is not the primary enforcer.
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In terms of discipline, then. Type IV Schools follow their general
pattern of increased involvement of all constituents and decreased power
on the part of the director. Here, the director expressed some concern
over his/her role as it has developed.
Respon ses to Questions About
Decision Making About Recruitment and Dismissal
In the area of student admission. Type IV Schools seem to be a little
more inclusive of constituencies than the other categories, but not defini-
t ively so. As in the other cases, directors are mentioned most often as
final decision makers (in seven out of the nine schools). There is,
however, an added input on the part of both students and staff. Both
groups are mentioned, staff more frequently (5 cases) than students (2
cases). The pattern is toward more involvement, but not as clearly as in
the other areas of decision making examined.
In the area of staff hiring and firing, considered the domain of
directors and district staff in all the other categories, there is more
involvement by other parties-especially staff. While directors still
predominate (in eight of the nine cases), staff input is used in over half
(5 cases). Students are still excluded from this process, with only one
school reporting any student involvement as a final decision maker, and
in this case, the students work with the adults at the school. We do not
know whether the student input in this case is instrumental.
In summary, Type IV Schools show a trend toward more involvement in
the issue of recruitment and dismissal as they have shown a tendency
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toward inclusion in the other areas Tn. In this area, director domi
greater than in the other areas discussed here.
nance is
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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The data on decision making ,ed to the creation of foor categories
of schools. The distinguishing characteristic anong the categories was •
the number of people included in the mating of instrumental decisions and
the perceived influence structure of the school. As we moved from Type I
to Type IV Schools, we noted an increase in the number of people involved
11 the making of instrumental decisions and an increased emphasis on
teachers and students in the influence structure of the school.
Type I Schools emerged as the most exclusive of the schools, limiting
decision making to the director or the school board in most cases.
Type II Schools opened decision making to the teachers, minimizing
the involvement of other school personnel and continuing to exclude the
student.
Type III and Type IV Schools shared in a greatly increased involve-
ment of all constituents in the decision-making structure of the school,
but differ in how the influence structure of the school is perceived. In
Type III Schools, there is confusion and conflict about who has ultimate
power. In Type IV Schools, these conflicts do not arise; the influence
structure is clearly perceived as having great input by staff and espe-
cially students.
Student responses varied a great deal from category to category. The
data showed that the more inclusive the school was in its processes, the
most articulate the students were in discussing the processes. Students
in Type I Schools gave short responses, usually expressing disinterest in
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the decision-making process and a clouded view of what the interview
question actually meant. In Type II Schools, students showed more inter-
est in the process and seemed to understand the question; the overriding
sentiment among Type II students is trust in the decisions the teachers
make. Type III students are pronouncedly more expressive; they show per-
fect understanding of the question and give quite lengthy responses, per-
haps because the process in these schools are so confused, and also be-
cause there is a greater semblance of student participation. In Type IV
Schools, student responses are more complete than the others and are more
congruent with the responses of the adults.
In examining the four categories for information about decision making
m specific realms, new patterns emerged. These patterns further distin-
guished the schools and also added to our general knowledge about alterna-
tive school organization for decision making.
Decision Making in Curriculum
Among the areas of decision making studied, curriculum seemed to be
the one realm where student involvement in decisions was most widely
accepted and encouraged, at least where the most lip service was paid to
student involvement. Even in Type I Schools, where staff and students
are excluded from most decisions, there is some evidence of inclusion
here. Students are permitted to select their own courses; teachers are
allowed to design their own individual approaches. It is interesting to
note that while involvement in decision making didn't change a great deal
from one category to the other, there was a marked difference in the
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curriculum design of the schools.
In both Type II and IV Schools, there was a strong tendency toward
both team teaching and planning and toward the individualization of in-
struction for the students. In both these type schools, an extensive
effort was made to assess student needs and teacher talents and to match
-uese two known factors wherever possible. The difference between Type
II and IV Schools in this regard was the degree to which students were
involved and vocal in the needs assessment process.
Type I and III Schools were alike in their dependence on a smorgas-
bord approach to learning, where teachers made individual decisions about
what will be taught and where there did not seem to be a system for de-
signing an overall school curriculum. These schools were similar to the
traditional school where the teacher closes the door and teachers what
he/she wants.
We may explain the difference in these two approaches to curriculum
by the differences in the decision-making apparatus in the two sets of
schools. In both Type II and IV Schools, teachers and directors worked
col laboratively. In addition, these schools had well-defined decision-
makmg structures which are understood by all school constituencies. It
seems that when teachers and administrators work as colleagues, there is
more initiative to make a personal investment in the students as learners
Once teachers are contented with their roles in the schools and their
status within the social setting, they are more eager and able to work
for the student good. In Type I Schools where there was still a distinc-
tion, teachers did not take such an initiative. In Type III Schools
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where there was confusion over roles and where teachers were not sure of
their status in the school, there didn't seem to be enough energy to
spend in designing curriculum together which accounts for student needs.
Indeed, it seems that in Type III Schools, so much time was taken up by
process questions" since the structures were so ambiguous, there was
little time or energy left to be invested in the "content" issues of cur-
riculum. Curricular questions of design, then, seem to be viewed as
closely connected to general decision-making questions.
Decision Making in Discipline
In the area of decision making in discipline, the involvement of
staff and students increased markedly as we moved from Category I to IV.
While rules were many and varied in Type I Schools with specific actions
prescribed for each violation., rules were fewer in number and less varied
in the other categories of schools. Types II, III, and IV shared a
common approach to discipline in that rules had to do with safety, consi-
deration, and school survival and in that punishments were flexible,
usually involving "discussion." The three latter types are different in
the people who are involved in making and enforcing the rules. In Type
II Schools, discipline is an adult concern; student violators were dealt
with by benevolent adults, not by peers. In Type III Schools, students
were sometimes more involved in discipline and felt responsible for their
actions; by and large, Type III discipline is very similar to that of
Type II. In Type IV Schools, students were most involved in discipline
and often have student judiciaries to decide on punishments. In these
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schools, the director was less in control than in the other schools and
voiced the most apprehension about the clarity of the decision-making
process in the area of discipline.
Pecision Waking About Recruitment and nismi„.i
In the areas of recruitment and dismissal of students and staff
shared decision making which is inclusive nature was not a marked’pat-
tern m any of the schools. Just as curriculum was the area most open to
".ore involvement, recruitment and dismissal was the area least open to
new forms. Only in Type IV Schools, and then in not over half of them,
was there staff or student input in the final decisions about student
’
admission, staff hiring and firing. In the other categories, this
remained a domain in which directors and school district staff remained
powerful. Since these schools under study are all public schools, we may
understand why this area is similar for the four categories. We may pro-
pose that in the areas of student and staff selection, the public school
systems are most reticent to give up power. The issues of admissions,
hiring and firing, seem to be most threatening to school official s-they
seem content to make way for more involvement in other areas of alterna-
tive schools, but here they hold firm. This area emerges as the area in
which public alternatives have the least power and are in the least posi-
tion to make changes. Hiring and firing, and student assignment are the
areas of constraint that public alternative schools must function under so
long as they receive public monies and are accountable to public agencies.
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The Structures and Mechanisms Used for Decision Making
In analyzing the categories, it became evident that the level of in-
clusion was not the only distinguishing characteristic among the cate-
gories. A second important factor for consideration emerged: the struc-
tures and mechanisms the schools created and used for the making of deci-
“ :°ns * ^ Type I Schools, the only real decision maker was the director;
the mechanism was unilateral decision making. In Type II Schools, there
was a marked difference. Regularly scheduled staff meetings were held
and become the forum for staff discussion and decision making. The colla-
borative approach to curriculum development which we noted in this type
school is viewed as related to the mechanism of the staff meeting for
decision making. In Type III Schools, there was a dependence on yet
other forms. In some of the schools, there was a reliance on town meet-
ings for the making of major decisions. This forum did not work, accord-
ing to the responses of the participants, because discussions were too
long and unfocused. The result was that the goals of the Type III School
were not met, and the real decisions were made by fiat or by a small
group of people who met. In other of the Type III Schools, there was a
dependence on a separate student government. While students perceived
this forum as being an important force in the school, the adults in the
school did not share this perception, with the result that students did
not have as major a role in decision making as was the intent of the
schools. The Type IV Schools had a highly organized structure for deci-
sion making, which provided for inclusion for all constituencies. These
schools depended on faculty/student committees or task forces which made
policy guidelines to be presented at large meetings or to be submitted to
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school-wide votes or to be binding as made by the remittee. The town
meetings worked in these schools because most of the discussion had gone
on beforehand and because debate was focused and limited. He may con-
clude that structures for decision making as wel, as inclusion of consti-
tuents in decision making are the two factors which distinguish Type
II» III, and IV Schools.
What follows is a representation of the four types of schools: who
IS included in decision making, the characteristic structures, and the
general organization for curriculum for each of the four types.
TYPE
I
Hierarchical
INCLUSION
Director is chief
decision maker;
most staff and
all students
excluded
"
SIKUCTURES'
Unilateral
decision
making
CURRICULUM
Each teacher has con-
trol over own course;
smorgasbord approach,
teacher based
II
Collaborative
Director and
staff involved as
colleagues in
most decisions
r
Regular
staff
meetings
Group planning, team
teaching, coherent
design, individual-
ized approach,
student need based
III
Participant
Determinant
Director, staff,
and students in-
volved is in-
tent, but is not
successfully op-
erational ized
Town
meeting or
separate
Student
Government
Similar to Type I;
smorgasbord approach,
teacher based
IV
Representative/
Multi
-level
Consensus
Director, staff,
and students in-
volved is intent
and is operation-
al ized
i
Committee
structure
reporti ng
out to
whole
school
Similar to Type II;
individual ized
approach, student
need based
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Student response from #114.
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Student response from #114.
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Di rector response from #257.
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The 11 Type III Schools are identified below by code number and arebriefly described. Please note that the Type III category differs from
the others in that it is based on the inconsistency of responses and the
lack of one observable pattern. The Type III category may be considered a
null category or may be viewed as "failed Type IV."
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The 9 Type IV schools are identified by code
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number below and are
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Staff response from #224.
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Director response from #120
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Director response from #115
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Staff response from #056.
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Staff response from #115.
44
Staff response from #297.
45
Staff response from #042.
46
Staff response from #224.
CHAPTER FIVE: PRESENTATION OF THE DATA II
This chapter answers the second and third research questions posed
for the study in Chapter Two. The questions are:
° n the. Patterns of decision making that emerqe
te? s«cs o%MeTn a ?0UT tSe or9ahizational cEc-ri tic f the schools (informal and formal)?
Qrhoni'c
th
?
°r9anizat 'iona l characteristics of the
nS- rf 1- aJed t0 as Pects of the schools’ demography,planning history, and personnel characteristics?
The data which addresses these questions is presented in two sections;
each section concentrates on one question. This chapter depends on the
presentation of the data of the previous chapter and uses the four cate-
gories of decision-making patterns as the basis for investigation and as
the framework for the organization of the data.
Inferences About Organizational Characteristics
In this section, the four types of schools developed in the previous
chapter are analyzed for their formal and informal organizational charac-
teristics. The reader is advised to refer to Chapter Two, Pages 57 and 58
of this study for the dimensions of the "Guidelines for Analyzing School
Organization" which provide the basis for the discussion which follows.
The decision making categories, as anticipated, provided the neces-
sary basis for defining the formal and informal characteristics of the
selection of public alternative schools under study here. Further, the
categories of schools fall on the continuum between the formal and
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informal poles of organization in such a way that distinct differences
among the schools are indicated, and the possibilities for a variety of
organizational forms for schools are made evident.
The notions of inclusiveness and structures developed in Chapter
Four are useful in applying general descriptors to the school organiza-
tions and in understanding some of the underlying processes by which the
organizations take their shape. In general, the schools which are most
exclusive in admitting people into the decision-making process are the
schools which are closest to the formal pole along the continuum. Con-
versely, the schools which are most inclusive of constituencies in the
decision-making process lean toward the informal pole. Schools which
exclude the larger number of people from the locus of power tend to
create structures which keep those in power distinct and separate from
those removed from power. This leads to the use of bureaucratic princi-
ples, a unit form of control with a broad span of control, a tall organ-
izational profile, and a centralization of power. The underlying pro-
cesses and assumptions of such a form of organization stress role based
and rule governed behavior according to position in the organization, a
legal basis for authority, prescribed roles and differentiated tasks, a
distance between the various levels in the organization, and a reliance
on societal norms and goals.
At the other extreme, schools which are most inclusive of people in
the decision-making power do not limit access to the locus of power.
The structures which are created, in these cases, need foster cooperation
and egalitarian notions and provide for the collaboration among the
various constituent groups. To meet these stated ends, bureaucratic
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principles are abandoned; multiple control with a narrow span of control
becomes operational, and the school becomes a flat organization with de-
centralized power and no one clear and limited locus of authority. The
underlying processes and assumptions of such a form of organization
stresses personality based interactions, an extra-legal authority base,
the emergence of roles and tasks from within the organization, accessi-
bility and closeness among people, and a reliance on organizationally
defined goals and norms.
None of the schools or categories of schools studied here fall at
either end of the continuum, but all lie within the spectrum with dif-
ferent emphases. We shall now examine each of the four types of schools
as they reflect these two extremes of formal and informal organization.
Using the guidelines from Chapter Two as a referent, the analysis first
applies a number of "general descriptors" to the four types, describing
the schools in terms of:
adherence to bureaucratic principles
aspects of control: multiple and unit, span
organizational profile: tall and flat
locus of power: centralized and diffused
The analysis for each type then turns to the "underlying principles by
which the organization takes its shape" and refers to the following
realms:
relations and interactions
authority and power
roles and tasks
social climate
curriculum and socialization
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Type I Schools (Hierarchical Model )
Type I Schools most evidence the characteristics of formal organiza
tion among the four categories. That is, these schools rely on a formal
hierarchy where control is vested in the unit of the director and where
the span of control of that director is quite broad. There is some
bureaucratization, with people entering set roles in the hierarchy when
they enter the organization. However, we cannot label these schools as
protypical school bureaucracies since there is a great deal of individual
choice among the staff and for students within the structure of the
school and little standardization. The schools are not extremely tall
organizations, with the only major authority levels being those of
directors, staff, and students. The division of the organization into
deciders and reactors on at least these three levels makes Type I Schools
taller than the schools in the other categories. As in most tall organi-
zations, there is limited degree of unit autonomy. This is made clear fw
the great involvement of the school district staff in the internal
decision-making process of the schools. In general, power is highly cen-
tralized and the schools are more characteristically formal than not.
Underlying Processes
Since the director has the major role in the school organization and
serves as the center for designated power, we may conclude that relations
are based to a large extent on the position one holds within the organi-
zation. The norms of domination and subordination may not be as severe
as in the most formal of schools, but the power of the director in all
areas of instrumental decision making does tend to make the person holding
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that role dominant over others. There is a high level of independence
within the individual classes, but within the schools as a unity, there
is a great amount of dependence on the administration to administer. The
schools may be viewed as predominantly secondary organizations, as work
places for the staff and students rather than as communities.
Authority and power are clearly legal in nature, with institutional
leadership and a generalized derivation of power based on one's position.
While the "autocratic principle" is not the basis for the operation of
the school, the centralization of power in the office of the director can
possibly lead to that mode of leadership; there is no protection against
that happening.
The role structure of the schools clearly distinguishes between
director, teachers, and students. These roles are prescriptive and
people fit into one of the three possibilities according to age, training,
and credentials. The role expectations are clear within the organization;
the schools depend on clarity for their operation.
The differentiation of roles according to task and age distinctions
is representative of the general social climate of the schools. These
schools seem to encourage the emergence of two cultures within the
school organization: the adult culture and the student culture. These
two cultures share nothing in the way of cooperative enterprise in the
life of the school. We may assume that separate norms emerge for the
two groups, which may sometimes be in conflict. While there is not
imposed "affective neutrality" between staff and student, it would seem
that intimate contact over time is obstructed by the school structures
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which separate students and teachers in the school.
The socialization structures of the schools mirror the roles and
social structures of the larger society in showing a deference to order
and control, to positions of power, and to the distinctions between
teachers and administrators, between teachers and learners. The curri-
culum is not based so much on the norms of the larger society. In this
area, there is little reliance on the dictates of the board of education
or the guidelines of state agencies. The schools, then, exhibit the
characteristics of the formal organization insofar as they reflect the
societal norms and show characteristics of informal organization insofar
as they set their own goals and objectives.
In terms of evaluation, the schools deviate from formal organiza-
tions in that they depend on the teacher's preference. Evaluation may be
universal istic or particularistic, depending on the teacher's wont.
Unlike the formal school, there may be several modes of evaluation and
curriculum within one school.
Summary
We may conclude that while Type I Schools do evidence the most for-
mal of characteristics among the four categories, there are areas--
notably in curriculum and evaluation--in which the schools are more infor-
mal in orientation than formal. In the other areas, while the tendency
is toward the formal pole, the schools do not exhibit the extremes of
formal organization. Placed on the continuum, Type I Schools are most
closely identified with formal organization, but do not fall at the
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extreme end of that form.
Jype II Schools (Adult Collaborative Model )
General Descriptors
Type II Schools fall next on the continuum as we move from the for-
mal to informal poles of schooling. They are less formal than Type I
Schools, though lack many of the qualities which would identify them as
basically informal organizations. To be specific, the inclusion of
staff into the decision-making process makes the schools much less hierar
chical; line and staff distinctions are merged as teachers and the direc-
tor collaborate on most decisions. While the hierarchy is all but
erased on the adult level, it still does exist between students and
adults within the schools. The principles of bureaucracy are not operant
within the school, though the distinction between students and staff
does lead to the creation of structures which keep roles and tasks separ-
ate. Control is more diverse and is multiple, with a broader span of
control. The organizational profile is flattened, due to the merging of
the administrative and teaching levels. There are now only two authority
levels as opposed to the three levels of the Type I Schools. Power,
though now expanded to include staff, is still centralized in the hands
of the adult decision makers. Students are still excluded from the locus
of power, as in Type I Schools. Among the professional staff, then, the
school functions along democratic principles. When we consider the rela-
tionship between staff and students, the schools seem to be less partici-
patory and democratic. In general, Type II Schools may be described as
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more formal organizations as schools where students are separate from the
center of power and as more informal organizations as work places, where
the adults collaborate and do not function hierarchically.
Underlying Processes
As noted above. Type II Schools are really two types of organizations
with two levels of operations: the adult-adult level and the adult-child
level. On the adult-adult level, relations and interactions are charac-
teristic of informal organizations where egalitarianism is the norm. Here
relations are based on personalities and preferences and skills. There
is a high degree of interdependence, as evidenced by the methods used for
decision making—the primacy of the staff meeting, and the team approach
toward planning and teaching. For adults in the school, the school has
some characteristics of a primary group rather than a secondary organiza-
tion. On the adult-child level, however, the nature of interactions is
decidely different. Students are still subordinate to teachers; student-
teacher interactions still adhere to specific role expectations; the
school does not becomes a primary group for the student. The nature of
this level of interaction is more characteristic of formal organization.
The issue of power and authority is similarly different according to
the level of adult-adult and adult-child relationships. For the adults,
there is a reliance on democratic process, leadership is more personal,
and power depends on social interaction and skills. For the students,
who are excluded from power, things are as they are in Type I Schools.
The adult leadership is institutional, based on position, and more
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autocratic than democratic.
Roles are both emergent and prescriptive. On the adult-adult level
roles emerge as needs are clarified and are not a function of title or
position. Teachers help administer; the administrators may help teach.
On the adult-child level, roles are clearly prescribed, and there is a
"ear and distinct division between teaching and being taught, between
being an adult and being a child.
The social climate of the school fosters the development of two
cultures, as in Type I Schools. It is in this area, that the Type II
Schools seem most clearly formal in organizational emphasis. The adult
collegiality leads to a strong and unified adult subculture-stronger
perhaps than in the most traditionally formally organized school—and
necessitates the formation of an independent student subculture. The
cultures are clearly distinct from one another and are separated by age,
position, and credentials. As in Type I Schools, affective neutrality
is not encouraged outright, but the possibility for intimacy and close-
ness is made difficult by the staff- student differentiation.
The socialization structure of these schools shares some of the
qualities of the Type I School with their deference to adult authority
and control over students. They depart from the societal norm in their
collaborative emphasis and their rejection of a formal hierarchy in the
work place. The curriculum differs a great deal from the curriculum
of the traditional school in its flexibility, student needs-based
orientation, and the cooperative approach in planning and teaching.
Goals for instruction and for the general operation of the school are the
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province of the individual school and are mini™,,, ,i„ked to the local
school board and other schools in the system.
rn terms of evaluation, the schools are particularistic rather than
universal istic by intent. This is a major difference from the Type I
School where the question of evaluation is left to individual teacher
preference. Since Type II Schools have so great an individualized
thrust, the particularistic mode of judgement is a matter of school
pol icy.
Summary
We may conclude that Type II Schools evidence characteristics of
both formal and informal organization. They are most like formal organi-
zations in the distinction that exists between student and staff cul-
tures. If anything, the colleagial nature of the staff relationship in-
tensifies this separation. It is this same staff interaction that gives
the schools their most obvious informal orientation: the erasure of
hierarchy among line and staff, new meaning and new form for the organi-
zation of schools. Placed on the continuum, Type II Schools are a fair
distance from the formal pole and decidely more informal than the Type I
Schools.
Type III Schools (Participant Determinant )
General Descriptors
Type III Schools qualify as more characteristical iy informal
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organizations than do those in the previous category. The schools are
markedly different from Types I and II by their attempts to include stu-
dents more widely in the operation of the organization. There is no
formal hierarchy. The schools are non-bureaucratic; indeed, they are non-
organizational in many aspects. Multiple control is stressed to the
point that each individual perceives himself/herself as the locus of
power. The span of control is quite narrow as well. The organization is
basically flat in profile, having erased formal authority levels. There
is the intention of having one authority level in which all people parti-
cipate. The school system seems to allow these schools to operate more
as "protected subcultures" within the public sector and impose little
limitations on the schools' operation and takes a micro role in decision
making. Power is diffused and de-central i zed.
Type HI Schools have a problem that the more formally organized
schools do not; they lack clarity. Members' perceptions of school organ-
ization vary a great deal within schools. The schools do not function as
coherent organizations for their participants. Often, they lack organi-
zational position. In general, we may classify these schools as predomi-
nantly informal organization, which must deal with a series of issues
that the more formally schools do not.
Underlying Processes
The nature of relationships and interactions are markedly different
in Type III Schools from the previous categories. Here, all participants
are assumed to be equal participants in the organization. Relationships,
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then, become less role-dominated and depend more on personality and indi-
vidual preference. The notions of domination and subordination are not
accepted as part of the normative structure of the schools. The schools
do not, however, stress the high degree of coordination and interdepen-
dence that we expect in an informal organization. Rather, in this area,
Type III Schools more closely resemble Type I Schools than they do the
informal model of school interactions. As Chapter IV has shown, the
Type III Schools depend on independence and individual preference among
the staff for their operation, not on interdependence and collaboration.
Authority and power are chiefly extra-legal, with power being derived
from social interaction and exchange rather than on legislated prescrip-
tions. Leadership is personal rather than institutional. The unclear
organizational position of the schools that was noted earlier in this
section leads to a curious allocation and usage of real power. Because
of the perceived power that each person assumes for himself/herself,
there is an opportunity in Type III Schools for one person or group of
people to assume power in specific areas without the consent or, indeed,
the knowledge of other participants in the organization. Type III
Schools, then, while basically informal in their derivation and uses of
power have the potential to become autocratic or plutocratic organiza-
tions, just as Type I Schools have that potential. The organizational
position of Type III Schools emerges as being quite precarious.
Roles are predominantly emergent rather than prescriptive. What
people do and when they do it depends on the context of the organization
at one specific moment. Roles between students and teachers are less
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distinguished here than they are in the other two types. Role defini-
tions of staff and directors are also erased, as much as they are in
Type II Schools. We may assume that there is a greater merging of roles
within these schools than in any of the other two categories.
The social climate of the schools is difficult to assess. We should
expect that one culture of all participants replaces the two cultures of
staff and students that we saw in the more formally organized schools.
This is not the case, however. As indicated in Chapter IV, these schools
rely on one of two structures: town meetings or student governments for
student input. Of the two, the town meeting structure seems to encourage
the one culture notion. However, the acknowledged failure of these meet-
ings and the confusion expressed about where decisions are made leads us
to question whether the town meeting structure actually merges the two
cultures in the instrumental realm. In the schools which depend on stu-
dent governments for insuring student input, the two cultures are still
in operation. These schools do not use student government in ways that
are very different from the ways in which student governments are usually
used. They are places where students may deal with student issues,
thereby increasing the distinction between student concerns and institu-
tional concerns.
The aspect of social climate that does seem characteristic of infor-
mal organization as defined in this study is the possibility for the
engagement of students and staff in intimate and mutually involving inter-
actions, unencumbered by the structures which separate students from
staff in the other categories.
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The socialization structures of the school are markedly different
from those in the other categories. The rejection of a formal hierarchy
in the work place and the attempts to find parity in student-staff inter-
actions are, in many ways, rejections of the societal norms which the
Type I Schools epitomize. The curriculum structure is similar to that of
Type I Schools, with its emphasis on individual planning and preference;
and, as in Type I Schools, not dependent on the dictates and guidelines
of the larger society as legislated by school boards.
In terms of evaluation, we also find a great deal of similarity with
Type I Schools. The mode for appraisal of student performance may be
particularistic or universal istic, depending on the preference of the
teacher. These schools, then, differ from the formal schools in that
they do not have one standard universal istic measure. They do not adhere,
either, to the informal mode of particularism. The "do your own thing"
orientation of the school may lead us to assume that the thrust is more
particular than universal.
Summary
We may conclude that Type III Schools fall closer to the informal
pole than do either of the two categories previously considered. The
schools are predominantly informal organizations, with many unclarified
areas within the organization which threaten to undermine the informal
orientation of the programs. Placed on the continuum, these schools fall
far from the formal pole and within the sector of informality.
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Type IV Schools (Multi-Level/Consensual Model )
General Descriptors
Type IV Schools, of the four categories, are most characteristically
informal organizations. They include students in the instrumental realm
vji the organization; and, unlike Type III Schools, do so with clarity.
There is no formal hierarchy within the schools, and bureaucratic princi-
ples are not operational. Like Type III Schools, there is only one ac-
knowledged authority level according to position, and the schools are
basically flat organizations. There is multiple control, usually vested
in a number of topic-specific committees composed of students, staff, and
sometimes others. The span of control is narrow, with specific groups
designated as having control over defined and limited areas. The schools
tend to function as "protected subcultures" with little or no school dis-
trict involvement in internal decisions. Power is decentralized and
diffused. This diffusion is not of the same type as in Type III Schools.
Here, power is vested in specific locii, which are acknowledged and under-
stood by most particpants in the school organization.
Unlike Type III Schools, these schools manage to have a predominantly
informal organization without becoming unclear about their position. The
introduction of specific and new structures into the organization of the
Type IV Schools not only makes these schools more coherent organizations,
but adds to their potential for becoming informal organizations and
remaining that way.
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Underlying Processes
The nature of interactions and relationships is similar to that of
Type III organization in the egalitarian nature of interaction and in the ”
personality-dominated norm. With students included equally in the deci-
sion-making apparatus, the notions of domination and subordination are
not applicable here. The schools stress interdependence and cooperation,
as the Type III Schools do not. In the area of curriculum, this is most
obvious; it also strikes our attention in the consensual nature of the
decision making groups. The Type IV Schools seem to be an extension of
the Type II model, with the degree of inclusiveness expanded and the
structures more democratically constituted. The day-to-day involvement
of student and staff in the operation of the school would make Type IV
Schools seem the most like a primary group of the categories.
Authority and power are based more in extra-legal negotiation rather
than legislated prescriptions. Power is derived chiefly from social
interaction and exchange, and leadership is personal. The allocation and
usage of power is acknowledged and public within the organization. This
quality differentiates Type IV Schools from Type III Schools. Here, the
mechanisms for insuring the fair use of power are provided, leaving little
opportunity for the non-public assumption of power that is a possibility
in Type III Schools.
Roles emerge from the context of the organization and are not pre-
scriptive. There is a thrust toward equality in the roles and the possi-
bility for exchange within the roles. Roles are not differentiated
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according to position and credpn+i'aic* uenti ls, teachers and students make deci-
S1°" S and adm1n1Ster
- We ^ «*« that directors have the fiexihiiity
to teach as well. Labor is allocated according to the organizational
need and in line with the competencies of the people in the school. This
competence may lie in student, teacher,
regardless of position.
or director, and is called upon
The social climate of these schools is markedly different from that
of the other types, again due primarily to the committee structure and
small group consensus organization of the schools. Through these struc-
tures, the two cultures are merged. Students and staff work together in
carefully structured and maintained groups which affect all aspects of
the school organization. There is no need in the instrumental realm to
create a separate student culture where the student voice is acknowledged
since the student voice is part of the organizational voice. This merging
of student and staff concerns within existing structures makes it easier
for affective involvement to become a norm at the schools than in the
other categories. The distinction between student-specific and staff-
specific concerns has been replaced by a joint involvement in institu-
tional concerns, making it viable for one culture to exist in the school.
The socialization structure, like that of Type III Schools, deviates
a great deal from societal norms. In these schools, a new order of organ-
ization and interaction has been established that does not exist in most
schools, agencies, hospitals, and other client-dependent organizations.
The organization for curriculum, as well, reflects this different vision.
More like the Type II curriculum organization than that of Type III, the
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design for instruction is collaboration, student-needs-based, and cen-
tered around acknowledged objectives. Goals for instruction and for the
school are decided chiefly by the school community, always including the
input of students. The main difference between a Type II School and a
Type IV School is that in the former the teachers speak for the students
and in the latter the students speak for themselves.
In terms of evaluation, these schools— like Type II Schools—use the
particularistic approach. This norm of particularism is not based on
individual preference; it is derived from the consensus of the school mem-
bers and reflects the individual orientation of the curriculum. The "do
your own thing" ethos of Type III Schools is here replaced by an attempt
to merge individual needs with group needs.
Summary
We may conclude that Type IV Schools are basically informal organiza-
tions. They are clearly most closely reflective of the informal pole
than any of the other categories. This is not to say that the schools
are the extreme of informality just as Type I Schools are not the extreme
example of formal organization. Placed on a continuum with the other
schools included in this study. Type IV Schools hold the position closest
to the. informal pole.
Summary of School Organization (Formal and Informal )
This analysis of the data has shown that the schools under study ex-
emplify characteristics of formal and informal organization to varying
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degrees. While no schools seem to evidence the characteristics of the
polar extremes of formal and informal organisation as defined in the
"Guidelines," it is possible to rank the schools according to hov. closely
they approximate the formal and informal poles of organization. The
following charts indicate how such a ranking might look.
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we may conclude, then, that the decision-making categories have
allowed for an analysis of organization characteristics using the notions
of formal and informal organization, that these notions provide a concep-
tual framework for examining school organization in its various aspects,
and that the various aspects of school organization analyzed according to
this scheme leads to an articulation of alternatives to traditional
patterns of school organization. We now turn to an examination of the
possible relationships between school organization and other factors.
Relationshi ps: School Organization
and Demography, Planning, and Personnel
In this section, links between the organization patterns defined
above and the characteristics of schools' demography, planning history,
and personnel are explored. Further, a series of speculations are pre-
sented about possible causative relationships. The links between charac-
teristics are present graphically in the following pages. The data pre-
sented are organized under the following headings:
Demography
age of school
size of school
grade level of school
nature of student population served
Planning History
major impetus for creation of school
involvement in initial planning
Personnel Characteristics
past experience of staff
comparison of roles with traditional teachers
past experience of director
comparison of role with traditional principal
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Age of Schools
The graphs indicate notable difference in the age of the schools
among the four types, with the most marked difference between the two ex-
tremes, Types I and IV. Type I Schools seem to be older than the others,
with the large majority of them being over three years old and with over
50% of them being over five years old. Type IV Schools, on the other
hand, tend to be the youngest among the four types, the vast majority
being three years of younger—more specifically, between one and three
years old. The other types are rather evenly distributed in terms of age.
One possible explanation may be that schools start out with very idealis-
tic expectations about becoming different kinds of organizations, more
inclusive and less formal. In time, the argument continues, these expec-
tations are not reached and the schools fall back on a more comfortable
and less innovative form of school organization. The studies on the
Metro school cited in Chapter 1
1
1
speak to this issue and state that the
necessary re-socialization for new forms was not attended to in the early
stages in the school with the result being amovement toward more tradi-
tional forms of organization and less radical goals for the school. The
issue of initial socialization for new roles in new organizations as well
as the need for continuous re-socialization mechanisms may be expressed
here. A significant line of future research may be in the area of the
life cycle*" of innovative school organizations. Some initial work has
been done in this area; more empirical studies are needed.
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Size of the Schools
The most striking aspect of the size of schools is the large numbers
of schools in Types II and IV having under 200 students and the large
number of Type III Schools with a school population of over 200 students.
Type I Schools are evenly divided in terms of size, though there are few
schools with less than 100 students in that category. While this evidence
is not conclusive of a link between size and organization, it is interest-
ing to note that in the two types where collegial Tty is stressed, there are
smaller school populations. Smith and Keith 3 speak of the collaborative
mode of operation as being the highest form and as being the most difficult
to achieve. It may prove that this form of operation can only occur in
small organizations and that schools which hope to achieve this goal
should limit their size. The large number of schools with over 200 stu-
dents in Type III category sheds some light on the problems those schools
have in establishing a clear informal mode of organization, if we accent
the hypothesis that the informal mode is most suited to smaller and more
intimate settings.
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Grade Level of the Schools
The graphs do not show a notable difference among the types in terms
of the age of the students served. Further work in this area seems indi-
cated, using a large sample of elementary schools.
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The students served by the schools seen, to differ in Types I and IV.
m Type I Schools, most of the students are from urban homes, while the
large majority of schools in the Type IV category don't draw students from
strictly urban environments; most of these students are either from subur-
o,a or are a mix of urban and suburban students. Only one third of these
schools are predominantly urban. In terms of racial composition. Types II
and IV tend to draw from a predominantly white population. In Type IV
specifically, even those schools which are integrated are mixed to a
ratio of 7:3, not 5:5 as are the integrated schools in the other categor-
ies.
The predominant urban orientation of Type I Schools helps explain the
fact that these schools are also larger in size than those in the other
categories. This is the reality of urban education: large schools where
the chances for informality and innovation are most difficult to achieve
and where these goals are not set as often as they are in other environ-
ments. It may be that urban schools are more concerned with issues of the
curriculum around basic skills and do not see a link between those issues
and school organization. It may be the case that many urban alternative
schools are trying to do things better and not necessarily differently
.
In any event, it does seem that the relationship between urban schools and
the nature of the organizational form of the school is worth exploring
further.
Several of the schools in this study designate themselves as having
been designed for "disruptive youth." Most of these schools fall within
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Type I! category. This night explain the difference between Types II and
IV, which share many common features: collegiality, predominant size,
and the types of student served. Since fully 70% of the Type II Schools
are designed for special problems, many of the staffs may feel that the
students are not ready for more inclusiyeness in the organization, that
the notion of a different form of organization applies only to the adults
involved, not to their "disruptive" students. We may postulate that
schools which serve special students who have caused problems in the other
public schools find the adult collegial model suitable because it allows
for the adults to work together for the "good" of their students, who are
not perceived as able to work collaboratively for their own good.
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Initiation and Planning
The graphs show a distinct difference in the degree of involvement
of school district personnel in the initiation of the schools. Most
notably. Type IV Schools have the least school district involvement and
the most heavy participation on the part of students and parents. Indu-
ced in the school personnel are the teachers, who have a large role in
Types I, II, and III especially and a relatively low degree of involvement
in Type IV Schools. When we turn to a consideration of who is involved
in the initial planning stages of the schools, the trend becomes more pro-
nounced. Here we find a significantly larger involvement in planning by
parents and students in Type IV Schools than in any of the other categor-
ies.
While we can reach no firm conclusion on the basis of our present
information, we can formulate a few postulates to be further investigated
and proven true or false. We may propose that the more the impetus for
the school comes from outside of the traditional public school system, the
more the organization that emerges differs from the traditional formal
mode of organization. The wide participation of varied people at the
beginning stages of a project seems to set a very powerful norm towards
wide participation in the operation of the organization. This wide parti-
cipation in conception and planning leads to wide participation in imple-
mentation and maintenance. A school which, at the outset establishes
itself as one culture, pooling together people who traditionally inhabit
different cultures, seems more able to sustain itself as one culture and,
therefore, becomes an informal organization. This type of school differs
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a great deal from those that are formal where the many cultures begin
separately and continue to operate parallel to each other.
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Staff Characteristics
It is difficult to make any speculations about the prior experience
of the staffs at the four types of schools. By and large, the schools
employ college graduates, some of whom have work experiences outside of
education. The nature of that work, the length of employment, and com-
mitment must be investigated before we can begin to propose any relation-
ships between prior experience of staffs and the nature of school organi-
zation in which they find themselves.
When we look to the way staff roles are perceived by the directors,
we do see some notable differences. The staff in Type IV Schools are
perceived as being more involved in administrative duties; this is con-
gruent with our definition of the Type IV School where line and staff
responsibilities are radically changed from those in formal organizations,
Further, the perception of increased involvement in student discipline
also enforces our notions about the Type IV School. More important,
however, is the increase in the perceived involvement of staff in social
reform efforts as we move along the continuum from Type I (formal) to
Type IV (informal) Schools. This finding lends itself to speculation.
We begin by assuming that informal organization as a principle is an
attempted social reform, with its equalization of roles, abolition of
positional hierarchy, expansion of responsibility, and its intentional
creation of new and different social system in schools. Given this
assumption, we may propose that one reason Type I Schools are the most
formal and Type IV Schools the most informal is that the staffs of these
schools vary a great deal in their commitment to social change. We may
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postulate that the higher degree of perceived involvement in social re
form on the part of a school staff, the more likelihood there is that
the school organization will be informal in nature.
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Director Character! stir*
The characteristics of directors in terms of prior work experience
highlights some interesting differences among the schools. First, we
note that a very large percentage of directors from the Type III Schools
have had prior administrative experience. As discussed earlier, these
schools have the most confusing administrative structures as perceived by
participants of all the types studied. We may suppose that some of this
confusion is the result of the incongruence between the experience of
organization of the director as an administrator and the intention of
organization that the director of the new school espouses. In our discus-
sion of Type III Schools, we found a general uneasiness on the part of
the director in perceiving his/her role as well as part of an attempt at
finding an innovative operating procedure. The procedure adopted, parti-
cipant determination, has been shown to be inefficient. Perhaps there is
a link between the director's past experience and his/her difficulty in
defining a new type of administrative role and the general lack of clarity
in the school organization in Type III Schools.
Second, in terms of past experience, we note that over 50% of the
directors in Type III and IV Schools have had an opportunity to work in
the initial stages of another innovative project in education. It seems
worthy of future research to pursue this further and to explore the possi-
bility of a link between exposure to new forms and the openness to trying
out new leadership behaviors.
When we look at the directors' perceptions of their roles, we see
similarities to the trends we noted in terms of the roles of the general
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staff. AH directors perceive twelves as being i„v„, ved more with
teaching than are traditional schoo, directors, of being
.ore ,„foma,ly
Involved with students. Almost half of the Type I directors see them-
selves more involved in student discipline, as „e might expect in a
school organization where roles are changing and distinctions between line
and staff broken down. Again, as In the teacher role perception, the
issue of involvement in social reform varies a great deal from Type I
Schools to the others. The same possible explanation as presented earlier,
my well hold here as well. The more the involvement in social reform,
e more likely the possibility of moving away from hierarchical and formal
modes of organization.
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Organization ,„h it,
Relationship to_OtheL_School Charart.H.M,.,.
'' Tt,ere iS *" alte™tive school "life cycle" in which the
organization moves a„ay from non-traditions,
, informal patterns as it
gets older.
2. Schools with small school population (under 200) are most
conducive to the informal mode of organization.
3. Schools with school populations geared towards "disruptive
youth" find the adult collegial model most appropriate.
4. Schools which involve non-traditional participants (parents,
students, community) in their planning and initiation stages are most
liable to establish and maintain the informal mode of organization.
5. The informal mode of school organization is a form of social
reform and as such attracts staff who are committed to social change and
who support more inclusive and egalitarian institutions.
6. The prior involvement of the school director in educational
change projects makes the director more liable to help establish and main-
tain an informal mode of organization.
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Chapter Five Footnntpg
See Chapter Two Footnotes #91-96.
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CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
This chapter summarizes the study. Us desi g„, process, and results
uncovered. Further, this chapter explores the plications of the work
in terms of directions for future research and implications for practice
Summary
This study was designed to assess the characteristics of formal and
informal organization in a selection of public alternative schools through
an identification and analysis of decision-making patterns which are
operant in the schools. In addition, the study proposed to provide a
'set of speculations" about the possible relationship between aspects of
the schools' demography, planning history, and personnel characteristics
and the organization of the schools. The author undertook to meet these
objectives by posing three research questions. In the following pages,
each of the three research questions is presented and a summary statement
of findings in relation to each is given.
The First Research Question
The first research questions asked: What patterns of decision making
are operant in a selection of public alternative schools ? Through the
collection and analysis of personal interviews with students, staff, and
directors in 46 schools and the use of responses to a written survey
questionnaire, the author was able to uncover four distinct patterns for
%
the making of decisions. The patterns were identified as: Hierarchical
,
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Adult Collaborative, Participant Determinant, and Representative or Multi-
Level Consensus. Uhat distinguished the patterns were the number of peopl
involved included in the making of instrumental decisions and the per-
ceived influence structure within the schools. Once the patterns for
decision making were established, it was possible to explore links between
decision making and other aspects of the schools' internal organization.
e
Two findings are worthy of note:
The author discovered that each category of decision making led to
the creation and maintenance of different organizational structures. In
the Hierarchical category, the schools adapted a top-down authority struc-
ture with mandates from the director. In the Adult-Collaborative schools,
the staff meeting became the focus for school organization and decision
making. In the Participant Determinant model, the town meeting structure
was adopted or separate student governments were established. In the Re-
presentati ve/Mul ti -Level Consensus type, the school organization depended
on committee work and reporting out to the larger community. We may con-
clude from these findings that in order to maintain alternative modes of
school organization, it is necessary to establish alternative structures.
We may also state that for any set of goals in decision making, there is
an appropriate mechanism for reaching those goals. When schools fail to
meet their stated goals, it is probable that the mechanisms they have sel-
ected for the operation of the schools are inappropriate and should be
altered.
A link between the categories of decision making and the design and
implementation of curriculum within the schools was uncovered as well.
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In the Adult Collaborative and Represent,
've/Multl-Uve! Consensus Models,
a team approach to curriculum design was operant. In addition, in these
schools there was an expressed concern with student needs and clearly de-
fined procedures for assessing student needs. This approach differed a
great deal from that used by the Hierarchical and Participant Determinant
schools where curriculum was planned by individual teachers and based more
on teacher competence and preference than on assessed student needs. It
seems that in schools where a norm for collaboration in decision making has
been established and is maintained by appropriate structures, there is a
reliance on a team approach and collective responsibility for the design
and implementation of curriculum. We may conclude that curriculum con-
cerns and general organization concerns are intrinsically related in
schools.
The Second Research Question
The second research question asked: Based on the patterns of deci-
si on making that are operant in public alternative schools, what can be
inferred about the organizational characteristics of the schools (formal
and informal)? In order to address this question, the author referred to
the "Guidelines for Analyzing School Organization," which she had devel-
oped in Chapter Two of the study. The decision making categories defined
in response to the first research question provided the necessary basis
for applying the Guidelines and for making inferences about formal and
informal organizational characteristics.
The author found that formality and informality were a function of
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inclusiveness In the decision-making process. I„ effect, the schools
which were most exclusive in decision making were the schools which most
evidenced characteristics of forma, school organization. Conversely, the
schools which were most inclusive in the decision-making process most
evidenced the characteristics of informal school organi-ation. While
none of the schools studied could be classified as the polar extremes of
forma, and informal organization as defined in the Guidelines, most
schools could be ranked by how closely they approximated the poles of
school organization.
The analysis of schools as having characteristics of formal and in-
formal organizational modes has led to several conclusions. First, we
have found that the notions of formal and informal school organization
provide a new and useful conceptual framework for examining school organ-
ization. This approach allows for the analysis and description of several
domains of the school and shows their interrelatedness. Included among
the domains described in this study are:
notions.
legal
.
Organization according to bureaucratic and non-bureaucratic
- Span of control from a larger system and from within.
School profile as a tall or flat organization.
- Location of power whether centralized or diffused.
- Relations and interactions among participants.
- Derivation of power and authority whether legal or extra-
- Allocation of roles through prescription or emergent needs
•- The social climate whether distant or open.
- Bases for curriculum and socialization whether dictated orderived from social reality of the school.
We may say that this analysis, using formal and informal organization,
provides a vocabulary which allows for the articulation of alternative
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odes of school organization. We may also conclude that by focusing on
the pattern for decision making operant in the schoois, we may infer a
great deal about the characteristics of other domains in the schoo, organ-
ization. Finally, our work in response to the second research question
shows that among the alternatives to traditional school organization that
"ay be operable in schools is the predominantly informal mode, which may
exist independently of a parallel formal system.
The Third Research Question
The third research question asked: How are the oro.ni^tinn.i
characterist ics of the schools related to as pects of the school. fW_
3La ,Rhy, planning history, and personnel characteristics ? Through the
use of a computer program and data derived from the survey questionnaire,
the author was able to compare the four types of schools based on deci-
sion-making patterns to other aspects of the school and among the types
emerged various differences. It was discovered that the Hierarchical
schools tended to be older than the others, while the Representative/
Multi-Level Consensus schools tended to be the youngest in the selection
under study. The collaborative models, Adult Collaborative and Represen-
ted ve/Multi-Level Consensus, tended to have smaller student populations
than the other types.
The Representative/Multi
-Level Consensus schools differed most from
the others in the kind of students who attended; most of the schools in
this category served predominantly white, middle-class student populations
A large majority of Adult Collaborative schools serve "disruptive youth."
In terms of initiation and planning, the Participant-Determinant and
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Multi-Level Consensus seemed to have
and in other educational innovations;
the four types of schools.
more involvement in social reform
this was also true of the staff in
This data leads us to conclurlp thatclude that differences in school organiza-
tion mirror differences in ar in age of school, size, types of students served,
initiation and planning, and staff characteristics.
Based on the summary presented here, we may conclude that the study
succeeded in meeting its stated purposes and in answering the three
research questions. It is the hope of the author that her work provides
new avenues for research into school organization and offers new approache
to practitioners. In the following section we shall explore the direc-
tions for future research which may be implied from the study.
Implications for Research
The data presented and analyzed in the study and the theoretical
framework developed in the work raise many questions and issues which may
provide the basis for future research. Possibilities for future research
may be categorized into:
The testing and development of instrumentation.
- The investigation of issues raised in the study.
- The testing of hypotheses.
We shall now examine possible topics for research under each category.
Jesting and Development of Instruments™
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Development of case histories of different schools involvedin the present study: This study provides base-line information aboutfour patterns for decision making that are operant in public alternative
scnoois. A logical next step in the development of models for decision
making and an understanding of alternative organizational approaches isthe creation of a body of work which looks at different types of schoolsin depth. The participant observation approach would be most appropriatefor such an analysis.
4. Investigation of the impact alternative schools have had
on otherpublic schools in their districts: This study suggests that
alternative schools are viable change efforts as they compel us to think
of school organization as a social system with many interdependent compo-
nents. In an effort to assess the real impact of alternative education.
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The Testing of Hypothec
Testing of hypotheses based on the
"Speculations" posed in this
study: This study has raised a series of
“speculations" about the rela-
tionship between school organization and aspects of the schools' demp-
graphy, planning history, and personnel characteristics. A testing of
each of these "speculations" in experimental studies would add signifi-
cantly to our fund of knowledge about the reaction of school organization
to specific contexts.
Implications for Practice
This study describes patterns of decision making and organizational
characteristics of alternative schools that presently exist within the
public domain. The four categories of schools presented here may serve
as models for alternatives to traditional school design. Alternative
school practitioners may choose to use these models in several ways.
First, the public alternative school participants may categorize a parti-
cular school and look to see whether the goals of the school are mirrored
in the appropriate school structures. In this way, alternative school
people may assess their own school environment and may make changes based
on the information gleaned from other similar schools.
Second, alternative school practitioners may use the categories to
analyze how well the organization of the school is meeting the needs of
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Third, aUe™tiVe sch°°’ Practitioners may use the notion of the
.our categories to assess bow specific decision are made the school
an to formulate notions of how decision may optimally be made. For
-stance, a school may at different points in time, in different context,
and different decision adapt each of the four categories. It may
arise that one pattern is more suitable for one type of decision than
another. The category system presented here may provide a framework for
assessing who makes decisions and when and may help in school redesign or
clearer articulation of school processes.
The results of this study may be useful for non-alternative school
practitioners as well. The categorization of decision-making patterns and
the analysis of school organization may be applied by traditional school
people in making modifications in their school organization. Specifically,
schools where there is an effort toward curriculum reform and innovation
"lay make use of the notions of establishing collaborative processes for
staff in extra-curricular realms to reinforce the concept of teaming and
collaboration in designing and teaching learning experiences for children.
The study speaks to the need for developing complementary changes in an
organization, and this notion of a systemic approach to a school program
may prove useful to practitioners in schools which are involved in innova-
tion.
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Perhaps the greatest contribution this study cakes to practitioners
in schools Is an increased understanding of the complexity of school or-
ganization and school change. People who are concerned with caking inter-
ventions for improvement of instruction and genera, school re-organization
may take from this work the concepts of the complementary nature of
change in an organization, the necessity for looking at several aspects
of the school at once, the importance of creating structures which allow
people to behave in ways which are consistent with the goals of the
organization.
Finally, this study does not recommend that there is one "best way"
to organize schools and does not purport to offer models appropriate for
specific contexts or populations. Rather, the study offers a series of
alternatives for school organization from which practitioners may choose
and the study describes some of the outcomes explicit and implicit in each
alternative. It is the hope of the author that this study may be useful
to practitioners in helping them to more clearly articulate notions of
school organization and to more rationally make decisions about their own
schools.
Chafer Six Footnote
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APPENDIX I: GENERAL SURVEY MATERIALS ( NASP)
Letter to schools
Agreement of information release
Telephone steps
Selection process for interviews
Interviewing instructions
Interviews: Director, Student, Staff
De-briefing form
NATIONAL ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOLS PROGRAM
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, Dwight W. Allen, Dean
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST, MASS. 01002
AGREEMENT FOR INFORMATION RELEASE
The National Alternative Schools Program feels so strongly about
its responsibility in collecting, analyzing, and disseminating
data derived from this survey that we would like to offer the
following guarantee to all participating alternative schools program.
** The National Alternative Schools Program wishes to guarantee
the confidentiality of any information it receives from any
alternative schools during the course of the study.
** Therefore, we will not use the name of any school, nor will
we release any information about any school other than basic
data for a directory in such a way to make its identity known
without first obtaining a written release from the members of
the school community responsible for such decisions, and,
information we obtain about individual schools will not
be made available to other agencies or institutions, or other
people at the University of Massachusetts, without first
obtaining a written release from the members of the school
community responsible for such decisions.
** However, we will be glad to furnish any information we generate
about an individual school to the members of that school
community if they so request it, and,
The National Alternative Schools Program will make available
to all participating schools free of charge, an index of
the data generated from the survey, and,
The National Alternative Schools Program will also make available
to all participating schools, free of charge, as much of the
information produced as a result of the survey as we are
financially able to provide.
Robert A. Mackin, Director
National Alternative
Schools Program
A PROGRAM OF:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE -OF EDUCATCN
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
telephone steps V
1. Know what you will
schools you visit.
be expected to do in both Level 2 and Level 3
the reasons why wTare'ustng^hem.
^ ,nstr™ents we are using and
JnfoSiSleTeasrietler^6 differ?nt C0"tact 1**™ •«< the
LEVEL 2
4. If you are calling a Level 2 school have with you:
-a copy of the survey questionnaire
-Level 2 contact letter
-Information Release Hetter
-Interview Protocol
-Telephone Contact Sheet
-Preliminary itinerary
-Final itinerary
a one'hour
LEVEL 3
6- If you are calling a Level 3 school have with you:
-a copy of the survey questionnaire
-Level 3 contact letter
-Information Release Letter
-Interview Protocol
-questions for staff, students, parents and central staff
Env
ironment Assessment and Needs Assessment sheet
-Activities index questionnaire
-Telephone Contact Sheet
-Preliminary itinerary
rFinal itinerary
7. If you are visiting a Level 3 school, you will be trying to:
-interview the director, four students, two parents, two staff
and a person from the central staff (see Interview Selection
Procedure)
-administer the Stern Activities Index to 50 students and set
up the administration of the Environmental Index at a later
date
8. Scheduling the interviews for ten people will be a complex
process. However, we should not ask the director to spend much time
on it. Therefore, we suggest the' fol lowi ng procedure:
-set up an interview with the director in your initial phone
conversation
-ask the director to set up a half hour interview with a
member of the central staff for you. these interviews should
be on the same day
-ask the director for names of students, staff members, and
parents that would provide some representative sampling of
the school population, emphasize the fact that you will
arrange those interviews when you are at the school
9. Stern's environmental assessment questionnaires-- One of your
team should become familiar with the questionnaires. During the
phone call, you should briefly explain the instruments and ask the
director for permission to ask 50 students to participate and the
assistance of some staff member in completing the second form. This
procedure implies that no final decision will be made on filling out
the questionnaires until you are on site. It would greatly facilitate
the process if you had access to a number of students at once (through
a class or meeting); and if the chance arises during the phone call,
you might try to arrange such a time. Emphasize the fact that you will
make this information available to the school if it wants the results.
10. Follow up letter - A follow up letter(scheduling)anel confirming
your phone conversation will ease your entry and future scheduling
greatly.
SELECTION PROCESS FOR INTERVIEWS
1. There will be ten interviews: one one hour interview with the
di rector
lour 30 minute interviews with
students
two 30 minute interviews with
parents
two 30 minute interviews with
staff
one 30 minute interview with
timeT'
°f the Pr°CedUre Wl11 56 t0 aSk the d^ector'forime for an interview and for heln in i
,,
| P lining up an interview withthe member of the central staff, (see phone instructions)
ease follow the following procedure for selecting the otherpeople for interviewing:
1. Ask the director to suggest representative staff,
students
, and parents that you might interview as part
of your initial conversation with him/her in the
morni ng.
2. If the director cannot give, the time to arrange
the interviews
,
.but does give the names, please try
to work from the names.
3. If the director does not suggest names, please
use your discretion in approaching people for inter-
views that will be a cross section of the school
community.
a
interviewing INSTRUCTIONS
B.
I. Before starting the interview
Explain who you are
Explain what you plan to do in the interview
aSut'your'aHernative srtoof/^f ^
director)°which^fall' Sly0^ £han< “ a
''"
po itics and relations with c I™:
,
area
?
(see Entry Procedures)
C.
P l
'wither” 1 uur . s
:
relations in the school, feaminq^and
1
^’
-
hUnian
making and authority. 9 ’ an decision-
will?
6
T interviewee a ^ of the questions youil be asking
D. Explain why you areusing these questions
Example: Do you know about the national r
we are conducting. We have sent thi? n + r
vey
(show interviewee a convl tn f I Questionnaire
are visitina ?nn J Pyj to over 500 schools. We
the d ,
th0Se sch00ls t0 interview
we gather^from' the^urvey^n^way^that
of^oals "statenientn
9 °a ^ S (sh“^-ee a copy
E- Explain how you will be going through the questions
in sequence to increase the accuracy of the information
we get in the interview process. Those questions with
two or three parts should be read all at once.
E. Emphasize that if the interviewee is uncomfortable
with any question, he/she can pass it over.
During the interview- in order to establish some sort of
consistency, please stick to the follwoing guidelines.
A. State questions exactly as written
D- Do not press for answers
C * If the interviewee does not understand the question, read
the reason for the question as stated in the Interview Protocol
If the interviewee still does not understand, go on. Do not
give a personal explanation.
D. Do not lead the interviewee
£SHSSSs*”
“nswe""
P3raPhraSes
^and for the interviewee'
the ItJ-r- S6emS t0 be ramb,i "9 a "d »»t answeringquestion, p ease interrupt him/her and: restate the question
the next quesMon
" 9 ° *°
...
eems bba t the interviewee is still
avoiding the question.
F. If people lose interest, skip questions and focus „„ thestarred questions.
that
C
vo
ntl
'"T
y SUPPOrrtl,e in‘^viewee by letting him/her knowy u understand and think importnat what he/she is saying.That does not mean that you necessarily agree with what isbeing said.
III. Recording the interview
to repeat^
°" ,y StatementS
-
Whe " «k the interviewee
B. Do not paraphrase
c. The following suggestions have been found helpful in note-
taking by people hwo have had experience in interviewing
HS^fci.lioS the 1nterviewee beg,ns to—
Don t erase, cross out
Dnnlfh
fr
?
m
^
rbatim by US1
"
n 9 a telegraphic styleDon t be afraid to ask the interviewee to wait
director interview
• Do you enjoy working here?
Why?
Can you tell me a little bit about how your school got started
What groups of people, or agencies,
outside the school are most supportive
of your school?
Why?
How do you know?
Least supportive of your school?
Why?
How do you know?
Has the major purpose or the existence of the school ever been
in danger?
Why?
What happened?
Least successful? Give some examples:
Is your school seen as being controversial?
Why?
By Whom?
7. How do you find out what community resources are available to your school?
How do you use these resources?
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with this process?
8. What major social issues is the school dealing with?
To what extent? (for each issue)
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the process? (for each issue)
9. What is the process you have for designing curriculum;
Who decides what the learning experiences will be?
10 . What do you feel have been the
school? Give some examples:
most successful learning experiences at your
Why?
11. Is there a systematic process at your school for helping students organize
and make sense of their various learning experiences?
What is it?
How successful has it been?
12. What kinds of students (different learning styles, economic backgrounds,
race, cultures, etc.) tend to do well here?
Why?
What kinds of students tend to have difficulty?
Why?
13 . Are there groups of .people in this school that don't get along with each
other or disagree with each other on certain issues?
How do you know?
14. Are there any crises which have happened as a result of people or groups of
people not getting along within the school?
What happened?
15. What have been the most successful things the school has done to help people
get along with each other? Give some examples:
16. Generally, how are decisions made at this school?
17
' JrLf
he
-
e
;
r5“,0f decision -mak i n g in which you would like to see morepeople included?
What are they? (describe each one)
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the part you play in the process?(for each area)
18. Are there areas of decision-making in which you would like to limit parti-
cipation?
What are they? (describe each one)
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the part you play in the process?
(for each area)
Who are the people with the most influence in your school?
Do you think everyone has a clear understanding of the major rules here?
Give some examples:
21. If someone breaks one of these rules, what happens?
22. I've asked you some questions about specific aspects of your program. In
your opinion, what are the important aspects of your program that we
haven't talked about in this interview?
25 . Do you know of any other alternative
be aware of? (show interviewee mast*
schools in thi
:r list)
s area that we may not
26. Are there any questions you would I ke to ask me?
25. Do you know of any other alternative schools in this area that we may not
be aware of? (show interviewee master list)
26. Are there any questions you would like to ask me?
STUDENT INTERVIEW
1. Do you like going to school here?
Why?
3. What groups of people, or agencies, outside the school like your school the
most?
Why?
. How do you know?
Like your school the least?
Why?
How do you know?
8. What major social issues is the school dealing with?
To what extent? (for each issue)
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the process? (for each issue)
10. What do you feel have been the most successful learning experiences at your
school
?
Give some examples.
Why?
11. Who helps you organize your different learning experiences and plan your
program?
Are you satisfied with this process?
12. What kinds of students (different learning styles, economic backgrounds, race,
cultures, etc.) tend to do well here?
Why?
What kinds of students tend to have difficulty?
Why?
13. Are there any groups of people in this school that don't get along with each
other or disagree with each other on certain issues?
How do you know?
14. Are there any crises which have happened as a result of people or groups of
people not getting along in the school?
What happened?
16. How are decisions made at your school?
17. Are there any areas of decision-making in which you feel included?
What are they? (describe each one)
Do you feel satisfied or dissatisfied with the part you play in the process?
(for each one)
18. Are there areas of decision-making in which you feel excluded?
What are they? (describe each one)
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the part you play in the process
(for each one)
19. Who are the people with the most influence in your school?
Do you think everyone has a clear understanding of the
Give some examples.
If someone breaks one of these rules, what happens?
22 . I've asked you some questions about specific aspects of your school Inyour opinion, what are the important parts of your school that we haven't
talked about in this interview?
23. Is there anything you would like to add to what you have already said?
26. Are there any questions you would like to ask me?
STAFF INTERVIEW
Do you enjoy working here?
Why?
What groups of people, or agencies, outside the school are most support!
-
of your school?
Why?
How do you know?
Least supportive of your school?
Why?
How do you know?
3. Is your school seen as being controversial?
Why?
By whom?
4. How do you find out what community resources are available to your school
How do you use these resources?
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with this process?
5. What major social issues is the school dealing with?
To what extent? (for each issue)
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the process? (for each issue)
6 . What is the process you have for designing curriculum?
Who decides what the learning experiences will be?
What do you feel have been the most
successful learning experiences at your
school? Give some examples.
Why?
Is there a systematic process at your school for helping students organize
and make sense of their various learning experiences?
What is it?
How successful has it been?
9 . What kinds of students (different learning styles
race, cultures, etc.) tend to do well here?
Why?
economic backgrounds.
What kinds of students tend to have difficulty?
Why?
10. Are there groups of people in this school that don't get along with each
other or disagree with each other on certain issues?
How do you know?
11. What have been the most successful things the school has done to help people
get along with each other? Give some examples:
12. Generally, how are decisions made at this school?
13. Are there areas of decisi
people included?
on-making in which you would like to see more
What are they? (describe each one)
(for^eac^areal^
° r d1ssat1sf1ed »1tl' ‘he part you play In the process?
14. Are there areas of decision-making in which you would like to limit part-
icipation?
What are they? (describe each one)
Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the part you play in the process?
(for each area)
15. Who are the people with the most influence in your school?
16. I've asked you some questions about specific aspects of your program. In
your opinion, what are the important aspects of your program that we
haven't talked about in this interview?
17 . Is there anything you would like to add to what
any of the questions? you have already said for
18. How do you feel about the survey we are conducting?
19. Are there any questions you would like to ask me?
DEBRIEFING FORM
School Name
__
ID Number
Date of Visit Your Narre
I. A. Describe the reactions of the people in the school
1 . to you
2. to the whole idea of a national survey
3.
to NASP
B. Describe your reactions to the reception you received
C. Evaluate your visit
II. Describe any noteworthy feelings you had/have about the school
(as to success, as to failure, politics, etc...)
III. Describe any unique features of the school
( director, staff, building, parent organization, etc...)
NATIONAL SURVEY
of
PUBLIC ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS
1973-1974
survey questionnaire
The National Alternative Schools Program at the University
of Massachusetts is conducting an intensive nationwide
survey of public alternative schools. One of the data col-
lection instruments being used is the survey questionnaire.
The purpose of this instrument is to develop a comprehensive
picture of the alternative school. All information collected
is confidential. We appreciate your cooperation in filling
out this questionnaire.
GENERAL DIRECTIONS: To facilitate both the compilation and
analysis of questionnaire data NASP has designed a multiple
choice, short answer format. There are three types of
questions
:
1. (circle one/circle all choices which apply)
For these questions circle only the
appropriate number(s).
2. (please specify) For these questions please
enter the appropriate number, percentage, or
short phrase cleahly in the space provided.
3. grids-- For these questions mark the
appropriate cells in the grid with a check.
We feel the information generated by the
grids will justify the time spent in
completing them.
Please remember that this questionnaire is designed to get
information about how the school is and not how you would
like to see it.
Thank you very much again for your time.
BACKGROUND
1. Name of School:
2. Address:
2 ci ty :
4. state and zi P :
5.
How many hours a day is the school building open for students?
(circle one)
1. less than 4 hours
2. between 4 and 6 hours
3. more than 6 hours
DEVELOPMENTof the PROGRAM
6.
How many years has the school been admitting students? (circle one)
1. 1 year or less
2. between 1 and 3 years
3. more than 3 and less than 5 years
4. 5 years or more
7.
From what group(s) did the majon. impetus for the school come?
(circle all choices which apply)
1. school district staff
2. teachers
3. students
4. parents
5. community members
6. university personnel
7. educational consultants
8. school board members
8 . Who was involved in the initial planning of the school? (circle all
choices which apply)
1. school district personnel
2. teachers
3. students
4. parents
5. community members
6. university personnel
7. educational consultants
8. school board members
29. How much time was involved in the initial planninq phase?
specify) s K (please
weeks
10.
How much money was spent in the initial planning phase, including
released time for personnel, consultants, materials, etc ?
(please specify)
dollars
PHILOSOPHY & GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
11.
Do you have a written statement of your school's proqram qoals?
(circle one)
1
• yes
2.
no
(if yes
,
would you please send us a copy)
12.
In what ways do you feel you are moAt dL^&finwt from the other
schools in your district? (circle up to three choices)
1. curriculum
2. provide learning experiences for minority groups
3. decision-making processes
4. interaction of students and teachers
5. method of grading
6. use of non-certified personnel
7. physical environment
8. interaction between school and parents
9. interaction between school and community
10. emphasis on affective goals
IT. other (please specify)
13. What experiences does your school undertake to develop a sense of
community? (circle all choices which apply)
1. we do not plan specific activities for this purpose
2. support groups
3. general meetings
4. field trips
5. plan, cook, and eat meals together
6. scheduled special events
7. other (please specify)
314 In what ways does your program support
ethnic and cultural identity?
(circle all choices which apply)
1. no specific ways
2. courses
3. counseling
4. ethnic makeup of staff
5. other (please specify)
15. In what ways does your program support cultural pluralism?
(circle
all choices which apply)
1. no specific ways
2. courses
3. counseling
4. ethnic makeup of staff
5. other (please specify)
STUDENT INFORMATION
16. What is your 1973-1974 student enrollment?
1 . 50 or less
2. 51-100
3. 101-200
4. 201-500
5. 501 or more
17. What was your 1972-1973 student enrollment?
1 . 50 or less
2. 51-100
3. 101-200
4. 201-500
5. 501 or more
18. What was your 1971-1972 student enrollment?
1 . 50 or less
2. 51-100
3. 101-200
4. 201-500
5. 501 or more
19. What is the percentage of female students e
(circle one)
(circle one)
%
420. What percentage of the students in your school come from thefollowing areas? (please specify an approximate percentage)
urban, inner city %
urban
suburban
rural
%
%
21. What is the makeup of the student population? (please specify
an approximate percentage)
Asian %
Black i
Indian %
Spanish surname %
White %
22. What is the makeup of the school age population in the
district? (please specify an approximate percentage)
Asian
Black
Indian
Spanish surname
°l
White %
23. Which grade levels (as traditionally defined) are included in
your school? (circle all choices which apply)
1 . 1 9. 9
2. 2 10. 10
3. 3 11 . 11
4. 4 12. 12
5. 5 13. pre-kindergarten
6. 6 14. kindergarten
7. 7 15. beyond 12
8. 8
24. What is the age range of your student population? (please specify)
to
525. What is the average. daily absentee rate? (circle one)
1 . 5 percent or less
2. 6-10 percent
3. 11-20 percent
4. 21-40 percent
5. 41 percent or more
26. What is the approximate, percent of students who drop out of your
program each year? (circle one)
1 . 5 percent or less
2. 6-10 percent
3. 11-20 percent
4. 21 percent or more
27. Where do students go when they drop out of your program? (pi east
specify an approximate percent)
to other schools within the public system %
to private schools %
move out of the district %
to work %
other (please specify) %
28. Where do students go when they finish your program? (please
specify an approximate percent)
to college %
to other schools in the district %
to private schools %
to jobs based on training
received in school %
to other jobs %
to the armed forces %
other (please specify) %
6STUDENT RECRUITMENT & ADMISSIONS
29. Which of the following methods are used in recruiti
for your school? (circle all choices which apply)
ng students
1. publicize openings in district schools
2. advertising in media
3. hold parent meetings
4. invite prospective students and parents to school
5. visit classromms in district schools
6. mailings to homes
7. other (please specify)
30.
How many students applied for admission for the 1973-1974 school year?(please specify)
students
31. How many student openings were there for the 1973-1974 school year?
(please specify)
openings
32. What is the selection process for students? (circle all choices
which apply)
1. all who apply are admitted
2. lottery with quotas
3. . open lottery
4. referral
5. reviewed application
6. interview
7. other (please specify)
33. What must the student present to your school to be considered
for admission? (circle all choices which apply)
1. no specific requirements
2. parent signature
3. letter of recommendation
4. application form
5. school referral form or letter
6. permission of previous school
7. other (please specify)
34. Do you use specific criteria for refusing admission?
1
•
yes
2. no
(circle one)
735.
Who makes the decisions on student admission at your school? (circle
all choices which apply)
1. no decision— lottery
2. director
3. teachers
4. students
5. committee for specific purpose
6. parents or community members
7. guidance personnel in the system
8. other (please specify)
STAFF
36.
What is the number of paid staff at your school? (please specify
number)
director(s)
administrators
other than director
supervising teachers
teachers
counselors
aides
secretaries
custodians
37.
What is the education and experience level of the paid professional
staff (administrators, teachers, couselors, aides) at your school?
(please specify approximate percent)
no college degree %
at least B. A. or B. S. %
at least M. A. or M. Ed. %
at least Ph. D. or Ed. D. %
state certification %
district tenure %
8
37.
cont.
previous alternative school
experience
previous public school
experience
work experience outside of
education
38.
What is the makeup of the paid professional staff? (pleasespecify an approximate percent)
Asian
Black
Indian
Spanish surname
White
39.
What experience has the director had prior to taking this
position? (circle all choices which apply)
1. have no director
2. teaching
3. administration
4. beginning another educatonal project
5. evaluating another educational project
6. educational consulting
7. work experience outside education
8. administrative experience outside education
STAFF RECRUITMENT& SELECTION
40. What is the average number of applications received for each
staff opening? (circle one)
1
. 5 or less
2. 6 to 10
3. 11 to 20
4. 21 or more
941. Who is involved in the selection process for professional staff
at your school? (circle all choices which apply)
1. school district staff
2. alternative school administration
3. professional staff
4. students
5. parents
6. community members
42. Who makes the final decision in the selection of professional staff
at your school? (circle all choices which apply)
1. school district staff
2. alternative school administration
3. professional staff
4. students
5. parents
6. community members
STAFF ROLES & DEVELOPMENT
43.
Flow is the director's role different from the administrator's role
in other district schools? (please check all boxes in the grid which
apply)
teaching and counseling
informal interaction with students
involvement in research
developing curriculum
publishing
involvement in social reform
(school as a way of meeting
the needs of the disen-
franchised)
involvement in administrative duties
involvement in teacher training
involvement in insuring the survival
of the school
involvement in program planning
and evaluation
involvement in student discipline
more same less
10
44. How is the teacher's role different
district schools? (please check all
from the teacher's role in other
boxes in the grid which apply)
teaching and counseling
informal interaction with students
involvement in research
developing curriculum
publishing
involvement in social reform
involvement in administrative duties
involvement in teacher training
involvement in insuring the survival
of the school
involvement in program planning
and evaluation
involvement in student discipline
45. What is the average working week for the paid professional staff?(circle one)
46.
1 .
2 .
30-40 hours
41-50 hours
51-60 hours
61 or more hours
What is the percent of professional staff
1
. 20 percent or less
2. 21-40 percent
3. 41-60 percent
4. 61-80 percent
5. 81 percent or more
turnover each year? (circle one)
47. How would you characterize your in-service training program? (circle all
choices which apply)
1 . have no program and see no need for one
2. have no program but would like one
3. program is run by an external consultant
4. program is run by district personnel
5. program is run by certified staff for student teachers
6. program is run by staff for itself
7. other (please specify)
11
48. What content areas are covered in your in-service training program?
(circle all choices which apply)
1 . language arts/communication skills
2. vocational skills
3. mathematics
4. science
5. sex
6. drugs
7. interpersonal relations
8. curriculum development
9. have no in-service training program
49. What content areas of the in-service training program are in most need
of improvement?(circle all choices which apply)
1. language arts/conmuni cation skills
2. vocational skills
3. mathematics
4. science
5. sex
6. drugs
7. interpersonal relations
8. curriculum development
9. have no in-service training program
50. How many hours per week does the professional staff devote to staff
meetings? (circle one)
1. 1 hour or less
2. between 1 and 3 hours
3. more than 3 and less than 6 hours
4. 6 hours or more
INTERNS & VOLUNTEERS
51. What is the number of interns/student teachers at your school? (please specify)
interns/student teachers
52. Is the use of interns/student teachers and volunteers critical for the
survival of the school? (circle one)
1
• yes
2. no
53. In which activities do interns/student teachers participate? (circle all
choices which apply)
1. assisting teachers in a classroom
2. teaching classes
3. running tutorials
4. counseling
5. administrative work
6. clerical work
7. curriculum planning
8. working with community volunteers
12
54. How many conmunity volunteers spend time in the school? (please specify)
volunteers
55. What is the makeup of the volunteers 7
percent) (please specify an approximate
Asian
Black
Indian
Spanish surname
Whi te
56. How are your volunteers recruited? (circle all choices which apply)
1. students solicit the learning resource they need
2. staff members are responsible for certain areas
3. certain staff members have the major responsibility
4. parents recruit volunteers
5. advertising in media
6. other (please specify)
57. In which activities do volunteers participate? (circle all choices which
apply)
1. assisting teachers in a classroom
2. teaching classes
3. running tutorials
4. counseling
5. administrative work
6. clerical work
7. curriculum planning
8. working with interns/student teachers
9. maintenance and repair
DECISION-MAKING
58. For what stated purposes does the school have si&gulan a£clM me.QJxngA'?
(circle all choices which apply)
1. staff does not meet regularly
2. to maintain a sense of staff unity
3. for in-service training
4. to discuss progress of students
5. to form school policy
6. to plan curriculum
7. to evaluate program
8. other (please specify)
13
59. Which people are involved in the decision-making process in the
indicated areas? (please check all the boxes in the grid that apply)
u
<u
to rC 4->w a o
u cd •H
o Q)
4J 4-» 4-»
C\J to to to
rH U u 4-1 M •H
O 4-> to to Q) * P QJ 'V
o to u 4-J a) to a) a) 4-4
rC -H <u a 4-1 C T3 4-» rH 4-1
o a rC Q) P H 3 c o cd
to *H u P CU 4-1 p O 4->
B cd t—i 4-1 tO 1—1 jp to
'P a) 4-1 O p o O
cd 4-1 to > •rH > to
student discipline
student admission
staff hiring
staff firing
curriculum
budget
school goals
physical plant
conflict, racial
conflict,
staff /student
conflict
,
staff /staff
conflict,
school/ community
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60. Which people or mechanisms
declilom in the indicated
the grid that apply)
are involved in
areas? (please
making the. {Inal
check all the boxes
4J
O
<
—
1
O t>0 60
o g G
rC *H •HU 4J 4J
CO cu 4H <D
Q) 4-1 d)
B cd 0
i—
1
4-1
cd CO
60 •H 4J
V-i G nd 60 4JO •H Hd 4-1 qj4-1 G J-i rH 4-1
•H BU i-i cd o cd Td g
CD CO o O 4J G oU > rO rG CO cd o
•H o o 4J
60 CO CO
in
student discipline
student admission
staff hiring
staff firing
curriculum
conflict,
staff /student
conflict
,
staff /staff
conflict
,
school/ community
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BUDGET
61. In what range is the annual per
(circle one)
1. $800 or less
2. $801 -$1000
3. $1001-11200
4. $1 201 -$1 400
pupil expenditure at your school?
5. $1401 -$1600
6. $1601 -$1800
7. $1801 -$2000
8. $2001 or more
62. In what range is the annual per pupil expenditure in your district?
(circle one)
1 . $800 or less 5. $1 401 -$1 600
2. $801 -$1000 6. $1601 -$1800
3. $1001 -$1200 7. $1 801 -$2000
4. $1 201 -$1 400 8. $2001 or more
63.
What are the sources of your funding? (circle all choices which
apply)
1. public school system
2. private funding agencies
3. community
4. state or federal funding
64. How is your budget allocated? (circle one)
1. as a separate school within the district
2. as a separate department within the school
3. from different departments within a school
4. other (please specify)
65. What is the percentage of your curriculum budget that you spend for
the following areas? (please specify an approximate percent)
ethnic studies %
learning experiences outside
school building %
career education %
affective education %
basic ski! Is (reading, writing,
and computation) %
16
program evaluation
66. Who is involved in the evaluati
all choices which apply)
on process in your school?
we have no regular program evaluation
we use outside evaluators
we use personnel within the school community
(circle
67.
Which of the following methods of evaluation do you use forpxogfim zvaluaUon? (circle all choices which apply)
1. pre and post tests of student performance
2. standardized achievement tests
3. school designed achievement tests
4. standardized attitude/personality measures
5. school designed attitude/personality measures
6. interviews
7. observation techniques
8. document collection (articles, memos, examples of student work, etc.
9. none of these ( no evaluation done)
STUDENT EVALUATION
68. Which of the following methods boj>t describes what you do in
evaluating students? (circle one)
1. normative (student's performance judged against that
of other students)
2. criterion-referenced (student's performance judged
against specific negotiated or prescribed educational
objectives)
3. anecdotal (narrative assessment of student progress)
4. other (please specify)
69. Who participates in student evaluation? (circle all choices which
apply)
1. the student
2. peers
3. teacher(s)
4. advisor
5. director
6. parents
7. other (please specify)
17
70.
In what form(s) is student evaluation data reported? (circle all
choices which apply)
1. student or parent selects own form
2. standard school system report form
3. alternative school designed report form
4. descriptive written analysis
5. checklist of criteria
6. marks
7. parent conferences
8. student conferences
9. other (please specify)
STAFF EVALUATION & IMPROVEMENT
71.
What procedures do you use for professional staff evaluation?
(circle all choices which apply)
1 . we have no procedures
2. student feedback
3. competency-based listing of teacher effectiveness
4. staff meetings devoted to peer feedback
5. school system rating form
6. observation by dept head, principal, or district staff
7. outside evaluators
8. assessment against individually negotiated goals
9. standing committee
10. other (please specify)
72. What are the stated purposes of these procedures? (circle all
choices which apply)
1 . we have no procedures
2. teaching improvement and growth
3. tenure decisions
4. firing
5. merit pay increase
6. promotion
7. to fulfill state requirements
18
CURRICULUM
73. Which of the following 4c|adulad experiences are available to studentsin your school? (circle all choices which apply)
1- apprenticeships
2. work-study
3. independent study of regular course work
4. concentrated independent study to allow for specialization
o. cross-age tutoring
6. problem, issue oriented learning
7. open classroom environment
8. all school projects
9. learning or skill centers
10. classes in another school building
11. classes in local colleges
12. learning experiences in the community
13. guest lecturers
14. support groups
15. group projects (collaborative learning)
16. overnight field trips
17. student exchange programs
18. athletic activities
74. Which of the following curriculum areas do you ejwphaAZze. in your
school? (circle all choices which apply)
1. interdisciplinary studies
2. institutional racism
3. institutional sexism
4. basic skills (reading writing, and computation)
5. career or vocational education
6. cross-cultural studies
7. college preparatory courses
8. consumer education (food economics, home economics, etc.)
9. environmental studies
10. ethnic studies
11. human relations
12. social-political issues
13. outdoor education
19
75. Please fill out the following grid which characterizes your school's
curriculum, (please check all the boxes in the grid which apply)
(if available, please enclose a copy of your schedule
or course catalogue)
20
course of study?
1 . student
2. peers
3. teacher(s)
4. advisor
5. director
6. parent
77. Does the school emj
for integrating th(
(circle one)
1 . yes
2. no
78. In light of your curriculum, in which of the following domains
of learning do you place major
i
emphasis? (circle up to three
choices)
1. moral (social responsibility, judgement)
2. perception (sensory awareness)
3. cognitive (formal thinking, logic, content)
4. volition (will to action)
5. spiritual
6. aesthetic (development of individual talent)
7. affective (emotional needs and feelings)
8. psychomotor (physical development and coordination)
79. For which of the following learning styles is your curriculum
designed? (circle all choices which apply)
1. we do not take these learning styles into consideration
2. dependent learning style (high direction and supervision
need)
3. interdependent learning style (high affiliation and
collaboration needs)
4. independent learning style (high self-direction and
autonomy needs)
80
. Which of the following teaching styles are used in your school?
(please specify an approximate. percent)
lecture %
present problems %
to solve
be a passive resource
participate in
discussions
question % provide feedback
facilitate %
%
%
%
21
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
81. Which facilities exist at your school? (circle all choices which apply)
1 . 1 ibrary 15. large meeting room
2. gymnasium 16. large open classroom
3. cafeteria 17. bathrooms
4. media lab 18. custodial space
5. music room 19. administrative office
6. science lab 20. dark room
7. art room 21
.
quiet room
8. language lab 22. playground
9. reading clinic 23. playing field
10. wood shop 24. non-specific classroom
11.
12.
13.
14.
consumer education
center
teacher lounge
student lounge
office space for
teachers
25. other (please specify)
82. Which of the following pieces of equipment belong to your school?
(circle all choices which apply)
1 . film making equipment 13. typewri ters
2. film projectors 14. adding machines
3. cassette recorders 15. computer terminal
4. video-tape 16. reading machines
5. overhead projector 17. stove
6. screens 18. refri gerator
7. slide projectors 19. pi ano
8. record players 20. other musical instruments
9. headphones 21. playground equipment
10. television 22. athletic equipment
11 .
12.
potter's wheel
kiln
23. other (please specify)
83. Which of the following describe your school situation? (circle all choices
which apply)
1. the school is in a leased building with other non-school programs
2. the school is in a leased building by itself
3. the school is in a school system building with other school
system facilities
4. the school is in a school system building with other programs
( school -within-a-school
)
5. the school is in a school building by itself
6. the building meets state regulations
7. members of the school have been permitted to decorate building
22
OPTIONAL84.
What do you feel are your school's greatest strengths?
85.
In what areas do you feel your school needs improvement?
86.
What do you feel are your school's greatest needs?
the
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APPENDIX II: DATA WORKSHEETS AND SAMPLE RESPONSES
A. First reading: initial categories of responses
B
'
interview
3
totals
9enera ^ °VerVleW ° f sch°° ,s
C. Second reading: sample protocols of criteria
Type I: School # 383
Type 1 1 : School # 220
Typelll: School # 059
TypelV: School # 056
D. Second reading: sample responses about
curriculum decision making
E. Third reading: Test for appropriateness
of categories
--directions for third reader
DATA WORKSHEET A First Reading: Initial
Categories of Responses
1 . school board alone
2. school board and director
3. school board, director, staff
4. school board, director, staff, and students
5. superintendant of schools
6. superintendant of schools and director
7. superintendant of schools, director, and staff
8. superi entendant of schools, director, staff, and students
9. umbrella school principal
10. umbrella school principal and director
11. umbrella school principal, director, and staff
12. umbrella school principal, director, staff, and students
3. umbrella school principal and superintendant of schools
14. umbrella school principal, superintendant of schools, and director
15. umbrella school principal, superintendant of schools, director,
and staff
16. umbrella school principal, superintendant of schools, director,
staff,
and students
17. director alone
18. director and staff
19. director and assistant director
20. director and selected staff
21. director, staff, and students
22. director, selected staff, and selected students
23. individual teachers
24. all teachers together
25. teachers and selected students
26. teachers and students
27. sleeted teachers
28. parent advisory board with other groups
29. parents and director
30. parents, director, and staff
31. parents, director, staff, and students
32. individual parents ultimately
33. individual students
34. small groups of students
35. student government
36. student clubs
37. friendship groups
38. oldest students
39. smartest students
40. town meeting— consensus from those present
41. town meeting— vote from those present
42. town meeting and all school vote
43. town meeting and director approval
44. town meeting and director/staff approval
45. town meeting and ultimate school board
approval
46. community governing board
47. community governing board and director
48. community governing board, director, and
staff
49. community board and school board
50. individual classes
51. committees
—representative
52. committees--appointed
53. committees--specific
54. committees—ad hoc
55. staff meeting
—consensus
56. staff meeting-- vote
57. home groups
58. those who voice concern
59. committees report to town meeting
60. committees report to whole school for vote
61. people who know most about the decision to be made
62. people who have been here the longest
63. specific person or people named
64. I don't know
65. whoever is around
66. don't understand the question
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Second Readings Sample
i
DATA '7CRK3KEET
. rotocols on Criteria
ample
r
rotoco{lr:
:
Type
II
School
Sample
Protocols:
Type
Til
School
Jdr
OjT*/
Sample
Protocols:
Type
IV
School
Tyne I Schools
DATA WORKSHEET D ~l |
Responses to questions
|
about curriculum decision
Director responses
TOCSoZlFsCs pZo/fS/S O uOs) c C?<S/'S<2 “ (thoh# I
e <*!'-#// Oro 0/>J 2n/ pros
.
Tcs/ c Zc/'o O/hs < s/<L
u~/iah T~/7Cy us/ih ho oZ e/" " (h-3-l 7))
r
'ho<oA / st &// <s < s/ctsf/ bZZh /r??/??/&,- scZcp c/s/oZ so
lb 'psszesfM*?-" (fc‘r/h]
r /h co 5c'/o(p/
}
tA^-e a s^e. cos??/?/, hh-CeZ ho ct/?'/y &s?b> t Lt -£
<% hacZe's- -/s? / h/ s/ hs/ C 0's- s' i C <s /css?? " ((YT-hb)
UT7)<L -boxc-S/o,^ o/ec,<t/e" Oh2-crv)
Student responses
1
fly /Z _ a O he1 C Ocy /i y h
<fCoc/r? y-e/o,- ZZs
/iffoo ho JO
tyoo ocA Cc h
a/j<?u h / h"
y<?ct h-eesZ /W y/y&pZc#~ Af
(h? n-’J
tl 17U h'acZL&o'/ie //?5 . -L /?v/e Oiy 5c. Z&ZiSZe ZZosr? uiZoh's
OfhC/eh " C&^iT5~)
(,
D(pj'C/,i you/- Olo/1 b&Z'aZuZz < Zc/oy SOS'S sZcs;
Ah /KcfZo
hcts htf/ra hh//i/> Ay/ /<*//? **' oZ^c/o/Z hs^ss?
ZJtiih'O) oZ'ht’sZc/ " C Ff-O-I 5 )
Teacher responses
° bl/hsi h€isfs Cos/joa /siho /H y //t Irish / s/joacZ"
Z/UL /JfOS '/?SS/Sj
,
JT
C( Teac /i yso pso soui AfSic- o c< h//st o. 'r 3 hy/sy'e^./'As sSocssZ’'r '
- (hPhzj
((f%es^ /-
5
ct/crh <9 -f ZZ-s y'sZp'-s? /,/ hhh //isZc'/sZuss/’
&Z5Ss-<0&sS) > ° (hhH ?> J
r,pSoJ>hfl] l P /W $AA>/t t/hrp/Op’s/? Pr? y- ,s> Ctssv"/ C'-s/L'rS/,
Zloy oZoioZe. Z/'P/n u-/?s,’h Z^-s-ZZi-'u cp hrZf/-' ( hy 7-)
uCuss/ C <4A SSI AAv-o -Z^-Oss} -f-r’O'oZZ-c ho
hho C'ZuPl " (pro < 2-)
DATA worksheet /?-2. Responses to questions re
1
curriculum decisions
T'-y-p o TT Zc^OOlS
Director responses
tI fpCCc/lCC^ {~t?//c>i^y C cS /(S;*? {t/s1, //J. J /
pCtcA/'ea^ AaS-es/ CS1 ce*fteav>" (ttjt/f)
!r
Osi tjCf/iy pracsP^S c?7 5 tz/AAts <?>*/ /ftas^ s>& aA
^izttrfs S+tz/^ //<?$ p/asia/s?^ /T/'e-e -hs/yS ~eo spsp/-
+ j^Ln-eec/s
~t/uc, ^’tUp/S-i/s a-e. taacA* (rt- c/f)
rcCwmcw/c/^j quu/es a'svz- X A /Mp/
A/oiAps j LeA o -f s/r-f/ o^aatrsA a/is/ /,?- ^ " \
t* (§7),
lrl/#ioe’s ~hc<y/i+ 4y c&si ta<sa/^ ;/A < nc/tasAxa/A^ /sit-/Us it/csa/ p/ttyaassi iT/? c <?s; /ys7 iSc? cs S
T&-S7C-/1 1>3 n^c?/-)'T tap/ Tp <?,- >' (frLfC+y.'l
C($fa
-ft fiie'-t’ As 'tocj^ <z/f-u/ sA/aA/a f~5 /T&'Aa’y,
Ou/^l. o^ec/s <?s\sL sn-e A " [&///)
Student responses
ft lAshtfl-c r?/~c>cj/'irsrr
, .3 a'/ccs7 /] is/??t?a /V /a Azp/j 5 c-^/Ap
cfAu/h?" (frowj
C(
T~^G’ j?/\?c.-,irf
/
i£ C C\aS'?<?JC> /a&ePp/ <T// ^ -Z-
n-eed" iv-tf/l
Cf$taAA /?-€/a?^ 5 ActAaa As ^ " ( #- STA
)
Teacher responses
~^Ttrr v Ao yeas' ,+- to rZp A7i/s?y 3
/l-eeA* C&23-&7
<(
u^l p/siy /y/?<?//'?ACa/ s hue/a a f paste’s — po
"lat? <*€
<
p // yac/,' c'iV/pa
-/p s-^t/ />ae~a / A t-c-///
/;;^ £/ /; <s ifrZs <2> / 5 tya/AiAs ~ t#*W
cr(7i*s i~Ca/r? &£ Aft?cA/a^ a/-e<? ea/a $ '* (tp-i/t)
C<li~c -£<>is/ <?<a A ic/a/ 6v<?s~fi5 ch? A
y/pp As? t/s<s a-'//: A to c/c, 77/
ci a toi-i cap cp > " U-P 7/7)
/-cpt/pros?i(lc-e po 1 fin?as;/ ~T/c'aac, /// //? aas
ct eacAt c/JAs c /a ///e^-
.
7^ r
yf ^ c ar^rc i,-//<S'>'l a/cc,s>c/ Aa- cA/ac 3
tyecfa" (tt/,0)
I
•Responses to questions re
i
DATA V/0RKSH22T D~/> I curriculum decisions
Type TTT Schools
Director responses
7 Bofse. C-urricci/c/.,; <<v? 5 47// /€*€/ , n ht*# c^/f/si s,
tft'-etf * C & fh T) J
U ^ 'keesfec f?*_
^fuf-erlO 6?€O itf * ( ft= O'T-'b)
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fftoDs) /(3 C'/IC'O s<?- 'fi'S'sM 6L '/1-tf// tS f?l& -pSSC^sf 5
p'0 i~ * (& 377/
uT7fac./-*rs, aYe^f^fe, c^tff? 5&srtj£ isffPes f
K~ufs L^/io i-e/Y c^Ast f- ffl0y r<f // Yff * (tf+oq)
Student responses
7^<? c*/1£ct_ pf-fcr coc/ ss <e sy ^^ ^ /?& so^ss. f- r<?*'y7
opft Os7 ‘
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Teacher responses
V tP SI# y 5 Cjfj e’c/'o els'* ss/Yoo. S /~0<f; SL^-sfDoy ( /l00/~
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Type XV Schools
Director responses7^^ Tfa ^ „
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Teacher responses
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Directions ; Your task is to place each of the ten cards before you
i into one of four piles. Yach card re ores tr. ' r sot : - .-is so
to two questions: i, Generally, how = ire decisions made in this
school? and 2, 7/ho has the most inf..~uence in this school?
Cn each card, the first response is that of the director. The
next four responses are from students. And the final two responses
ar£ from staff. Read each card carefully and then place the
card in the pile which most closely describes the responses on
the card. The piles are:
Pile T
:
The responses by director, students, and staff are
s imilar
,
Responses indicate that decisions are made the
ter dov/n: directors have most power, then teachers, then
students. Directors are seen as the chief decision-maker, only
cal'ina on others from time to time. In terms of influence. th<
same pattern prevails : the director is perceived as having the
most power, then teachers, then students.
Pile TI
:
The responses by director, students, and staff are
similar. Responses indicate that decisions are made by the
director and staff together : student opinions may be solicited,
but the final decision is made by adults. I n terms of influence
.
the same •pattern prevails ; student concerns may be considered,
but the most influential people perceived are the adults in the
school.
Pile III: The responses by director, students, and staff
vary. Yach pers on or group se es him/herself as the ma^or
decision maker. Students often mention student government or
student representatives. In terms of influence, the same
pattern prevails , each group or individual name's him/hers Id:
f
as havirv- the most influence.
Pile IV: The responses by director, students, and staff
are similar . Responses indicate that decisions are shrred by
director, students, and staff. Democratic process is mentioned
as are committees and consensus. In ter-s of influence, the same I
pattern prevails , with influence depending on the situation
and the person.
After you have placed each card in a pile, read through the cards
in each pile to see that your placement is consistent. Each card
must be placed in a pile.
( See Appendix I-C for
sample cards)
Directions
for
the
third
reader
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